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INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1
1.1

Topic of the thesis

Compounding is a very productive way of word formation in Dutch (Booij,
1992 and 2002; Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 150) as well as in other languages
(Brisard, Laarman, & Nicoladis, 2008; Jackendoff, 2002, p. 250; Lieber, 2005, p.
375). Even children from the age of two are keen to form new compounds
(Clark, Gelman, & Lane, 1985). For instance, they invent nose beard to refer to a
mustache (Becker, 1994) or Dutch draak+vis (‘dragon-fish’) to refer to a lobster
(Elbers & van Loon-Vervoorn, 2000). Interestingly, compounds may contain
certain linking elements concatenating their constituents. For instance, Dutch
banaan+en+schil (‘banana skin’) contains a linking en in between the two
constituents, or German Blume+n+stängel (‘flower stem’) contains a linking n.
This thesis is concerned with the linking element en in spoken Dutch
compounds and investigates its relation with the plural suffix -en in nouns.
Dutch is particularly interesting here because the linking en is most often
homographic and homophonous with the regular plural suffix -en, as in pairs
like boek+en (‘books’) and boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’). This homophony is
generally not present in English (e.g., book+s - book+Ø+case) and is less obvious
for German (e.g., homophony in Büch+er - Büch+er+schrank, ‘books - bookcase’,
but not in Hähn+e - Hahn+en+schrei, ‘roosters - crowing of a rooster’). Some
linguists (e.g., Bauer, 2003, p. 30; Booij, 2007, p. 316) reserve the term “linking
element” exclusively for meaningless elements. For instance, the en in
schaap+en+vlees (literally: ‘sheep meat’, mutton) is considered as meat of one
sheep. In this thesis, I use the term linking element to refer to any interfix
occurring between the modifier and the head of the compound.
The existing homophony between Dutch linking elements and plural
suffixes may cause a plural interpretation of modifiers with linking en (Booij &
van Santen, 1998, p. 157). And indeed, there is considerable empirical evidence
15
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on the basis of written words that language users interpret linking en as a plural
form. For instance, Schreuder et al. (1998) found that Dutch linking en activates
plural semantics when homographic with the plural suffix -en (e.g., slang+en slang+en+beet, ‘snakes - snakebite’; see Neijt, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2004).1
The form correspondence between linking elements and plural endings for
Dutch has also elicited numerosity effects. The term numerosity (Krueger,
1972, 1982) refers to the number of objects in a set. Schreuder et al. (1998) and
Neijt et al. (2004) showed that the presence of a linking en influences people’s
perceived numerosity. They observed that Dutch speakers have higher
estimations of the number of boek+en (‘books’) in a boek+en+rek
(‘book+EN+shelf’), written with linking en, than in a boek+e+rek
(‘book+E+shelf’), written with linking e. At the time of that study, Dutch
readers were accustomed to the use of both e and en for the spelling of linking
elements. The same effect, but in the other direction, was found in a study of
Afrikaans (Jansen, Schreuder, & Neijt, 2007). Speakers of this language have
higher numerosity judgments for Dutch compounds written with linking e
(boek+e+rek), the linking element being homographic to the Afrikaans plural
suffix -e (boek+e, ‘books’), than for compounds with linking en (boek+en+rek), in
which the linking element is not homographic to any plural suffix in Afrikaans.
Both studies show that the distinction between singular and plural meaning is
not a dichotomy (i.e., a division in two categories) but rather a distinction on a
gradual scale. In the following chapters, the singular-plural distinction is
sometimes treated as a dichotomy (see Summary and Conclusions).
The present thesis examines the relation between Dutch linking elements
and plural endings in spoken words. A substantial amount of regional variation
can be found in the pronunciation of the Dutch plural suffix -en (Goeman,

A similar effect has been found for Dutch linking s. Neijt, Baayen and Schreuder
(2006) show that the insertion of -s after the first constituent of a compound (e.g.,
kleuter+s - kleuter+s+klas, ‘kindergartners - kindergarten class’) activates plural
semantics.

1
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2001; Goossens, 1987; de Schutter, 2001; de Schutter, van den Berg, Goeman,
& de Jong, 2005; van de Velde & van Hout, 2003; Weijnen, 1966; de Wulf,
Goossens, & Taeldeman, 2005; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001). For example, the
plural noun noot+en (‘nuts’) can be pronounced as [QRW̸], [QRW̸Q], or [QRW]ذ.
Roughly, the plural -n is typically preserved ([QRW(̸)Q]) in the speech of
individuals from the northeastern parts of the Netherlands but omitted ([QRW̸])
in the speech of individuals from the southern parts of the Netherlands
(Goeman, 2001; de Schutter, 2001; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001). Whereas the
variable pronunciation of the Dutch plural -en has been clearly documented,
there are no recent studies of the pronunciation of the linking en in compounds.
In earlier research, Morshuis (1978) and de Vries (1972) both report regional
variation in the pronunciation of linking elements. More recent publications on
this topic assume that most speakers of Dutch pronounce the linking en only as
[̷] today (Booij, 2002, p. 179; Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 156; de Haas &
Trommelen, 1993, p. 402; Haeseryn, Romijn, Geerts, de Rooij, & van den
Toorn, 1997, p. 683; Neijt & Zuidema, 1994, p. 69). One of the aims of the
present thesis is to contribute to our knowledge of regional variation in the
pronunciation of specifically the linking element en in Dutch nominal
compounds.
There is much controversy about the status of Dutch linking elements.
Various changes in the spelling system through the years have led to intense
linguistic debate (see Neijt & Nunn, 1997, p. 134-135; Nunn & Neijt, 2006;
Sproat, 2000, p. 193). Former spelling rules were based on semantic criteria and
prescribed that one had to write a linking en when a plural interpretation of the
modifier of the compound was intended or inevitable. For instance,
gebaar+en+taal (‘sign language’) was written with n since sign language utilizes
many signs, while pan+e+koek (‘pancake’) was written without n since a pancake
is baked in one pan. In 1995 and 2005, new rules were designed based on
morphological criteria, i.e., one had to write a linking en when the left
constituent of the compound had a plural form on -en. Since then, both
17
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gebaar+en+taal and pan+en+koek need to be written with n according to the
standard spelling rules.
The status of Dutch linking elements is still controversial. Some linguists
confirm a relation between linking elements and plural endings for Dutch
(Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 157-158; Haeseryn et al., 1997, p. 685; Mattens,
1970, p. 184; van den Toorn, 1982, p. 157), while others do not agree (de Haas
& Trommelen, 1993; Verkuyl, 2007). From this perspective, studying linking en
in spoken language is relevant for several reasons. First, it contributes to the
ongoing debate about the status of linking elements. Second, it investigates
whether linking en in spoken language causes a plural interpretation, regardless
of spelling. Finally, it investigates the rhythmic function of the linking en.
Linking elements can be used to express plurality of the modifier and to create
an alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables (Neijt, 2003; Neijt, Krebbers,
& Fikkert, 2002; Neijt & Schreuder, 2007). For instance, the use of en in
kip+en+soep (‘chicken soup’) results in a rhythmic patterned compound because
en adds an unstressed syllable among the stressed syllables kip (‘chicken’) and
soep (‘soup’).
Counterevidence for a relation between linking elements and plural endings
is provided by Frisian, a language closely related to Dutch and spoken in the
northern region of the Netherlands. While homophony between linking en and
the plural suffix -en often occurs in Dutch, it generally does not occur in Frisian
(Hoekstra, 1996), as illustrated by a pair like boek+en (‘books’) and boek+e+kast
(‘bookcase’). This thesis will compare spoken Frisian and Dutch compounds on
this issue.
The question whether linking elements are identical to plural endings is
relevant for morphological theories. If Dutch speakers interpret modifiers with
linking en in compounds as regular plural forms (e.g., ratten+eter, ‘rats+eater’), it
may be problematic for the level-ordering hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and the
words-and-rules theory (Berent & Pinker, 2007, 2008; Pinker, 1991, 1999;
Pinker & Ullman, 2002). Both theories make predictions about the possible
ordering of morphological processes in word formation. While the two theories
18
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differ in detail, they both consider derivational and inflectional processes of a
language to be organized at different levels. A simplified schema of these
theories (Pinker, 1999, p. 180) is presented in Figure 1.

Memorized
roots (incl.
irregulars)

Complex
word
formation

Regular
inflection

Syntax

Figure 1. A simplified schema of morphology based on Kiparsky (Pinker, 1999,
p. 180).
Pinker (1999) assumes that irregular forms are stored as a whole in the mental
lexicon, while regular forms are created by rules. The level-ordering hypothesis
(Kiparsky, 1982) and the words-and-rules theory (e.g., Berent & Pinker, 2007,
2008; Pinker, 1999) predict that irregular words like mice are available as input
for compounds (e.g., mice-eater), while regular forms like rats are not (*rats-eater,
see Figure 1). This thesis will present new data based on Dutch compounds
that may falsify the hypothesis that word formation is constrained by regular
inflection.

1.2

Aims and outline of the thesis

The main aim of this thesis is to investigate whether speakers of Dutch
interpret Dutch modifiers with linking en in spoken compounds as plural forms.
It elaborates on the influence of form variation on numerosity. A substantial
amount of variation can be found in the occurrence of a linking element in
Dutch compounds. Some compounds occur with and without a linking
element, like bloem+bak and bloem+en+bak (‘flower box’). Form variation may
also occur in Dutch dialects, for example appel+e+boum (‘apple tree’) with
linking [̷] in the Limburg dialect, versus appel+boom (‘apple tree’) without
linking element in standard Dutch. Perceived numerosity of a compound’s
19
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modifier may be affected by pronunciation variation and knowledge of a
language, i.e., Dutch, Frisian or a Dutch dialect.
The research described in this dissertation contributes to previous research
in several ways. First of all, it focuses on speech, while most studies so far
investigated the relation between Dutch linking elements and plural forms in
written words. The present thesis investigates the pronunciation of Dutch
linking en in speech production and the interpretation of this element in speech
perception.
Second, this thesis investigates regional differences. Previous studies
showed that the plural suffix -en is pronounced differently by speakers from
different regions in the Netherlands. This thesis investigates regional
differences in speech production and speech perception of the linking element
en in Dutch compounds. It thus elaborates on a linguistic topic, i.e. linking
elements, from both a psycholinguistic and a sociolinguistic perspective.
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reports a study in speech
production of the linking en in compounds and the plural suffix -en in nouns. It
compares the pronunciation of both categories for Dutch speakers from five
different regions (i.e. North, East, Middle, South and West) of the Netherlands.
Chapter 3 reports a similar study in Frisian speech production and compares
the results from Frisian with Dutch. Chapters 4 and 5 investigate the role of
Dutch linking en in auditory word processing and examine whether linking en in
spoken compounds is interpreted as a plural marker. This question is studied
for speakers of standard Dutch (Chapter 4) and for speakers from four
different regions (i.e. North, Northeast, Middle and South; Chapter 5) of the
Netherlands. The study in chapter 6 compares numerosity judgments for
written and spoken compounds with a linking en, and investigates the additional
role of rhythm on these judgments. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the research
presented in this dissertation, outlines topics for further investigation and
concludes with a discussion about the implications for linguistic theory.
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SIMILARITY OF PLURAL ENDINGS AND LINKING

ELEMENTS IN REGIONAL SPEECH VARIANTS OF DUTCH

Chapter 2
This chapter is a revised version of: Hanssen, E., Banga, A., Neijt, A., &
Schreuder, R. (in press). The similarity of plural endings and linking elements in
regional speech variants of Dutch. Language and Speech.

Abstract
The plural suffix -en (noot+en, ‘nuts’) is pronounced differently by speakers from
different regions of the Netherlands. In this study, we compared the
pronunciation of the plural suffix -en in phrases (noot+en kraken, ‘to crack nuts’)
with linking en in compounds (noot+en+kraker, ‘nutcracker’), because some
claim that both are similar (Schreuder, Neijt, van der Weide, & Baayen, 1998),
while others claim that they are not (Verkuyl, 2007). The pronunciations of 109
participants coming from five regions of the Netherlands were therefore
compared in a picture naming task. A systematic relation between the
pronunciations of plural -en and linking en was detected: Speakers from the
Northern and Eastern regions produced [(̸)Q] most often for both the linking
elements and plural endings, while speakers from the Middle and Western
regions produced [̸] most often for both. For speakers from the Southern
region, we found no preference to pronounce either [̸] or [̸Q] in compounds
or phrases. It is concluded that Dutch speakers often do not distinguish plural en from linking en in their speech production. Possibly, speakers of Dutch
consider linking en and plural -en as the same morpheme.
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2.1

Introduction
The Dutch plural suffix -en (e.g., noot+en, ‘nuts’) is pronounced differently by

speakers from different regions of the Netherlands, which is a well-studied
phenomenon (Goeman, 2001; Goossens, 1987; de Schutter, 2001; de Schutter,
van den Berg, Goeman, & de Jong, 2005; van de Velde & van Hout, 2003;
Weijnen, 1966; de Wulf, Goossens, & Taeldeman, 2005; de Wulf & Taeldeman,
2001). For example, the plural noun noten (noot+en, ‘nuts’) can be pronounced as
[QRW̷], [QRW̷Q], or [QRW]ذ. Roughly, one can state that the plural -n or so-called
final -n is typically preserved ([QRW(̷)Q]) in the speech of individuals from the
Northeastern parts of the Netherlands but omitted ([QRW̷]) in the speech of
individuals from the Southern parts of the Netherlands (Goeman, 2001; de
Schutter, 2001; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001).
The preceding sketch of the regional variation involving [̷] or [(̷)Q] is in
agreement with van de Velde and van Hout (2003) who have explored the
deletion of the final -n in the Netherlands and Flanders (i.e., the Dutchspeaking region of Belgium). Dutch teachers from four regions of the
Netherlands and Flanders were asked to read sentences that contained nouns,
verbs, and adverbs with a final -n aloud. The speakers from the Northern parts
of the Netherlands were found to pronounce the final -n more often than the
speakers from the other Dutch regions. Moreover, the realization of the final -n
in standard Dutch is reported to be highly variable, and other linguists similarly
report the omission of the final -n to be not an absolute phenomenon (Weijnen,
1966; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001). Differences in the realization of the final -n
may be caused by word-internal factors as the differences between suffixes,
morphemes, and word classes. For example, the deletion of the final -n is more
frequently reported for nouns than for corresponding verb stems (e.g., teken,
‘sign’ vs. (ik) teken, ‘(I) draw’) while preservation of the final -n is more
frequently reported for monomorphemic words (e.g., (ik) teken, ‘(I) draw’) than
for polymorphemic words (e.g., (wij) bijt+en, ‘(we) bite’). Differences in the
realization of the final -n may also be caused by word-external factors as age,
gender, and social background (Goeman, 2001; van de Velde & van Hout,
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2003). In Table 1, an overview of the geographic regions in the Netherlands
with different pronunciations of the plural -en and the specific regions selected
for consideration in the present study can be found.
Table 1
Overview of the Realization of Plural -e(n) according to Geographic Region of the
Netherlands with Specific Region indicated in Parentheses
Region

Plural -e(n)

North (Friesland)

often realized as [(̷)Q]

East (Achterhoek)

often realized as [(̷)Q]

Middle (Veluwe)

variable realization, [(̷)Q] or [̷]

South (Limburg)

often realized as [̷]

West (South-Holland)

often realized as [̷]

Pronunciation of the plural -n is generally preserved in the Northern and
Eastern regions of the Netherlands. In the Southern and Western regions, the
plural -n is often deleted (Goeman, 2001; Goossens, 1987; de Schutter, 2001; de
Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001). The Middle region of the Netherlands (e.g., the
Veluwe, the western part of the province Gelderland) is considered as a
transitional area where speakers produce both plural [(̷)Q] and [̷] (Goeman,
2001).
In the present study, the pronunciations of the plural suffix -en and the
linking element en in compound words were compared.2 These two
morphological categories can be homographic in Dutch as in boeken (boek+en,
‘books’) and boekenkast (boek+en+kast, ‘bookcase’) or tanden (tand+en, ‘tooth’)

Some linguists use the notion “linking element” exclusively for those elements that are
meaningless in their view (Bauer, 2003, p. 30; Booij, 2007, p. 316; see further). Here, we
make no distinction between “meaningful” (plural morphemes) and “meaningless”
elements (linking elements) and use the term for all those interfixes that occur between
the modifier and the head of the compound.

2
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and tandenborstel (tand+en+borstel, ‘toothbrush’). For this reason, it is possible
that the first part of a compound may be interpreted as a plural form (Booij &
van Santen, 1998; Haeseryn, Romijn, Geerts, de Rooij, & van den Toorn, 1997,
p. 685; van den Toorn, 1982, p. 157).
Empirical support for the claim that Dutch linking en can be interpreted as a
plural form has been frequently found (Hanssen, Banga, Schreuder, & Neijt,
accepted; Neijt, Krebbers, & Fikkert, 2002; Neijt, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2004;
Schreuder et al., 1998). For instance, Schreuder et al. (1998) investigated the
function of Dutch linking en in written nominal compounds. Dutch readers
were at that time accustomed to the use of both e and en for the spelling of
linking elements. In a number decision task, the participants were presented
singular compounds (e.g., slang+e+beet, ‘snake+e+bite, snakebite’) or plural
compounds (e.g., muziek+critici, ‘music critics’), and had to decide whether they
saw a singular or a plural word. The experimental items were presented with a
linking e (slang+e+beet, ‘snake+e+bite, snakebite’) or a linking en (slang+en+beet,
‘snake+en+bite, snakebite’) with the linking en always corresponding to the
regular plural form of the noun (slang+en, ‘snakes’). Note that in both cases, the
correct response was “singular” but slower response latencies were found when
en occurred between the two constituents of the compound. Schreuder et al.
(1998) conclude that the parsing of the compound delivers an initially plural
reading when the linking element is written as the en plural. On the basis of
their findings, they conclude that Dutch linking en activates plural semantics.
Additional evidence for a relation between the linking en and the plural -en in
Dutch is reported by Neijt et al. (2002) who undertook a picture naming task
with Dutch children. When the participants were presented a picture of a
balloon with bananas on it, they responded more often with a linking en,
pronounced as [̸] or [̸Q], (e.g., banaan+en+ballon, ‘banana+en+balloon, banana
balloon’) and the first part of the compound thus corresponding to the Dutch
plural for banana (banaan+en, ‘bananas’) than when they were presented a
picture of a balloon shaped as a banana. In the latter case, the participants
responded more often with no linking element (e.g., banaan+ballon,
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‘banana+Ø+balloon, banana balloon’) and the first part of the compound thus
corresponding to the Dutch singular for banana (banaan, ‘banana’). These
results show that a plural meaning induces a preference for the use of a linking
en among Dutch children.
The observation that left constituents in Dutch compounds may be
interpreted as regular plural forms is problematic for the level-ordering
hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and the words-and-rules theory (Pinker, 1999).
Both theories predict that irregular plurals may occur as modifiers in
compounds (mice eater), whereas regular plurals (*rats eater) cannot. However, the
Dutch translation equivalents muis+en+eter (‘mice eater’) and rat+en+eter (‘rat
eater’) which contain a linking element en in between the two constituents
provide a counterexample, because both examples may be analyzed as being
composed of a regular noun plural as modifier (muizen+eter, ‘mice+eater’ and
ratten+eter, ‘rats+eater’). If these forms are plural nouns, it means that regularly
inflected nouns feed compound formation in Dutch.
However, not all linguists agree with the perspective that Dutch linking en is
similar to the plural suffix -en (de Haas & Trommelen, 1993; Verkuyl, 2007).
Verkuyl (2007, p. 457-458) for instance, refutes the idea that boek+verkoper
(‘bookseller’) denotes one boek (‘book’) and boek+en+plank (‘bookshelf’)
denotes a shelf for several boeken (‘books’). In his view, plural and singular are
characteristics that belong to phrases and not to single nouns. De Haas and
Trommelen (1993, p. 402) report that linking e and en are both pronounced as
[̸] and they consider the spelling difference between the two as irrelevant.
Furthermore, they report that in compounds like boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’) it is
not possible to decide that the en of boek+en (book+en) is a plural suffix or a
linking element (de Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 361).
Some linguists take an intermediate position in this discussion and make a
distinction between plural morphemes and linking elements (Bauer, 2003, p. 30;
Booij, 2007, p. 88-89). In their view, the linking en is sometimes considered a
plural morpheme (e.g., sted+en+raad, ‘cities’ council’), and sometimes a
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meaningless linking element (e.g., schaap+en+vlees, ‘sheep’s meat’). They use the
term “linking element” exclusively for those elements that cannot be
interpreted as a plural suffix. Under this account, a plural interpretation of the
left constituent of a Dutch compound is only possible in certain contexts. The
plausibility of this account is further enhanced when considering the linking
element s. On the basis of compounds like rijtje+s+huis (‘terrace house’) and
dagje+s+mensen (‘day trippers’), Booij (2002, p. 181) argues that the left
constituents of these compounds clearly refer to one rijtje (‘terrace’) or dagje
(‘day’) and therefore, cannot receive a plural interpretation. Moreover, variation
may exist in the occurrence of a linking element in Dutch compounds. For
instance, the compounds schaap+herder (‘shepherd’), schaap+en+vlees (‘sheep’s
meat’) and schaap+s+kooi (‘sheep fold’) occur next to each other, with the same
modifier schaap (‘sheep’) in three different forms (with linking en, linking s, or no
linking element). On the basis of these observations, Booij (2007) concludes
that “this kind of stem allomorphy is thus a variation in the shape of
morphemes that is not governed by the phonology of a language, but is
regulated by its morphology” (p. 90).
Further counterevidence for the hypothesis that linking elements may have a
relation with the plural suffix is provided by Hoekstra (1996), on the basis of
Frisian compounds. Frisian is a language spoken in the Northern region of the
Netherlands, mainly in Fryslân (Dutch ‘Friesland’). In Frisian, however, a plural
noun is often pronounced as [(̷)Q] while the exact same noun when occurring
as the first part of a compound is most frequently pronounced as [̷];
homophony between the plural -en and the linking en does not, thus, generally
exist in Frisian (Hanssen et al., 2011; Hoekstra, 1996, p. 497-498). An example
is given in Table 2.
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Table 2
The Formation of a Compound in Frisian and Dutch with the word boek (‘book’) as the
Modifier in standard Dutch and standard Frisian pronunciation
Word type
Language
Frisian

Dutch

Noun

Compound

Singular

Plural

boek

boek+en

boek+e+kast

[EXN]

[EXN̷Q]

[EXN̷NľVW]

boek

boek+en

boek+en+kast

[EXN]

[EXN̷]

[EXN̷NľVW]

‘book’

‘books’

‘bookcase’

In fact, Hoekstra (1996) concludes that the first part of such compound
words cannot be considered the plural in Frisian. This is in contrast to the
results of aforementioned studies (e.g., Schreuder et al., 1998), which show a
close relation to exist between the linking en form and the plural -en form in
Dutch.
The variable pronunciation of the Dutch plural -en has been clearly
documented in the relevant research literature. However, there are no recent
studies of the pronunciation of the linking en across the different regions in the
Netherlands. In earlier research, Morshuis (1978) and de Vries (1972) both
report regional variation in the pronunciation of linking elements, but these
studies are more than 30 years old. Recently, it is generally assumed that most
speakers of Dutch pronounce the linking en only as [̷] (Booij, 2002, p. 179;
Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 156; de Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 402;
Haeseryn et al., 1997, p. 683; Neijt & Zuidema, 1994, p. 69). As Booij (2002)
reports: “many speakers of Dutch do not pronounce /Q/ after a schwa; hence,
-en is then realized as [̸], and cannot be distinguished from -e” (p. 179). Also
Haeseryn et al. (1997, p. 683) note that linking en occurs in spoken language
almost always exclusively as schwa. One of the aims of the present study was to
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contribute to our knowledge of regional variation in the pronunciation of
specifically the linking element en in Dutch nominal compounds.
The main issue of this study is the relation between linking elements and
plural endings in Dutch speech production. The question is whether similarities
exist between the pronunciation of the plural -en in nouns (e.g., noten kraken,
‘nut+[plural] crack, to crack nuts’) and the pronunciation of the linking en in
compounds (notenkraker, ‘nut+en+cracker, nutcracker’). If the plural -en and
linking en constitute different morphemes, then one can expect differences in
their pronunciations to occur. If they do not constitute different morphemes, in
contrast, then one can expect similar pronunciations. Evidence of the latter
could suggest that the plural -en and linking en are closely related in Dutch, as
claimed by some (e.g., Schreuder et al., 1998), but denied by others (e.g.,
Verkuyl, 2007).
The production of plural nouns in phrases versus modifiers of a compound
can give rise to prosodic differences as the plural nouns provide an -n at the
end of the phonological phrase, while the modifiers provide an -n at only the
end of the prosodic word. In earlier studies, it has been reported that the
pronunciation of consonants in word final syllables tends to be longer than the
pronunciation of consonants in medial syllables (Oller, 1973). Therefore,
differences in the final lengthening of the final syllable before a phonological
phrase boundary (plural nouns) versus a prosodic word boundary (compounds)
can occur (Hofhuis, Gussenhoven, & Rietveld, 1995).3 Perhaps final length
differences can cause differences in the production of a medial -n within a
compound word and a final -n at the end of a noun. For this reason, less npronunciation in compounds than in plural nouns can also be expected in the
present study.

The research results of Cambier-Langeveld, Nespor and van Heuven (1997), however,
have shown no significant differences in the durations of the final syllables at a
prosodic word versus a phonological phrase boundary during regular speech
production.

3
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In the study reported here, we compared the standard Dutch pronunciation
of the plural suffix -en in nouns with the linking en in compounds by speakers
from five different regions of the Netherlands.

2.2

Methods

2.2.1 Participants
A total of 109 students participated in this study. The students were all
intermediate vocational education students of agriculture in the Netherlands,
with a mean age of 17 years. The schools were offered a small amount of
money to participate. For each of the five regions of the Netherlands in which
the plural -en is pronounced differently, one school was selected to participate
(cf. Table 1 and Figure 1).

Figure 1. Map of the Netherlands showing the five selected regions in the
present study (N = North, M = Middle, E = East, S = South, W = West).
Each school was located in a city that was not a provincial capital or a
university city, and the students in the schools were all pursuing a relatively low
level of agricultural study. With the use of this type of regional schools it was
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possible to select participants who were as representative as possible of the
relevant regional speech variants. Moreover, it was possible to select a relatively
high number of dialect speakers or speakers of Frisian because prior research
has shown the use of a dialect to generally be higher when the student’s level of
education is lower. That is, the lower the level of education, the more the local
dialect tends to be spoken (Hos, Kuiper, & van Tuijl, 1982; Bloemhoff, van der
Kooi, Niebaum, & Reker, 2008). In Table 3, an overview of the characteristics
of the participants is presented. The students from the Northern region
(Friesland) were asked about their use of Frisian; the students from the four
other regions were asked about their use of a regional dialect.
Table 3
Characteristics of Participants from Five regions of the Netherlands and Use of Dutch
Dialect or Frisian Language as Measured along a Four-point Scale (1 = Seldom, 2 =
Sometimes, 3 = Mostly, or 4 = Always)
Characteristics

Region
North

East

South

Middle

West4

Number of males

11

19

9

20

16

Number of females

8

4

14

4

4

Age range (mean
age)
Percentage of
dialect speakers or
speakers of Frisian
Use of dialect or
Frisian

16-21
(18.2)
84%

16-18
(16.8)
87%

16-21
(17.1)
96%

16-19
(17.1)
75%

16-19
(17.3)
25%

2.61

2.41

3.09

2.13

0.85

We excluded speakers from the city of Katwijk because the dialect spoken there
deviates considerably from the neighboring dialects in the area (de Vink, 2004).

4
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We had at least five male participants per region. Given the limited
participation of females in agrarian studies, fewer females participated in the
present study than otherwise might be expected.
In order to gain speakers who were clearly representative of the selected
regions and thereby a clear regional distribution of speakers, we used three
criteria to select students for participation. First, the speaker had to be born and
raised in the region of his or her birth. Second, the speaker had to live in the
region at the time of data collection, and finally, the speaker had to have spent
no more than six months outside the region in question.
2.2.2 Stimuli and design
A total of 48 items, 32 experimental items and 16 filler items, were presented to
the participants. The experimental items consisted of 16 Dutch compounds
with a linking en (noot+en+kraker, ‘nut+en+cracker, nutcracker’) and 16 highly
similar phrases with a plural -en (noot+en kraken, ‘nut+[plural] crack, to crack
nuts’). Each pair had the same first part (noot+en, ‘nuts’) and the second part
only differed with respect to the last consonant, which had to change in order
to turn the noun (kraker, ‘cracker’) into a verb (kraken, ‘to crack’).
The 16 filler items consisted of eight novel compounds (e.g., duivelsjager,
‘devil+s+hunter, devil’s hunter’) and eight highly similar novel phrases (e.g.,
duivels jagen, ‘devil+[plural] hunt, to hunt devils’); these had an -s as the linking
element or plural suffix.
All of the items and the two conditions (compound or phrase) were
counterbalanced across two lists, with different randomized orders. From these
two lists, a third and fourth list were created that showed every item from
respectively the first and second list in the opposite condition (phrase or
compound).
For the experimental items, only nouns with a “balanced” frequency or socalled “neutral dominance” for the singular and plural forms were selected (see
Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997). This was done in order to preclude a
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preference for a particular form. The CELEX lexical database (Baayen,
Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) was used to determine the frequencies for the
singular and plural forms. For each of the experimental items, the difference
between the frequencies for the two forms was less than one logarithm.
All of the items were presented in sentences in which the target words were
called for in the last position or next to the last position in the sentence. For
both the phrase and compound conditions, a similar type of sentence with a
similar prosodic structure was used to elicit the target words (phrases: Hij wil nu
de ... ‘he now wants to ...’; compounds: Dit is echt een ... ‘this is really a ...’). Both
the compound and the phrase were always preceded by a contrastive adverb,
for example: echt ‘really’ or nu ‘now’.5 Examples of the phrase and compound
can be found in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Pictures and sentences used to elicit a phrase with the plural suffix -en
(hij wil nu de ... noten kraken, ‘he now wants to ... crack the nuts’) or to elicit a
compound with the linking element en (dit is echt een ... notenkraker, ‘this is really a
... nutcracker’).
For all items, we only placed the verb stem above the picture (kraak... ‘to
crack’). The inflection en was never shown in order to preclude an influence of

We used the term ‘contrastive adverb’ because participants were instructed to use
contrastive stress on the adverbs echt (‘really’) and nu (‘now’) when pronouncing the
sentences.

5
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spelling on the participants’ speech. In order to indicate the difference between
the target noun kraker ‘cracker’ and the target verb kraken ‘to crack’, a black
puppet or so-called ‘screen bean’ was included in the compound condition.
This puppet indicated that subjects should change the verb (i.e., action) into a
noun (i.e., an actor). The preceding sentence also helped to identify the
difference between the phrase and compound conditions.
In previous research, the right-hand linguistic context has been shown to
play an important role in the deletion of the final -n. De Wulf et al. (2005)
report, for example, greater deletion of the plural -n when followed by noncoronal consonants than by coronal consonants in certain regions of the
Netherlands. Similarly, de Wulf and Taeldeman (2001) observe in the southern
regions of the Netherlands greater preservation of the final -n when followed
by the consonants t-, d-, b-, or h- as an initial consonant. For these reasons, we
counterbalanced the characteristics of the right-hand linguistic context in the
present study. A total of 16 paired experimental items (e.g., notenkraker - noten
kraken, ‘nutcracker - to crack nuts’) in which the final -n was either followed by
a coronal consonant (n = 8) or a non-coronal consonant (n = 8) and the final -n
was followed by t-, d- or b- as initial consonant (n = 6) or by another (not t-, dor b-) initial consonant (n = 10).
Nine yes-no questions were also presented in the picture naming task. Every
question appeared after approximately five items and had to be responded to
orally as well. These questions were meant to distract the participants from the
repetitional pattern of the test items in order to enhance a pronunciation that
was as natural as possible.
2.2.3 Procedure
Every participant was tested individually using a laptop. The experiment
consisted of a picture naming task and a questionnaire. The picture naming task
consisted of two parts: A learning phase and an experimental phase. In the
learning phase, the participant learned to name all of the test words in the
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singular form in response to an accompanying picture. The plural forms of the
nouns were only elicited in the experimental phase of the picture naming task
(i.e., by presenting more than one object in the left picture). The participants
also learned to recognize the differences between phrases requiring a verb
(kraken, ‘to crack’) and compounds requiring a noun derived from the same
verb (kraker, ‘cracker’). The participants were provided written instructions for
this task.
In the second phase of the picture naming task, the participant was
presented a combination of two pictures accompanied by an introductory
sentence segment (cf. Figure 2). The participant was instructed to think of the
right words to end the sentence and then pronounce the entire sentence
fluently.
In a questionnaire administered after completion of the picture naming task,
the participants were asked about their native region and their use of a Dutch
dialect or Frisian. The experiment took a total of about 15 minutes.
All responding was recorded using two SONY portable MD-recorders (type
MZ-R55 and MZ-NH700) and two SONY ECM-MS907 microphones. All of
the recordings were collected between March and June of 2009.

2.3

Results

The pronunciation data were coded along a five-point scale by two
independent trained transcribers who were both speech therapists. The scale
ranged from “certainly no [Q]” (1) to “certainly an [Q]” (5). The midpoint of the
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scale (3) meant “unclear”.6 The agreement between the two transcribers was
very high (κ = .95). We abstracted from the distinction between [̸Q] or [Q] in
these analyses and only take into account the contrast [̸] versus [̸Q] or [Q]
because the latter distinction is most apparent and most reliable for
transcription. In Figure 3, the pronunciation distributions (in percentiles) for
the phrases and compounds are presented.
0.60
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Figure 3. Histogram representing the number of occurrences (in percentiles) of
the [Q]-realizations along a five-point scale (1 = [̸]; 5 = [(̸)Q]) for Dutch
Phrases and Compounds.

6 For comparison of the two transcriptions, three basic categories were used: [̸] (i.e., rating
categories 1 and 2), unclear (i.e., rating category 3), and [(̸)Q] (i.e., rating categories 4 and 5). If
the two codings for an item involved the same basic category (e.g., 1 + 2), they were marked as
“in agreement”. If the two codings did not involve the same basic category (e.g., 1 + 3), they
were marked as “in disagreement”. Codings with a difference of one point (e.g., 1 + 2 or 4 + 5)
were recoded (e.g., “2” for 1 + 2; “4” for 4 + 5). Those cases on which the two transcribers did
not agree (i.e., 7.4% of the items) were analyzed by a third independent transcriber. For the cases
with three codings, we then applied the criteria of “the ayes have it” to determine the final
coding: only those two codings that occurred on the same side of the scale (e.g., 1 + 2 or 4 + 5)
were counted just as the above (e.g., “1” for 1 + 4 + 1). Those items on which there was still
disagreement (i.e., 1.2% of the items) were coded as “3” (e.g., 1 + 4 + 3).
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Figure 3 shows a bimodal distribution of the data with thus two peaks: one
at score 1 (= definitely no [Q]) for the Dutch compounds and one at score 5 (=
definitely an [Q]) for phrases. In Figure 4, the average percentages and standard
deviations for the realization of the [Q] in phrases versus compounds per region
of the Netherlands are depicted. In Table 4, the average codings along the fivepoint scale for n-realization are presented according to condition and region of
the Netherlands.

Figure 4. Mean percentages (+ SE) for n-realizations in phrases and compounds
for each region of the Netherlands (North: n = 19; East: n = 23; South: n = 23;
Middle: n = 24; West: n = 20).
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Table 4
Mean Rating Scores with Standard Deviations (between brackets) along a Five-point Scale
for n-Realization (1, 2 = [̸]; 3 = unclear; 4, 5 = [(̸)Q]) per Condition (Phrase or
Compound) and Region (North, East, South, Middle or West)
Condition
Region
North

East

South

Middle

West

Phrase

4.12 (1.50)

3.58 (1.74)

3.11 (1.92)

2.63 (1.81)

2.25 (1.76)

Compound

3.59 (1.81)

3.17 (1.90)

3.00 (1.92)

2.16 (1.72)

1.83 (1.58)

Analyses using a linear mixed-effects model with subject and item as crossed
random effects, the rating score as dependent variable and Condition and
Region as predictors revealed a significant main effect of Condition (β = 0.45,
t(3242) = 3.12, p < .01). This indicates that phrases showed significantly higher
n-realization scores than compounds. Furthermore, a marginal interaction
between Condition and Region South was found (β = 0.34, t(3242) = 1.91, p =
.06), indicating that the Southern region showed no significant differences for
n-realization in phrases versus compounds. These results similarly show the
speakers from the Northern, Eastern, Middle, and Western regions of the
Netherlands to display greater final -n realization in plural nouns than in the
first part of a compound.7

A linear mixed-effects model for binominal data reveals the same results. Here, only
the “no [n]” responses (i.e., scores 1 and 2) and “[n]” responses (i.e., scores 4 and 5)
were considered and the 3 scores (1.8%) were excluded. Analyses using a linear mixedeffects model with a logit link function, with subject and word as crossed random
effects, Condition and Region as independent variables, and the [n]-realization scores as
the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect of Condition (β = 0.55,
z(3186) = 2.83, p < .01) and a marginal interaction between Condition and Region
South (β = 0.43, t(3178) = 1.78, p < .1).
7
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A one sample t test was next performed for each region on the original data
for each of the regions separately in order to test for a significant preference for
an [Q] or not. The Northern, Eastern, Middle, and Western regions showed a
significant difference from the midpoint (3) of the scale (North: t(553) = 11.95,
p < .001; East: t(704) = 5.36, p < .001; Middle: t(677) = 9.21, p < .001; West:
t(606) = 14.05, p < .001); the Southern region did not (t < 1).8 Furthermore, the
variables Phrase and Compound are strongly correlated (r(107) = .90, p < .001).
In addition to a general tendency for most speakers to more frequently produce
a final -n in phrases than in compounds, we found a systematic relation
between the pronunciation of plural -en and linking en: The speakers from the
Northern and Eastern regions prefer to use an [(̸)Q] in both phrases and
compounds while the speakers from the Middle and Western regions prefer to
use [̸] in both phrases and compounds. In contrast, the speakers in the
Southern region showed no marked preference for the use of [̸] or [(̸)Q] in
phrases or compounds; they realized sometimes [̸] and sometimes [(̸)Q].
Finally, we found a strong correlation between the pronunciations of plural
endings and linking elements: The regional speech variation that occurred in
plural endings predicts the pronunciation variation in linking elements. For an
indication of the variance in pronunciation per participant per region, see
Appendix C.
Observe that the Northern and Eastern regions prefer to use [(̸)Q] in both
phrases and compounds, while the Middle and Western regions prefer to use
[̸] in both. The speakers in the Southern region display no bias towards one
form or the other in phrases and compounds. Given that the results for the
Southern region are different from the results for the other regions, we verified
whether external factors like gender, age, speaking dialect and the use of dialect

8 One sample t tests over the mean scores per participant (t ) and per item (t ) for each
1
2
region reveal similar results (North: t1(37) = 3.81, p < .001; t2(31) = 11.06, p < .001;
East: t1(45) = 1.61, p = .06 (one-tailed); t2(31) = 5.59, p < .001; Middle: t1(47) = 3.91, p
< .001; t2(31) = 5.92, p < .001; West: t1(39) = 4.66, p < .001; t2(31) = 15.05, p < .001;
South: t1 < 1; t2(31) = 1.02, p = n.s.).
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(cf. Table 3) have impact on the scores of n-realization. While almost all
speakers from this region spoke dialect (96%), we only took into account the
factors gender, age and the extent of speaking dialect. In Table 5 we
summarized the mean scores of n-realizations, the mean age and the mean use
of dialect per gender for region South.
Table 5
Mean Scores (M) plus Standard Deviations (SD) of n-Realization along a Five-point Scale
(1, 2 = [̸]; 3 = unclear; 4, 5 = [(̸)Q]) in Phrases and Compounds, and Mean Age and
Mean Use of Dialect for the Southern region in the Netherlands according to Gender
Condition or
Gender
Variable
Male (n = 9)
Female (n = 14)
M

SD

M

SD

Phrase

3.33

1.38

2.99

1.57

Compound

3.16

1.46

2.88

1.54

Age

17

1.36

17

1.31

Use of dialect

3.00

0.87

3.14

1.10

As can be seen from Table 5, the males and females from the Southern
region did not differ significantly with regard to the production of en in phrases
and compounds (for both groups: t < 1). Furthermore, there were no
significant gender differences in the mean ages of the participants from this
region (t < 1), and no significant gender differences in their regular use of the
dialect (t < 1). This means that the external factors of gender, age and use of
dialect cannot explain the deviant results for the Southern region of the
Netherlands.
When the speakers from the South were compared to the speakers from the
other regions in the Netherlands (see Table 3) in an Analysis of variance, a
significant main effect of Dialect speaker (i.e., number of speakers of dialect)
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was found, F(4, 3483) = 392.57, p < .001. Post-hoc analyses (LSD) showed the
Southern region to have significantly more speakers of the dialect than the
regions North, East, Middle and West (p < .001). The testing of a linear mixedeffect model revealed a significantly higher use of the dialect in the Southern
region than in the other four regions (Middle: β = 0.94, t(3387) = 15.32, p <
.001; North: β = 0.47, t(3387) = 7.26, p < .001; East: β = 0.63, t(3387) = 10.36,
p < .001; West: β = 2.17, t(3387) = 34.77, p < .001). The speakers in the
Southern thus use the dialect much more often during daily life than the
speakers in the other regions.

2.4

Discussion

The Dutch plural suffix -en (e.g., noot+en, ‘nuts’) is pronounced differently by
speakers from different regions of the Netherlands. In the study presented
here, we compared the pronunciation of the plural suffix -en in phrases such as
noot+en kraken (‘nut+[plural] crack, to crack nuts’) with the pronunciation of the
linking en in compounds such as noot+en+kraker (‘nut+en+cracker, nutcracker’).
The question was whether the plural -en and linking en are similar, as claimed by
some scholars on the basis of experiments in which the orthography of the
linking element was manipulated (e.g., Neijt et al., 2004; Schreuder et al., 1998).
Our results show very systematic relations between the pronunciations of
the plural -en and the linking en. All of the speakers studied here tended to
produce the elements the same, although regional variation manifested itself:
Speakers from the Northern and Eastern regions of the Netherlands produced
[(̸)Q] most often for both the linking elements and plural endings, while
speakers from the Middle and Western regions produced [̸] most often for
both.
Note that in the present study we compared the pronunciation of standard
Dutch by speakers from different regions. Our results display clear regional
pronunciation variation of the linking en in Dutch compounds, which is in
contrast to the general assumption that this element is most often pronounced
as [̷] (Booij, 2002, p. 179; Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 156; de Haas &
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Trommelen, 1993, p. 402; Haeseryn et al., 1997, p. 683; Neijt & Zuidema, 1994,
p. 69). Our study furthermore shows that the pronunciation of [(̸)Q] for linking
en occurs in all regions of the Netherlands: No region was found to display a
zero percentage of n-realization.
As expected, greater n-realization was found for plural nouns than for
compounds for most of the speakers in general. This is presumably due to the
prosodic differences between the two constructions. In plural nouns, the en
occurs in word final position and thus at a phonological phrase boundary. In
compounds, the en occurs in word medial position and thus at only the
prosodic word boundary. It is frequently assumed that greater final lengthening
occurs in final syllables (Oller, 1973; Hofhuis et al., 1995), and this probably
explains the greater n-realization for plural nouns than for compounds.9
In contrast to the claims of some linguists who are not convinced that
linking en is related to the plural suffix -en (de Haas & Trommelen, 1993;
Verkuyl, 2007), the present results show a strong correlation between the
pronunciations of plural endings and linking elements for different regions of
the Netherlands: The regional speech variation that occurred in plural endings
predicts the pronunciation variation in linking elements. On the basis of our
findings, we conclude that speakers from different regions of the Netherlands
do not distinguish between the linking en and the plural -en in their speech

9

An alternative explanation could be that speakers sometimes consider Dutch linking en as a
meaningless element, not related to the plural suffix. In that case, one may expect our study to
provide pairs of test items in which the compound is pronounced with [̸] and the corresponding
phrase with [(̸)Q]. We took the data from region Middle as a sample to test this possible
explanation and compared the pronunciations of pairs with linking en and plural -en (e.g.,
noot+en+kraker - noot+en kraken, ‘nutcracker - to crack nuts’). The speakers of this region
pronounced all item pairs most often identically (80% of all cases), except in a minority of cases:
the linking element pronounced as [̸] and the plural noun as [(̸)Q] (14%) or reverse (6%). For
the latter group (i.e., 20% of the cases in which the item pairs were pronounced differently), no
item pair was found to be pronounced differently by most speakers. If the alternative explanation
was true, one would expect a large number of speakers to pronounce the same item pair
differently, which was not the case. Therefore, we consider a prosodic explanation for the
difference in n-realization between plural endings and linking elements to be more plausible here.
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production. These results are in agreement with earlier experimental studies,
who show that linking en and plural -en are closely related in orthography (e.g.,
Banga, Hanssen, Neijt, & Schreuder, accepted; Neijt et al., 2002 and 2004;
Schreuder et al., 1998).
Note that the systematic relation between the pronunciation variation of
plural -en and linking en in different regions of the Netherlands does not
necessarily entail that both elements are identical morphemes. An alternative
explanation for our results could be that [Q]-deletion or insertion is purely a
phonological process, insensitive to the morphological status of the material
involved.10 This idea is supported by data of the Goeman - Taeldeman - van
Reenen Project (based on de Schutter et al., 2005), a large dialectological
database on Dutch dialects of the Meertens Institute.11 When comparing the
pronunciations of two different morphemes in the verbal domain (i.e.,
infinitives and plural verbs) both ending in [̸(Q)], we found that two
corresponding infinitives and plural verbs (i.e., klop+en - wij klop+en, ‘(to) knock
- we knock’; zwijg+en - wij zwijgen, ‘(to) be silent - we are silent’) are pronounced
similarly for four of the different regions we selected in our study (East, Middle,
South and West). This suggests that different morphemes may be pronounced
similarly. However, more material is needed to warrant the validity of a
phonological explanation. Interestingly, the fact that the pronunciation of
Dutch linking en could be explained in phonological terms is not in line with
Booij (2007, p. 90), who considers linking elements as allomorphs that are
governed by the morphology of a language and not by its phonology. Further
experimental evidence, e.g., from speech perception (Hanssen, Banga,
Schreuder, & Neijt, 2011a) is needed to warrant the conclusion that Dutch
speakers consider linking en and the plural suffix -en as the same morpheme. If
Dutch speakers indeed consider both to be the same morpheme, this would
provide counterevidence for the level-ordering hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and

10
11

We thank Marc van Oostendorp for this suggestion.
Retrieved from http://www.meertens.knaw.nl/mand/database/.
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the words-and-rules theory (Pinker, 1999) because both exclude the occurrence
of regular plural nouns as modifiers in compounds.12
Another important finding is that the speakers from Friesland (i.e., the
Northern region in this study) did not tend to show a difference in their
pronunciations of the plural -en and the linking en, while such a pronunciation
difference is typically assumed for the Frisian language (Hoekstra, 1996). It is
certainly possible that these speakers might only show such differences when
speaking Frisian and not when speaking Dutch (Hanssen et al., 2011b). The
present study shows that Frisian speakers seem to adapt their grammar when
speaking Dutch.
One region of the Netherlands was found to behave quite differently from
the other regions. The speakers from the Southern region (i.e., Limburg)
showed no difference whatsoever in the realization of the en in phrases versus
compounds, while the speakers in the other regions showed greater nrealization in phrases than in compounds. The speakers from the Southern
region of the Netherlands also did not show a preference for the use of [̸] or
[̸Q] in either phrases or compounds. These speakers showed approximately

12 Van de Velde and van Hout (1998) distinguish three right-hand contexts that affect Dutch [n]deletion: a vowel, consonant or pause. Our study used only consonants as right-hand context
thus we cannot compare our results with van de Velde and van Hout (1998). However, de Wulf
and Taeldeman (2001) zoom in on two groups of consonants that affect Dutch [n]-deletion (see
2.2.2, ‘Stimuli and design’): the consonants t-, d-, b-, or h-, and other consonants (not t-, d-, b- or
h-). When we include these two groups of consonants in our statistical analyses (a linear-mixed
effect model with a logit link function, with subject and word as crossed random effects,
Condition, Region and Phonological context as independent variables, and the [n]-realization
scores as the dependent variable), we found a marginal main effect of Phonological context (β =
0.51, z(3181) = 1.76, p < .1), a significant interaction between Region West and Phonological
context (β = 0.92, z(3173) = 2.30, p < .05) and a marginal interaction between Region South and
Phonological context (β = 0.64, t(3172) = 1.78, p < .1). However, the results were not always in
the expected direction on the basis of the predictions of de Wulf and Taeldeman (2001). These
results hint that the right-hand consonant plays a role in our data for speakers of some regions.
Future studies should investigate this interesting question in more detail. Surprisingly, the
differences between nouns and compounds completely disappear when including phonological
context in the analyses (β = 0.37, z(3186) = 1.49, p = .14), indicating that speakers pronounce
both categories identically.
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50% of n-realization, which was not expected on the basis of earlier studies
showing mainly [̸] realizations for plural -en in the Southern regions of the
Netherlands (Goeman, 2001; de Schutter, 2001; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001).
Two possible explanations for this finding are available. First, as reported by de
Schutter et al. (2005, p. 9-10 of ‘comments’), the Limburg dialects show a
remarkable variety in plural formation, which may be realized without plural
ending, by using umlaut, a suffix or a change of tone. The result could be that
the speakers from region South, nearly all dialect speakers, have more difficulty
with the realization of the standard Dutch plural. Possibly, this difficulty may
have caused a relatively high rate of n-realizations in both plural endings and
linking elements.
Another tentative explanation for this unexpected high rate of n-realizations
is based upon the fact that the participants from the Southern region use more
dialect in daily life. This may have caused a slower speech rate.13 The Southern
region included not only more dialect speakers than the other regions, but also
the extent of dialect use was much higher in this region than in the other
regions. This suggests that the speakers from the Southern region may regularly
use their dialect in daily life, which corresponds to the idea of Limburg (i.e., the
Southern region in this study) as a predominantly dialect speaking area of the
Netherlands (Kroon & Vallen, 2004). As Verhoeven, de Pauw and Kloots
(2004) suggest, it may be the case that the infrequent use of a standard language

13

To assess the plausibility of this hypothesis, we randomly selected one male speaker from the
Southern region and one male speaker from the Middle region and compared their speech rates.
Region Middle and East are the closest related to region South, on the basis of the mean scores
of n-realizations. Because of the occurrence of the syllabic [ ]ذin region East, which generally
never occurs in region South, we chose to compare region South with region Middle. We
compared the durations in seconds of their productions of 20 identical sentences when spoken
fluently without hesitations or pauses. The sentences all contained the exact same number of
syllables (n = 8). A paired samples t test (two-tailed) indeed showed the speech rate of the male
from the Southern region (M = 2.22 sec) to be significantly slower than the speech rate of the
male from the Middle region (M = 1.43 sec) (t(19) = 3.40, p < .01). The factor “speech rate” may
thus play a role here. To fully test this hypothesis, however, a reliable subset of the speakers and
their speech rates should be compared - which is a study in and of itself.
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can slow the speech rate of a speaker in the standard language as speaking the
standard language may “feel” less natural. The speakers from the Southern
region in our study may thus have been less fluent speaking standard Dutch
than the other speakers in our study which may have slowed their speech rate.
A slowed speech rate may have obscured differences due to final lengthening in
phrases versus compounds, although this presumably caused the phonological
differences in the pronunciations of plural endings versus linking elements in
the other regions of the Netherlands.
In sum, pronunciation variation was found for both plural -en and linking en
in standard Dutch. Moreover, a systematic relation between the pronunciations
of plural -en and linking en was detected: Speakers from the Northern and
Eastern regions produced [(̸)Q] most often for both the linking elements and
plural endings, while speakers from the Middle and Western regions produced
[̸] most often for both. For speakers from the Southern region, we found no
preference to pronounce either [̸] or [̸Q] in compounds or phrases.
Furthermore, almost all of the speakers studied here showed a tendency to
realize more often an [Q] in plural nouns than in compounds, which can be
explained by prosodic differences between the two contexts. Illustrative of the
possible influence of dialect are the speakers from the Southern region. Their
pronunciations of en in phrases and compounds were found to be identical and
contained a relatively high rate of n-realization. The variety occurring in plural
endings in the Limburg dialects and a slower speech rate may have caused these
results. We conclude that speakers from different regions of the Netherlands
do not distinguish between the linking en and the plural -en in their speech
production. Possibly, speakers of Dutch consider linking en and plural -en as the
same morpheme.
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2.6

Appendix A

Items used in the study. The context “He now wants to ...” is used in (a) and
the context “This is really a ...” is used in (b). When deemed relevant, a
translation of the Dutch compound is provided in addition to the literal
translation.
Experimental Dutch phrase (a)
Literal translation Translation
item

or compound (b)

in English

1a

banden plakken

stick tires

1b

bandenplakker

tire sticker

2a

bellen blazen

blow bubbles

2b

bellenblazer

bubble blower

3a

boeken leggen

lay books

3b

boekenlegger

book layer

4a

botten breken

break bones

4b

bottenbreker

bone breaker

5a

brieven schrijven

write letters

5b

brievenschrijver

letter writer

6a

druiven plukken

pluck grapes

6b

druivenplukker

grape plucker

7a

flessen trekken

pull bottles

7b

flessentrekker

bottle puller

8a

kamelen drijven

drive camels

8b

kamelendrijver

camel driver

9a

leeuwen temmen

tame lions

9b

leeuwentemmer

lion tamer

10a

muizen jagen

hunt mice

10b

muizenjager

mice hunter

11a

noten kraken

crack nuts

11b

notenkraker

nutcracker

equivalent

bookmarker
“bonesetter”

grape picker
swindler
camel-driver

mouser
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12a

poppen spelen

play (with) dolls

12b

poppenspeler

doll player

13a

schroeven draaien

turn screws

13b

schroevendraaier

screw turner

14a

vliegen meppen

swat flies

14b

vliegenmepper

fly swatter

15a

voeten vegen

wipe feet

15b

voetenveger

feet wiper

16a

vragen stellen

ask questions

16b

vragensteller

question asker

Filler

Dutch phrase (a)

Literal translation Translation

or compound (b)

in English

17a

lucifers breken

break matches

17b

lucifersbreker

match breaker

18a

duivels jagen

hunt devils

18b

duivelsjager

devil hunter

19a

huisjes kraken

squat houses

19b

huisjeskraker

house squatter

20a

meisjes spelen

play girls

20b

meisjesspeler

girl player

21a

dames trekken

pull ladies

21b

damestrekker

lady puller

22a

liedjes schrijven

write songs

22b

liedjesschrijver

songwriter

23a

kaartjes leggen

lay (little) cards

23b

kaartjeslegger

(little) cards layer

24a

ezels temmen

tame donkeys

24b

ezelstemmer

donkey tamer
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screwdriver

questioner
equivalent

fortune teller
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2.7

Appendix B

The pictures for the experimental items used in the picture naming task with
their literal English translations.
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2.8

Appendix C

An overview of the variance in pronunciation per participant per region. Per
participant, the number of instances of [(̸)Q] per phrase and per compound were
counted and the percentage of the responses pronounced [(̸)Q] was computed next.
These results were then plotted with the percentage of [(̸)Q] pronunciations for
compounds along the X-axis and the percentage of [(̸)Q] pronunciations for phrases
along the Y-axis for all participants per region (see Figure 5).
Figure 5. Distribution patterns of the mean proportions of [(̸)Q]-realizations (0 = [̸], 1
= [(̸)Q]) in phrases and compounds by individual participants for each region of the
Netherlands (North: n = 19; East: n = 23; South: n = 23; Middle: n = 24; West: n = 20).
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Figure 5 shows that in each region, there is quite some variance in [(̸)Q]-realizations
in plural nouns (phrases) and linking elements (compounds). Also, it shows that the
variance occurs mainly between participants in each region.
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MORPHOLOGICAL
BILINGUALS:

DIFFERENCES

IN

FRISIAN-DUTCH

(DIS)SIMILARITY OF LINKING ELEMENTS AND

PLURAL ENDINGS

Chapter 3
This chapter is a slightly revised version of: Hanssen, E., Versloot, A.,
Hoekstra, E., Banga, A., Neijt, A., & Schreuder, R. (submitted). Morphological
differences in Frisian-Dutch bilinguals: (Dis)similarity of linking elements and
plural endings.

Abstract
In Dutch, the plural suffix -en is often homographic with the linking element en
(boek+en - boek+en+kast, “books - bookcase”); in Frisian, this homography does
not exist (boek+en - boek+e+kast, “books - bookcase”). We therefore
investigated whether Frisian-Dutch bilinguals keep these systems separate
during Frisian speech production. Two types of Frisian-Dutch bilinguals
emerged: Speakers who had Dutch as their first language often maintained the
Dutch system of homophony between plural endings and linking elements
when speaking Frisian, and speakers who had Frisian as their first language
often maintained the Frisian system of no homophony when speaking Frisian.
We conclude that most Frisian-Dutch bilinguals distinguish plural endings from
linking elements when they speak Frisian but not when they speak Dutch
(Hanssen, Banga, Neijt, & Schreuder, in press). The implications for
morphological theories are discussed.
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3.1

Introduction
Compounding is a very productive means for word formation in Germanic

languages (Booij, 1992, 2002; Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 150; Brisard,
Laarman, & Nicoladis, 2008; Jackendoff, 2002, p. 250; Lieber, 2005, p. 375).
And compound words may typically contain a linking element.14 For instance,
Dutch noot+en+kraker (“nutcracker”) contains a linking en while Frisian
nut+e+kreaker (“nutcracker”) contains a linking e. In the present study, we
investigated how Frisian-Dutch bilinguals handle these two systems of speech
production when speaking Frisian.
Frisian and Dutch are two closely related languages with nevertheless
different morphologies. In Dutch, the regular plural suffix -en is often
homographic with the linking element en (e.g., noot+en - noot+en+kraker, “nuts nutcracker”). In Frisian, the orthographic form of the plural suffix -en is
distinctive from the linking element e, as illustrated by the pair nut+en (“nuts”)
and nut+e+kreaker (“nutcracker”). The similarity/dissimilarity between the
plural endings and linking elements in Dutch versus Frisian is also reflected in
speech production. In Frisian, for example, plural nouns are often pronounced
as [̸Q] while the exact same noun occurring as the first part of a compound is
most frequently pronounced as [̸] (Hoekstra, 1996, p. 497–498). The
homophony that occurs in Dutch between the plural suffix -en and the linking
element en (Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 157–158; Hanssen, Banga, Neijt, &
Schreuder, in press) does not generally occur in Frisian, thus. The main goal of
the present study was therefore twofold: (a) to provide experimental evidence
that the Frisian system is distinctive from the Dutch system and (b) to
investigate whether Frisian-Dutch bilinguals maintain the two systems when

Some linguists (e.g., Bauer, 2003, p. 30; Booij, 2007, p. 316) use the term “linking
element” for only meaningless elements like the en in schaap+en+vlees (literally “sheep
meat”, mutton), interpreted as meat of one sheep. In this study, we take the term to
refer to any instance of en in between the two parts of a compound.
14
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speaking Frisian. Do Frisian-Dutch bilinguals distinguish plural endings from
linking elements when they speak Frisian but not when they speak Dutch?
As a consequence of the homography and homophony between linking
elements and plural endings in Dutch, language users are often found to
interpret the first part of a compound as a plural (Booij & van Santen, 1998;
Hanssen, Banga, Schreuder, & Neijt, accepted; Neijt, Krebbers, & Fikkert 2002;
Neijt, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2004). Further empirical support for the finding
that Dutch linking en can be given a plural meaning is provided by Schreuder,
Neijt, van der Weide, and Baayen (1998), who investigated the function of this
element in written nominal compounds. In a lexical processing task,
compounds were shown with either linking e (slang+e+beet, “snake bite”) or
linking en (slang+en+beet, “snake bite”). The crucial point is that the left hand
part of slang+en+beet is identical to the regular plural form slang+en (“snakes”);
the linking en is thus homographic with the plural suffix -en. The linking e in
slang+e+beet, in contrast, is not homographic with any plural suffix. All of the
target compounds in this study required a singular response, but the results
showed the response latencies for a singular decision to be slowed when a
homographic en linked the elements in the compound. Schreuder et al. (1998)
thus concluded that a parsing route must deliver a plural meaning when the
linking element is homographic with the plural suffix -en. These findings show
the changing of a linking e into a linking en to activate plurality, which has also
been confirmed by Neijt et al. (2004) and Hanssen et al. (accepted).
In all of the studies discussed so far, the relations between the linking
elements and plural endings were tested using written words. In the present
study, we therefore examined the relations using spoken words. While the
Dutch plural suffix -en (noot+en, “nuts”) is pronounced differently by speakers
from different regions of the Netherlands (Goeman, 2001; Goossens, 1987; de
Schutter, 2001; de Schutter, van den Berg, Goeman, & de Jong, 2005; van de
Velde & van Hout, 2003; Weijnen, 1966; de Wulf, Goossens, & Taeldeman,
2005; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001), few studies have examined the
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pronunciation of the linking element en. When Hanssen et al. (in press)
compared the pronunciation of the plural suffix -en in Dutch phrases (noot+en
kraken, “to crack nuts”) with the pronunciation of the linking en in Dutch
compounds (noot+en+kraker, “nutcracker”), they detected a systematic relation
between the pronunciation of the Dutch plural -en and the Dutch linking en. All
of the speakers showed a tendency to identically pronounce regular plural
nouns occurring in phrases, on the one hand, and the linking en occurring with
the same noun in modifiers, on the other hand. Regional variation was also
apparent in their pronunciations: Speakers from the northern (Friesland) and
eastern regions of the Netherlands most often produced [(̸)Q] for both plural
endings and linking elements while speakers from the middle and western
regions most often produced [̸] for both. On the basis of these results,
Hanssen et al. (in press) concluded that Dutch plural -en and linking en are
closely related in speech production.
3.1.1 Frisian-Dutch bilingualism
Frisian is a language spoken in the northern region of the Netherlands,
mainly in Fryslân (Dutch: “Friesland”). Frisian is spoken next to Dutch in this
region and both languages have an official status. All speakers of Frisian are
considered to be bilinguals of Frisian and Dutch. Nowadays, children with
Frisian as their first language also learn Dutch at a very young age. About 53%
of the inhabitants of Fryslân speak Frisian as their first language. Of the
remaining 47%, almost half learned Frisian as a second language. This means
that some 74% of the population in Fryslân is at least bilingual and speak both
Dutch and Frisian. Regional differences nevertheless exist in the degree to
which Frisian is spoken. For instance, speakers from the north (e.g., the
township of Achtkarspelen) tend to speak Frisian more often than speakers
from the south (e.g., the township of Heerenveen). Frisian is spoken in
Achtkarspelen by 80-90% of the inhabitants; in Heerenveen, it is spoken by 6070% of the inhabitants (De Fryske Taalatlas, 2011, p. 19). Similarly, 70-80% of
the inhabitants of Achtkarspelen have Frisian as their native language, while 5070
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60% of the inhabitants of Heerenveen have Frisian as their native language (De
Fryske Taalatlas, 2011, p. 17). In this study, we will compare Frisian-Dutch
bilinguals from the north and south regions of Fryslân.
The present study is concerned with the pronunciation of plural endings and
linking elements by Frisian-Dutch bilinguals during Frisian speech production.
As Hanssen et al. (in press) has shown, speakers from the north of the
Netherlands (Friesland) pronounce both categories identically (both with [̸Q]
or [Q]) when speaking Dutch. In this study, we therefore investigated whether
Frisian-Dutch bilinguals are nevertheless inclined to distinguish plural endings
from linking elements when they speak Frisian.
An example of the possible influence of Dutch on Frisian compounds is
provided by Slofstra, Hoekstra, and Versloot (2010). In a corpus study, they
compared written Frisian nouns ending in schwa (e.g., brêge, “bridge”) to their
forms when used as the first member of a nominal compound. Sometimes the
schwa was retained (e.g., brêgeman, “bridge man”) and sometimes it was dropped
(e.g., bûse - bûsjild, “pocket - pocket money”). Similarly, when a Frisian root (e.g.,
planke, “plank”) has a schwa but also a Dutch counterpart without a schwa
(plank, “plank”), the final schwa more often appears to be optional (i.e.,
omitted) in a compound than when the root has no counterpart in Dutch and
thus a fixed final schwa. On the basis of these results, Slofstra et al. (2010)
conclude that the Dutch mental lexicon affects the Frisian mental lexicon.
3.1.2 Regular inflection and word formation
The present study is relevant in the light of theories about compound
formation. Some morphological theories such as the level-ordering hypothesis
(Kiparsky, 1982) and the words-and-rules theory (Berent & Pinker, 2007;
Pinker, 1999) claim that there are constraints on compound formation. For
instance, English compounds like mice eater show that irregular plural nouns are
allowed as the first constituent of a compound while examples like *rats eater
show that regularly inflected plural nouns are often not allowed as the first
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constituent. On the basis of such examples, it is claimed that irregular noun
plurals can serve as left constituents in compounds but regular noun plurals
cannot (Berent & Pinker, 2007; Cunnings & Clahsen, 2008; Kiparsky, 1982;
Pinker, 1999). Frisian compounding appears to provide support for this
hypothesis as regular plural forms do not occur in Frisian compounds (boek+en
- boek+e+kast, “books - bookcase”). Dutch compounds, however, provide
counterevidence as the first constituents in many compounds appear to be
regularly inflected plural forms and are interpreted as such by Dutch speakers
(boeken+kast, “bookcase”, see Hanssen, Banga, Schreuder, & Neijt, 2011;
Schreuder et al., 1998).
In the present study, we therefore investigated whether Frisian-Dutch
bilinguals distinguish plural endings from linking elements when speaking
Frisian and thus in a language that marks these elements differently and does
not allow regular plural forms to be used as the first constituent in a compound
either. Our aim in doing this was to investigate whether Frisian-Dutch
bilinguals keep their languages separate during Frisian speech production. The
results of Hanssen et al. (in press) show Frisian-Dutch bilinguals to pronounce
both categories identically when speaking Dutch and thus suggest that
bilinguals keep their languages separate. But what do Frisian-Dutch bilinguals
do when speaking Frisian—a language that clearly distinguishes the plural
ending from the linking element and treats regular versus irregular plural forms
differently for compounding?

3.2

Methods

3.2.1 Participants
A total of 55 Frisian-Dutch bilinguals participated in the study. They were
all intermediate vocational education students of agriculture in the Netherlands,
with a mean age of 18 years. Two schools from two different regions of
Friesland were selected to participate (i.e., the region Buitenpost from the north
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and the region Heerenveen from the south) (cf. Figure 1). In Table 1, the
characteristics of the participants and their use of Frisian are summarized.

Figure 1. Map of Friesland showing the two regions examined in the present
study (Buitenpost = North, Heerenveen = South).
Table 1
Characteristics of Participants from Two regions of Friesland and Their Use of Frisian as
Measured along a Four-point Scale (1 = Seldom, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Mostly, or 4 =
Always)
Characteristics

Region

Number of males
Number of females
Age range (mean age)
Mother tongue Frisian
Mother tongue only Dutch
Use of Frisian

North
12
13
16-22 (18;1)
96%
4%
3.56

South
18
12
16-27 (17;10)
77%
23%
3.17
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All of the participants came from the same type of schools as the
participants in the study by Hanssen et al. (in press). Furthermore, all of the
speakers were born and raised in the region of their birth, were living in the
region at the time of data collection, and had not spent more than six months
outside the region. The participants were all bilingual: 45 spoke Frisian as their
first language (L1) and 9 spoke Frisian as a second language (L2). In the latter
group, 8 had Dutch as their first language and 1 had the dialect of Kollum as
their first language. Kollum is a Dutch dialect based on a 16th century
implantation of the vernacular of Holland on Frisian substratum, generally
known as “Town Frisian” (van Bree & Versloot, 2008). This person is thus—at
least—trilingual. The grammar of present day Town Frisian resembles that of
Frisian in many respects. Therefore, one participant with the dialect of Kollum as
first language was counted under the group ‘mother tongue Frisian’ (see Table
1).
3.2.2 Stimuli and Design
A total of 48 items, 32 experimental items and 16 filler items, similar to
Hanssen et al. (in press), were used in this study. The experimental items
consisted of 16 Frisian compounds with a linking e (nut+e+kreaker,
“nutcracker”) and 16 corresponding phrases with a plural -en (nut+en kreakje,
“to crack nuts”). The 16 filler items consisted of 8 novel compounds (e.g.,
duvel+jeier, “devil hunter”) and 8 corresponding novel phrases (e.g., duvel+s jeie,
“to hunt devils”). Figure 2 gives an example of two pictures and the
accompanying sentences used in the study.
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Figure 2. Pictures used to elicit a phrase with plural suffix –en (hy wol no de ...nuten
kreakje, “he now wants to ... crack the nuts”) or compound with linking element
(dat is echt in ... nutekreaker, “this is really a ...nutcracker”).
Nine questions were also presented in the picture naming task. Every
question appeared after approximately five items and had to be responded to
orally as well. These questions were meant to distract the participants from the
repetitive pattern of the test items and thereby make pronunciation as natural as
possible.
3.2.3 Procedure
The procedure was identical to that in the study by Hanssen et al. (in press),
except that the participants now received oral as opposed to written
instructions. We judged oral instructions to be more adequate for this study
because speakers from Friesland are not accustomed to reading Frisian. Testing
was conducted by one of three instructors who were all students of Frisian
language and culture at the University of Groningen and spoke Frisian fluently.
The participants were tested individually in a quiet room using a laptop and,
after testing, given a questionnaire to complete to gain insight into their native
region and use of the Frisian language. All responding was recorded using two
SONY portable MD-recorders (type MZ-R55 and MZ-NH700) and two
SONY ECM-MS907 microphones. The test and questionnaire took about 15
minutes to complete.
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3.3

Results

The pronunciation data were independently coded along a five-point scale
by two trained transcribers: one speech therapist and one linguist. The scale
ranged from “certainly no [Q]” (1) to “certainly an [Q]” (5). The midpoint of the
scale (3) meant “unclear if an [Q] was pronounced or not”. The same coding
procedure was followed as in Hanssen et al. (in press). In addition, however,
the pronunciation of no ending was coded with a “0” (14% of all cases). The
two transcribers showed a very high agreement (κ = .95).15 In Figure 3, the
pronunciation distributions (in percentiles) for the phrases and compounds are
presented.

15 For comparison of the two transcriptions, three basic categories were used: [̸] (1 and 2),
unclear (3), and [(̸)Q] (4 and 5). If the two codings did not involve the same category, they were
marked as “in disagreement”. Codings with a difference of one point within the same category
were recoded as one (e.g., 1 + 2 as “2”; 4 + 5 a “4”). Those cases on which the two transcribers
did not agree (i.e., 5% of the items), a third independent transcriber who was a linguist was called
in. For the cases with three codings, we then applied the criteria of “the ayes have it” to decide
the final coding. Those items on which there was still disagreement (i.e., 0.6% of the items) were
coded as “3”.
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Figure 3. Histogram representing the proportion of the mean [Q]-realizations
along a five-point scale (1 = [̸]; 5 = [(̸)Q] for Frisian Phrases and Compounds.
Figure 3 shows a bimodal distribution of the data with thus two peaks: one
at score 1 (= definitely no [Q]) for the Frisian compounds and one at score 5 (=
definitely an [Q]) for phrases. We therefore interpreted the data as categorical
for most of our analyses and employed logistic regression analyses, and Fisher’s
exact tests to test for significance.16 Specifically, the n-realization scores for
phrases and compounds were compared for the regions North and South. The
influence of the bilingual speaker’s mother tongue was examined next.
3.3.1 Phrases versus Compounds
In the initial analyses of the pronunciation of the phrases versus compounds
by the bilinguals responding in Frisian, only the “no [Q]” responses (i.e., scores
1 and 2) and “[Q]” responses (i.e., scores 4 and 5) were considered. The 0 and 3
scores or 15% of the responses were thus excluded. More specifically, the

16

See: http://www.langsrud.com/fisher.htm.
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percentage scores for the phrases and compounds for the bilinguals from the
North and the South were compared in a logistic regression analysis. In Table
2, the mean pronunciation scores along the five-point scale for n-realization are
presented according to condition (phrase or compound) and region (North or
South).
Table 2
Mean Rating Scores along a Five-point Scale for n-Realization (1, 2 = [̸]; 3 = Unclear; 4,

5 = [(̸)Q]) and Standard Deviations (in parentheses) according to Condition (Phrase or
Compound) and Region (North or South)
Region

Condition
Phrase

Compound

North

3.58 (2.07)

1.39 (1.34)

South

3.71 (2.08)

1.84 (1.75)

Testing of a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) with a logit link function,
Condition and Region as independent variables, and the [Q]-realization scores as
the dependent variable revealed a significant main effect of Condition
(F(1,1397) = 759.61, p < .001). Phrases had higher n-realization scores than
compounds. We also found a significant main effect of Region (F(1,1396) =
16.09, p < .001) and a significant interaction between Condition and Region
(F(1,1395) = 5.32, p < .05).17 Speakers from region South had higher nrealization scores in compounds than speakers from region North. The

Analyses using a linear mixed-effects model for binominal data with subject and word
as crossed random effects, Condition and Region as independent variables, and the [n]realization scores as the dependent variable revealed the same results: A significant
main effect of Condition (β = 4.67, z (1397) = 13.71, p < .001), a significant main effect
of Region (β = 1.03, z(1396) = 4.73, p < .001) and a significant interaction between
Condition Noun and Region South (β = 0.83, z (1395) = 2.40, p < .05).
17
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differences between the North and South correlate with the participants’ native
language and are therefore discussed under “Influence of mother tongue”.
A one sample t test was next performed for each region and each condition
over the mean scores per participant (t1) and per item (t2) in order to determine
if a significant preference for [Q] was present or not. The mean scores for
phrases from speakers from the North versus South (3.58 and 3.71,
respectively) differed significantly from the midpoint of the scale (3) (North:
t1(24) = 3.77, p < .001; t2(15) = 2.36, p < .05; South: t1(28) = 4.53, p < .001;
t2(15) = 2.59, p < .05). The same was found for compound scores for the
speakers from the North versus south (1.39 and 1.84, respectively) (North:
t1(24) = 15.10, p < .001; t2(15) = 17.47, p < .001; South: t1(28) = 5.76, p < .001;
t2(15) = 11.63, p < .001). This shows the Frisian-Dutch bilinguals to
systematically distinguish between plural endings and linking elements when
speaking Frisian: Plural endings are most often pronounced as [(̸)Q] while
linking elements are most often pronounced as [̸].
3.3.2 Influence of mother tongue
Given the differences in the pronunciation of the noun plural endings in
phrases versus linking elements in compounds by bilinguals speaking Frisian
but not—as shown in previous research (Hanssen et al., in press)—when
speaking Dutch, the possible influence of a participant’s mother tongue was
next examined.
3.3.2.1

Distribution of individual pronunciation scores

Per participant, the number of instances of each ending per phrase and per
compound were counted and the percentage of the responses pronounced
[(̸)Q] was computed next. These results were then plotted (n = 55) with the
percentage of [(̸)Q] pronunciations for compounds along the X-axis and the
percentage of [(̸)Q] pronunciations for phrases along the Y-axis (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Distribution patterns of the mean percentages of [(̸)Q]-realizations
(0% = [̸], 100% = [(̸)Q]) in Frisian phrases versus compounds by individual
participants: NE-Dutch = North-Eastern Dutch; Mix = mixed pattern; Holl =
Hollandish; Fr = Frisian.
Figure 4 shows two distinct groups with only a few isolated individuals
positioned outside these. The first and largest group involved 42 individuals
and had few realizations of [Q] in compounds but clear realization in phrases.
This pattern corresponds to Frisian standard grammar and is thus referred to as
the “Frisian type” (Fr). The other major group involved 10 individuals and had
[Q] realization for most compounds and phrases. This pattern was
predominantly found in the north-eastern part of the Netherlands (see Hanssen
et al., in press). This pattern is thus referred to as North-Eastern Dutch (NE80
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Dutch). Typical for the central and especially western parts of the Netherlands
(Holland) are non-realization of [Q] in most cases (see Hanssen et al., in press);
one participant showed this pattern of responding, which can be referred to as
“Hollandish” (Holl). Finally, two individuals did not clearly fit into any of the
groups and are therefore referred to as “Mix” although, in principle, they are
“Frisian” because they produced substantially more [Q]-realizations in phrases
than in compounds.
To sum up, apart from three outliers, there were two patterns of [Q]realization: A Frisian type with contrasting pronunciations for phrases versus
compounds and a North-Eastern Dutch type with realization of [Q] across the
board.
3.3.2.2

Associations of pronunciation types with mother tongue

In the next step in our analyses, the distribution of the 55 individuals
according to mother tongue was examined. The figures are presented in Table
3.
Table 3
Mother tongue and distribution types
Mother tongue

Distribution type
FR

NE-Dutch

Mix

Holl

Frisian

40

6

0

0

Dutch

2

4

2

1

Note One participant who speaks the dialect of Kollum is included in mother
tongue Frisian.
Fisher’s Exact Test results show the impact of the mother tongue to be
highly significant (two-tailed Monte Carlo significance, p < .001). The Frisian
pronunciation type is almost only found for those participants with Frisian as
their mother tongue. Only 13% of these participants showed the NE-Dutch
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type of pronunciation and none of them showed the western Dutch (“Holl”) or
mixed types of pronunciation.
Two of the participants with a Dutch L1 showed a Frisian pronunciation
type as can be seen in Table 3. Their realization of [Q] was nevertheless far from
perfect, as explained below. The “pure” group of participants with a Frisian L1
and a Frisian pattern of pronunciation produced an average of 92% [Q]realizations for phrases and 9% for compounds. The latter is fairly easy for L1Dutch speakers to learn, particularly when they follow the dominant western
pattern of omission. And, indeed, the two Dutch L1 participants who had
apparently mastered Frisian quite well showed a 3% [Q]-realization in
compounds but only 68% in phrases, presumably due to the influence of
western Dutch (“Holl”).
One of the two participants showing a “Mix” pattern for pronunciation
produced a similar pattern with 6% [Q]-realization in compounds and 46% in
phrases. The other “Mix” participant clearly deviated from the NE-Dutch type
with 100% [Q]-realization in phrases and 47% in compounds.
In sum: The Frisian pattern of pronunciation is predominantly found for
mother tongue speakers of Frisian while the NE-Dutch pattern is
predominantly found for mother tongue speakers of Dutch.
3.3.2.3

Geographical contrast

As already mentioned, the patterns of pronunciation for phrases versus
compounds differed for the North versus South (cf. Table 2). The overall level
of [Q]-realization was lower in Buitenpost (i.e., the North) than in Heerenveen
(i.e., the South) but lowest for compounds as opposed to phrases. This is
because the realization of [Q] in phrases was common for both groups. Mother
tongue was also found to influence the exact patterns of pronunciation and
thus gave rise to a further hypothesis about the causes of the pronunciation
differences between the North and South. Given that the prototypical Frisian
speaker has 50% [Q]-realizations and the prototypical NE-Dutch speaker has
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100% [Q]-realizations, more participants of the NE-Dutch type within a region
should lead to a higher level of [Q]-realizations for compounds in particular.
As can be seen from Table 4, it turns out that Heerenveen (i.e., the South)
had significantly more L1-Dutch participants than Buitenpost (i.e., the North)
(8 vs. 1) (two-tailed Fisher’s Exact Test, p = .031). And when examined in
greater detail, as can be seen from Table 5, Heerenveen also contained a
marginally significant greater number of participants of the NE-Dutch type (n
= 8) than Buitenpost (n = 2) (two-tailed Fisher’s Exact Test, p = .091). In other
words, the overrepresentation of L1-Dutch speakers in Heerenveen (i.e., the
South) explains the higher level of [Q]-realizations here.
Table 4
Mother tongue and regional origin
Mother tongue
Region

L1 -Frisian

L1-Dutch

North (Buitenpost)

24

1

South (Heerenveen)

22

8

Table 5
The regional origin of speakers of the NE-Dutch pronunciation type and their mother tongue
Mother tongue
Region

L1 -Frisian

L1-Dutch

North (Buitenpost)

2

0

South (Heerenveen)

4

4
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3.4

General discussion

Frisian and Dutch, two closely related languages, show a discrepancy in
morphology. In Dutch, the plural suffix -en is often homophonous to the
linking element en (boek+en - boek+en+kast, “books - bookcase”); in Frisian,
such homophony between plural endings and linking elements does not
generally exist (boek+en - boek+e+kast). The present study investigated whether
Frisian-Dutch bilinguals keep these two systems separate during Frisian speech
production.
Our results showed two main types of grammars for Frisian speech
production: The Frisian type and the north-eastern Dutch (NE-Dutch) type.
Most mother tongue Frisian speakers used the Frisian type: Plural endings
produced mainly as [(̸)Q] and linking elements produced mainly as [̸]. This is
also the distribution as stated in the standard grammar of Frisian (cf. Popkema,
2006). In addition to this dominant pattern, a minority of the bilingual FrisianDutch speakers showed a dominant NE-Dutch type of grammar while
speaking Frisian. All but one of the mother tongue Dutch speakers showed this
second dominant type of grammar and thus tended to pronounce [(̸)Q] for
both plural endings and linking elements. This finding reflects the pattern of
speech found for bilingual Frisian-Dutch speakers from the northern (i.e.,
Friesland) and eastern parts of the Netherlands when asked to speak Dutch in a
study parallel to the present study (Hanssen et al., in press). The finding of
higher [Q]-realization for both plural endings and linking elements in the South
of Friesland (i.e., Heerenveen) than in the North (i.e., Buitenpost) reflects the
overrepresentation of L1-Dutch speakers in the southern region. We conclude
that most Frisian-Dutch bilinguals with Frisian as their mother tongue
distinguish the plural suffix -en from the linking element when speaking Frisian
but not when speaking Dutch (Hanssen et al., in press). This observed switch
by bilingual speakers depending on the language to be spoken is in agreement
with the findings of other studies that show the bilingual speaker to use two
language systems separately (de Bot, 1992; Costa & Santesteban, 2004).
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The present findings show the speaker’s native language to also play an
important role in their speech production. Two types of Frisian-Dutch
bilinguals could be distinguished: Speakers with L1-Dutch who often
maintained Dutch grammar (i.e., the NE-Dutch pattern of pronunciation)
when speaking Frisian versus speakers with L1-Frisian who often maintained
Frisian grammar (i.e., the Frisian pattern of pronunciation) when speaking
Frisian. For speakers with Dutch as their mother tongue, thus, their native
language (Dutch) influences their second language production (Frisian). It is
possible that this interference effect stems from proficiency as the L1-Dutch
speakers rarely spoke Frisian and were thus less proficient in Frisian than the
L1-Frisian speakers who frequently used both Frisian and Dutch in daily life.
The present results can be explained by alternative hypotheses regarding
bilingual speech processing. On the one hand, the target-language specific
hypothesis argues that a non-response language does not influence target
language responding; on the other hand, the target-language non-specific
hypothesis argues that a non-response language can influence target language
responding (Costa, 2004, p. 206). A tentative explanation for our results is that
less proficient bilinguals (i.e., L1-Dutch bilinguals responding in Frisian) show
less target-specific language processing than more proficient bilinguals (i.e., L1Frisian bilinguals speaking Frisian) who can be expected to show more
language-specific speech processing (Costa, 2005, p. 322). As reported by Costa
(2004, p. 206), current models of speech production and bilingualism assume
that the two lexicons of the bilingual are simultaneously activated during speech
production (e.g., Costa & Caramazza, 1999; de Bot, 1992, 2000; Green, 1986,
1998; Hermans, Bongaerts, de Bot, & Schreuder, 1998; Poulisse & Bongaerts,
1994; Schoonbaert, Hartsuiker, & Pickering, 2007). However, our findings
show such general activation to not affect the pronunciation of linking
elements by proficient Frisian-Dutch bilinguals with Frisian as their mother
tongue as they appear to effectively keep the Dutch and Frisian language
systems separate in speech production; they distinguish plural endings from
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linking elements when they speak Frisian but not when they speak Dutch
(Hanssen et al., in press).
The results of the present study and the study by Hanssen et al. (in press)
provide counterevidence for the claim that word formation is constrained by
the rules for regular inflection in a language. This claim is derived from the
level-ordering hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and the words-and-rules theory
(Berent & Pinker, 2007; Pinker, 1999), but the predictions derived from these
have been subject to extensive criticism (Baayen, Schreuder, de Jong, & Krott,
2002; Banga, Hanssen, Neijt, & Schreuder, accepted; Booij, 1993, 2002;
Haskell, MacDonald, & Seidenberg, 2003; Seidenberg, MacDonald, & Haskell,
2007). Regarding compound formation, both predict that irregular words like
mice are available as input for compounds (mice eater) while regular forms like rats
are not (*rats eater). On the basis of such examples, it is claimed that irregular
plurals can occur as modifiers in compounds while regular plurals cannot. This
universal claim is strengthened by the fact that regular plurals within English
nominal compounds are rare – but not absent – while irregular plurals occur
more often (Berent & Pinker, 2007). Furthermore, Cunnings and Clahsen
(2008) claim that this morphological constraint extends to derived words. Most
Frisian-Dutch bilinguals, however, show a systematic relation between the
pronunciations of linking elements and plurals endings when they speak Dutch
but not when they speak Frisian. Frisian-Dutch bilinguals appear to use two
distinctive systems for speech production: A Frisian grammar in which regular
plural nouns do not frequently occur as modifiers in compounds and a Dutch
grammar in which regular plural nouns can occur as modifiers in compounds.
According to Kiparsky’s and Pinker’s theories, however, speakers should not be
able to switch.
The results of other experimental studies provide further evidence that
Dutch linking en is often interpreted as a regular plural marker when used in
compounds during visual and auditory word recognition tasks (Hanssen et al.,
2011; Schreuder et al., 1998). Moreover, the mirror position of the words-andrules paradigm is not followed by Frisian. Even when the plural of the word ko
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(“cow”) is kij (“cows”), the first element of a compound is usually kowe-, which
is neither the irregular plural form or the regular form as it lacks a final –n.
To conclude, our results show plural markers to be distinguished from
linking elements by most Frisian-Dutch bilinguals during Frisian speech
production. Two types of Frisian-Dutch bilinguals could be distinguished:
Those with L1-Dutch who maintained the Dutch system when speaking Frisian
and those speakers with L1-Frisian who maintained the Frisian system when
speaking Frisian. Frisian-Dutch bilinguals distinguish plural endings from
linking elements when they speak Frisian but not when they speak Dutch
(Hanssen et al., in press).
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3.6

Appendix A

Items used in this study plus Dutch and English translations. The context “He
now wants to ...” is used in (a) and the context “This is really a ...” is used in (b).
When deemed relevant, a translation of the Frisian compound is provided in
addition to the literal English translation.
Exp
Frisian phrase (a) Dutch phrase (a) English(literal) Translation
item

or compound (b)

or compound (b)

equivalent

1a

bannen plakken

banden plakken

stick tires

1b

bânplakker

bandenplakker

tire sticker

2a

bellen blaze

bellen blazen

blow bubbles

2b

belleblazer

bellenblazer

bubble blower

3a

boeken lizze

boeken leggen

lay books

3b

boekelizzer

boekenlegger

book layer

4a

bonken brekke

botten breken

break bones

4b

bonkebrekker

bottenbreker

bone breaker

5a

brieven skriuwe

brieven schrijven

write letters

5b

brieveskriuwer

brievenschrijver

letter writer

6a

druven plukke

druiven plukken

pluck grapes

6b

druveplukker

druivenplukker

grape plucker

7a

flessen trekke

flessen trekken

pull bottles

7b

flessetrekker

flessentrekker

bottle puller

8a

kamielen driuwe

kamelen drijven

drive camels

8b

kamieledriuwer

kamelendrijver

camel driver

9a

liuwen temmen

leeuwen temmen

tame lions

9b

liuwetemmer

leeuwentemmer

lion tamer

10a

muzen jeie

muizen jagen

hunt mice

10b

mûzejager /

muizenjager

mice hunter

noten kraken

crack nuts

mûzejeier
11a
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nuten kreakje

bookmarker
“bonesetter”

grape picker
swindler
camel-driver
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11b

nutekreaker

notenkraker

nutcracker

12a

poppen spylje

poppen spelen

play (with) dolls

12b

poppespiler

poppenspeler

doll player

13a

skroeven draaie

schroeven draaien turn screws

13b

skroevedraaier

schroevendraaier

screw turner

14a

miggen meppe

vliegen meppen

swat flies

14b

miggemepper

vliegenmepper

fly swatter

15a

fuotten feie

voeten vegen

wipe feet

15b

fuotfeger

voetenveger

feet wiper

16a

fragen stelle

vragen stellen

ask questions

16b

fragesteller

vragensteller

question asker questioner

Filler

Frisian phrase (a)

Dutch phrase (a)

English (literal)

or compound (b)

or compound (b)

17a

lúsjefers brekke

lucifers breken

break matches

17b

lúsjeferbrekker

lucifersbreker

match breaker

18a

duvels jeie

duivels jagen

hunt devils

18b

duveljeier

duivelsjager

devil hunter

19a

húskes kreakje

huisjes kraken

squat houses

19b

húskekreaker

huisjeskraker

house squatter

20a

famkes boartsje

meisjes spelen

play girls

20b

famkeboarter

meisjesspeler

girl player

21a

froulju lûke /

dames trekken

pull ladies

damestrekker

lady puller

puppeteer
screwdriver

frouwen lûke
21b

frouljuslûker /
frouwelûker

22a

lietsjes skriuwe

liedjes schrijven

write songs

22b

lietsjeskriuwer

liedjesschrijver

songwriter

23a

kaartsjes lizze

kaartjes leggen

lay (little) cards
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23b

kaartsjelizzer

kaartjeslegger

(little) cards layer

24a

ezels temme

ezels temmen

tame donkey

24b

ezeltemmer

ezelstemmer

donkey tamer

3.7

Appendix B

Experimental items used in the study plus mean [Q]-realization scores along the
five-point scale (1 = definitely no [Q]; 5 = definitely an [Q]) for speakers from
the North and South regions.
Experimental Frisian phrase (a)
item

or compound (b)

1a

bannen plakke

1b

English (literal)

Region
North

South

stick tires

2.67

1.63

bânplakker

tire sticker

0.88

1.48

2a

bellen blaze

blow bubbles

3.16

4.10

2b

belleblazer

bubble blower

1.20

1.55

3a

boeken lizze

lay books

4.42

4.75

3b

boekelizzer

book layer

1.29

2.63

4a

bonken brekke

break bones

3.92

4.13

4b

bonkebrekker

bone breaker

1.60

1.50

5a

brieven skriuwe

write letters

2.04

2.60

5b

brieveskriuwer

letter writer

1.35

2.07

6a

druven plukke

pluck grapes

4.32

4.50

6b

druveplukker

grape plucker

1.92

2.19

7a

flessen trekke

pull bottles

3.96

4.16

7b

flessetrekker

bottle puller

1.25

2.42

8a

kamielen driuwe

drive camels

3.20

3.34

8b

kamieledriuwer

camel driver

0.80

1.55
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9a

liuwen temmen

tame lions

3.56

4.00

9b

liuwetemmer

lion tamer

1.60

2.06

10a

muzen jeie

hunt mice

4.04

4.40

10b

mûzejager/mûzejeier mice hunter

1.58

2.63

11a

nuten kreakje

crack nuts

4.60

4.84

11b

nutekreaker

nutcracker

1.70

1.97

12a

poppen spylje

play (with) dolls 3.95

2.66

12b

poppespiler

doll player

1.13

2.03

13a

skroeven draaie

turn screws

4.36

4.43

13b

skroevedraaier

screw turner

1.08

1.97

14a

miggen meppe

swat flies

2.96

3.47

14b

miggemepper

fly swatter

1.40

1.78

15a

fuotten feie

wipe feet

4.48

4.72

15b

fuotfeger

feet wiper

2.21

2.13

16a

fragen stelle

ask questions

1.25

1.87

16b

fragesteller

question asker

1.21

1.29
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REGULAR

NOUN PLURALS AS MODIFIERS IN SPOKEN

DUTCH COMPOUNDS
Chapter 4
This chapter is a slightly revised version of: Hanssen, E., Banga, A., Schreuder,
R., & Neijt, A. (submitted). Regular noun plurals as modifiers in spoken Dutch
compounds.

Abstract
In Dutch, the linking element en in compounds is often homophonous with the
regular plural suffix -en. Both are pronounced as [̸], [̸Q] or [ ]ذin different
regions of the Netherlands. The present study investigates whether the three
speech variants of Dutch linking en are interpreted as plural forms. In an
auditory number decision task, participants decided whether a compound was
singular or plural. Although all critical items required the singular response,
response latencies increased significantly when the compound contained any
variant of linking en. We argue that regular plural nouns can occur as modifiers
in Dutch nominal compounds, which falsifies the hypothesis that compound
formation is constrained by regular inflection (e.g., Berent & Pinker, 2007;
Kiparsky, 1982).
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4.1

Introduction
In English, compounds like mice eater, with an irregular noun plural as left

constituent, are common, whereas compounds like *rats eater, with a regular
noun plural as left member, are rare. On the basis of such examples, some
morphological theories such as the level-ordering hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982)
and the words-and-rules theory (Berent & Pinker, 2007; Pinker, 1999) predict
that irregular noun plurals can serve as modifiers in compounds, while regular
noun plurals cannot serve this purpose. Dutch compounds, however, may
provide counterevidence because left constituents in compounds may be
interpreted as regular plural forms (muizen+eter, ‘mice+eater’, see hereafter). We
will show here that modifiers of such compounds are interpreted as plurals,
with obvious consequences for Kiparsky’s and Pinker’s theories.
Dutch compounds may contain linking elements concatenating their
constituents. For instance, boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’) contains en between the
members boek (‘book’) and kast (‘cupboard’). This linking en is often
homophonous and homographic with the regular plural suffix -en as in pairs
like boek+en (‘books’) and boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’). As a consequence, the
modifiers in such compounds can sometimes be perceived and interpreted as a
plural (Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 157-158; Haeseryn, Romijn, Geerts, de
Rooij, & van den Toorn, 1997, p. 685; Hanssen, Banga, Schreuder, & Neijt,
accepted; Neijt, Schreuder, & Baayen 2004; Schreuder, Neijt, van der Weide, &
Baayen, 1998; van den Toorn, 1982, p. 157). In the present study, we
investigate the interpretation of the linking element en in spoken Dutch
nominal compounds. Although some linguists (Bauer, 2003, p. 30; Booij, 2007,
p. 316) reserve the term “linking element” exclusively for meaningless elements
such as the en in schaap+en+vlees (‘mutton’, meat of a sheep), we use the term to
refer to any interfix occurring between the modifier and the head of the
compound. We will return to this issue in the discussion.
Schreuder et al. (1998) investigated the function of Dutch linking en in
written nominal compounds. At the time, Dutch readers were accustomed to
spell linking en either as en or as e. Ever since 1954, Dutch spelling rules
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prescribed writing linking en as such only if a plural interpretation of the
modifier of the compound was inevitable, otherwise e was called for. Thus one
wrote en in gebaar+en+taal (‘sign language’) because such language consists of
multiple signs, but pan+e+koek (‘pancake’) since a pancake is baked in one pan.
This distinction largely disappeared with new spelling rules in 1995 and 2005:
they prescribed to spell en when the modifier of the compound had a plural
form on -en. Since then, both gebaar+en+taal and pan+en+koek were written with
en. In that world, Schreuder et al. (1998) set their subjects in a number decision
task where they had to decide whether a given compound was plural or
singular, in which compounds were shown either with linking e (slang+e+beet,
‘snake bite’, singular) or with linking en (slang+en+beet, ‘snake bite’, singular).
Although all critical compounds required the singular response, the results
showed that response latencies were larger when en had been used. From this,
they concluded that linking en in Dutch triggers plural semantics.
Most studies so far investigated the relation between Dutch linking elements
and plural forms in written words. The present study examines this issue in
spoken words. This is important because there is much debate about the status
of the linking en, due to long standing controversies over the spelling rules (see
Neijt & Nunn, 1997; Nunn & Neijt, 2006). The plural interpretation of linking
en in written compounds that Schreuder et al. (1998) found may have been an
artifact of those spelling rules.
A substantial amount of regional variation can be found in the
pronunciation of the Dutch plural suffix -en (Goeman, 2001; Goossens, 1987;
de Schutter, 2001; de Schutter, van den Berg, Goeman, & de Jong, 2005; van de
Velde & van Hout, 2003; Weijnen, 1966; de Wulf, Goossens, & Taeldeman,
2005; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001). Hanssen, Banga, Neijt, and Schreuder (in
press) compared the pronunciation of the plural suffix -en in phrases such as
noot+en kraken (‘to crack nuts’) to the pronunciation of linking en in compounds
like noot+en+kraker (‘nutcracker’). They found a systematic correlation between
the pronunciations of Dutch plural -en and linking en. Speakers from the
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northern and eastern regions of the Netherlands realized both items most often
as [̸Q] or []ذ, whereas speakers from the middle and western regions
predominantly produced [̸]. On the basis of these results, Hanssen et al. (in
press) conclude that Dutch plural -en and linking en are closely related to each
other in speech production.
The observation that left constituents in Dutch compounds can be
interpreted as regular plural forms is problematic for the level-ordering
hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and the words-and-rules theory (Berent & Pinker,
2007; Pinker, 1999). The predictions from these theories have already been
subject to extensive criticism (e.g., Banga, Hanssen, Neijt, & Schreuder,
accepted; Booij, 1993; Haskell, MacDonald, & Seidenberg, 2003; Seidenberg,
MacDonald, & Haskell, 2007). Regarding compound formation, both theories
predict that irregular plurals occur as modifiers in compounds (mice eater),
whereas regular plurals (*rats eater) cannot. Dutch compounds may provide
counterevidence to this claim since they can be interpreted as being composed
of a regular noun plural as modifier (muizen+eter, ‘mice+eater’). Kiparsky’s and
Pinker’s theories have to assume that the Dutch plural suffix -en is irregular, on
the basis of the occurrence of this plural in compounds. However, Baayen,
Schreuder, de Jong, and Krott (2002) show that both -en and -s are fully regular
and productive plural suffixes of Dutch nouns.
Studying the interpretation of the first constituent in spoken compounds is
challenging since speech sounds extend over time. Listeners first hear the left
constituent before the compound as a whole has been heard. One could argue
that the first part of a compound like pan+en (‘pans’) could cause a plural
interpretation before the actual singular compound pan+en+koek (‘pancake’) has
been heard. Empirical evidence, however, demonstrates that listeners use
prosodic cues in distinguishing compounds from single nouns. Koester,
Gunter, Wagner, and Friederici (2004) show in a study with German
compounds that single nouns and compounds are differentiated by prosodic
cues, which listeners use to disambiguate linking elements and plural
morphemes. Moreover, single nouns (pan+en) and single nouns embedded in a
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nominal compound (pan+en+koek) differ in duration. In stress-timed languages
such as Dutch, the duration of a stressed vowel is the longest in monosyllabic
words and is shortened when more unstressed syllables are added (Nooteboom,
1972; Rietveld & van Heuven, 2001, p. 285). As a consequence, the mean
duration of Dutch singular nouns (pan, ‘pan’) is observed to be longer than the
mean duration of the stems embedded in plural nouns (pan+en, ‘pans’) (Baayen,
McQueen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 2003). Importantly, listeners are sensitive to
such prosodic differences. Kemps, Wurm, Ernestus, Schreuder, and Baayen
(2005, p. 68) show that listeners use detailed acoustic information to distinguish
stems realized in isolation from stems as part of a morphologically complex
word. On the basis of these acoustic cues, listeners are able to determine early
in the auditory signal whether a word is monosyllabic or bisyllabic (Kemps,
Ernestus, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2005, p. 441). On the basis of these studies, we
expect listeners to know before the end of the first constituent that the word is
not a single noun but a compound.
In the present study, we thus investigated whether the linking en in spoken
Dutch compounds causes a plural interpretation for speakers of standard
Dutch. It aims to show that the three speech variants of linking en are
interpreted as plural forms in auditory word processing. Schreuder et al. (1998)
already show that Dutch linking en causes a plural interpretation in visual word
recognition. Moreover, speakers of Dutch pronounce regular plural nouns in
phrases and modifiers with linking en containing the same noun identically
(Hanssen et al., in press). If the present study shows a plural interpretation of
linking elements in auditory word processing, these findings all together may
falsify the universal prohibition of regular noun plurals in compounds (Berent
& Pinker, 2007; Kiparsky, 1982; Pinker, 1999), given the fact that Dutch plural
formation of nouns is regular (Baayen et al., 2002; Keuleers et al., 2007).
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4.2

Method

4.2.1 Participants
Sixty participants (18-28 years, mean age of 22 years), all students of the
Radboud University Nijmegen, took part in the experiment for a small
payment. All were native speakers of Dutch and reported no hearing
impairment.
4.2.2 Stimuli and Design
The critical experimental items consisted of singular noun-noun compounds
with a variable linking element, i.e., compounds which occur both with and
without a linking en (schaap+herder or schaap+en+herder, ‘shepherd’) in written
text corpora. In order to find such variable items, we used the CELEX corpus
(Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995), a Google search and judgments of
native speakers of Dutch.
One hundred singular nominal compounds (schaap+herder, ‘shepherd’) were
the experimental items and 100 plural nominal compounds (oor+bellen,
‘earrings’) were the filler items (see Table 1). All of the singular compounds
were presented with either no linking element whatsoever or one of the three
speech variants for the Dutch linking en ([̸], [̸Q], and [)]ذ. This resulted in four
conditions: compounds without a linking element (schaap+herder), with a linking
[̸] (schaap+e+herder), with a linking [̸Q] (schaap+en+herder), or with a linking []ذ
(schaap+n+herder). The endings of the modifiers in the plural words
corresponded to most endings of the modifiers in the singular words but
without the first part of the plural modifier actually being plural: 31 modifiers
with no ending (oor+bellen, ‘earrings’), 29 modifiers ending in [̸] (reclame+spotjes,
‘commercials’), 19 modifiers ending in [̸Q] (oven+schotels, ‘oven dishes’), and 11
modifiers ending in [Q] (lantaarn+palen, ‘lampposts’). We also added 10 nouns
with an [V] linking element (slager+s+messen, ‘butcher’s knifes’).
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Table 1
Categories of Stimuli
Linking
element
Singular
(target items)
Ø
schaap+herder
[̸]

schaap+e+herder

[̸Q]

schaap+en+herder

[]ذ

schaap+n+herder

[s]

-

Semantics
Plural (fillers)
‘shepherd’
(n = 25)
‘shepherd’
(n = 25)
‘shepherd’
(n = 25)
‘shepherd’
(n = 25)
-

oor+bellen
reclame+spotjes
oven+schotels
lantaarn+palen*
slager+s+messen

‘earrings’
(n = 31)
‘commercials’
(n = 29)
‘oven dishes’
(n = 19)
‘lampposts’
(n = 11)
‘butcher’s
knifes’
(n = 10)

Note The asterisk (*) indicates that the modifiers of the eleven plural
compounds like lantaarn+palen (‘lampposts’) were pronounced as [Q].
Every participant heard 200 items: 100 singular compounds (i.e., 25 with no
linking element, 25 with linking [̸], 25 with linking [̸Q], and 25 with linking [)]ذ
and 100 plural compounds (see above). All items in the four conditions were
counterbalanced across eight lists with different randomized orders (four
random orders and four vice versa). Every participant was exposed to only one
of the conditions for a compound word.
4.2.3 Procedure
All items were recorded in a soundproof room by a female native speaker of
Dutch, who was capable of pronouncing all speech variants of linking en
naturally. The recording was done with a Sennheiser MKH416-microphone and
a digital AMS-NEVE 1073 DP-D amplifier. Items were then digitized at a
sampling rate of 44 kHz with 16-bit analog-to-digital conversion.
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Participants performed an auditory number decision task. They were
instructed to press a response button to their right with their right index finger
when the word was plural, and one to their left with their left index finger when
the word was singular. This decision was always dictated by the right-hand
constituent of the compound (schaap+herder, ‘shepherd’ or oor+bellen, ‘earrings’).
All of the experimental items required a “singular” response; all of the filler
items required a “plural” response. Subjects were requested to respond as
quickly and accurately as possible. After 10 training trials, the experimental
items were presented in three blocks.
Each trial consisted of a warning tone (1 kHz) for 1 second, followed by the
auditory stimulus after an interval of 500 ms. The next trial started 100 ms after
the listener’s response. The auditory stimuli were presented over headphones at
a comfortable listening level. Reaction time was measured from word onset.
The experiment took about 20 minutes.

4.3

Results and Discussion

Only the correct responses to the 100 singular compounds were analyzed.
No participants or items had to be excluded as all showed error rates under
20%. The mean percentage of the items answered incorrectly was very low for
all of the conditions (1% for no linking element, and 2% for linking [̸], [̸Q]
and [)]ذ. This shows the task to be very easy. We manually removed extreme
outliers (i.e., reaction times above 4000 ms), which was 0.2% of the data set.
Given a skewed response distribution, we applied a logarithmic transformation
to the reaction times (using the natural logarithm). Figure 1 presents the mean
logarithmic reaction times for the singular compounds per linking element.
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Figure 1. Mean logarithmic reaction times (+ SE) according to linking element
(Ø = no linking element; [̸] = linking [̸]; [̸Q] = linking [̸Q]; [ = ]ذlinking [)]ذ
calculated across correct singular responses.
Given that we measured reaction times in milliseconds from word onset, we
also controlled for word length (i.e., the duration of the whole word in
milliseconds) in our analyses. In order to make the singular decision in response
to a nominal compound, one only had to pay attention to the right-hand part of
the compound (schaap+herder, ‘shepherd’). Despite this fact, reactions to the
singular compounds were slowed when the modifier contained a linking
element (1430 ms vs. 1548, 1578 and 1708 ms).
A linear mixed-effects model with subject and word as crossed random
effects, the logarithmic reaction times as the dependent variable, the type of
linking element as predictor variable and word length as a covariate showed
significant differences between the reaction times for no linking element and
any variant of linking en ([̸]: β = 0.02, t(5980) = 3.25, p < .01; [̸Q]: β = 0.04,
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t(5980) = 7.24, p < .001; []ذ: β = 0.06, t(5980) = 8.57, p < .001). This shows
that all the speech variants of linking en show an interference effect: Speakers of
standard Dutch were slower to decide that a word was singular when the
modifier contained a linking element. The differences in response latencies
between linking [̸], [̸Q] and [ ]ذare significant as well ([̸] vs. [̸Q]: β = 0.02,
t(5980) = 4.83, p < .001; [̸Q] vs. []ذ: β = 0.02, t(5980) = 3.54, p < .01),
indicating that linking [̸Q] is causing a larger interference effect than linking [̸],
and linking [ ]ذis causing a larger interference effect than linking [̸Q].18
Our findings show that Dutch linking en and its variants in spoken nominal
compounds lead to a plural interpretation. This finding can be understood in
terms of a parallel dual-route model of morphological processing (e.g., Baayen,
Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). According to this
model, any activation of the regular plural suffix -en automatically activates its
semantic properties as well. Modifiers in Dutch compounds like boek+en in
boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’) therefore automatically activate the regular plural
form of the word (boek+en, ‘books’) and simultaneously activate its meaning. In
this account, the interference effect we observed in our study is caused by the
automatic parsing of the plural suffix in the modifier of the compound and the
activation of its meaning.
Some linguists make a distinction between plural morphemes and linking
elements (Bauer, 2003; Booij, 2007). In their view, the linking en is sometimes
considered a plural morpheme (sted+en+raad, ‘cities’ council’), and sometimes a
meaningless linking element (schaap+en+vlees, ‘sheep’s meat’). The present study,
however, shows that this distinction may not be relevant for language users
because modifiers with a typically “singular” interpretation for linguists

Ideally, we should take into account the frequency counts of the individual items in
the statistical analyses. However, usable and objective frequency counts of the items
used in our study are missing. Celex (Baayen et al., 1995) is based on written language.
Also, Celex and Corpus Spoken Dutch (CGN) contain only a minority of the items that
we used in this study. Another possibility could be to use Google but frequency counts
of this corpus are not always reliable (e.g., Kilgarriff & Grefenstette, 2003, p. 345).

18
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(bril+en+koker, ‘glasses case’, a case for one pair of glasses) were also found to
cause a plural interpretation.19 We argue that Dutch linking en in spoken
compounds triggers a plural interpretation that speakers of Dutch cannot
suppress.
On the basis of the findings from the present study and from earlier studies,
we conclude that the predictions from the level-ordering hypothesis (Kiparsky,
1982) and the words-and-rules theory (Berent & Pinker, 2007; Pinker, 1999) are
incorrect in their universal prohibition of regular noun plurals in compounds.
Our conclusion is based on four observations. First, Dutch plural formation of
nouns is regular (Baayen et al., 2002; Keuleers et al., 2007). Second, due to
homography between the regular plural suffix -en and Dutch linking en,
previous studies show a plural interpretation of written linking elements in
compounds (Schreuder et al., 1998). Third, speakers of Dutch pronounce
regular plural nouns in phrases and modifiers with linking en containing the
same noun identically (Hanssen et al., in press). Finally, the present paper
shows a plural interpretation of linking elements in spoken compounds.
Taken our results and the aforementioned earlier findings together, we
conclude that regular plural nouns occur as modifiers in Dutch compounds and
are interpreted as such by Dutch speakers. Pace Kiparsky’s and Pinker’s
theories, we falsify the hypothesis that compound formation is constrained by
regular inflection.

19

We selected fourteen compounds with a singular modifier (see Appendix A). A linear mixedeffects model (identical to the one used in the present study, see the results) showed significant
differences between the reaction times for no linking element and any variant of linking en:
linking en causes slower reaction times than no linking element ([̸]: β = 0.03, t(845) = 1.49, p =
.07 (one-tailed); [̸Q]: β = 0.06, t(845) = 3.43, p < .001; []ذ: β = 0.07, t(845) = 3.34, p < .001).
Thus, an interference effect was found for all speech variants of linking en in compounds with
singular modifiers.
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4.5

Appendix A

List of critical items plus mean number decision latencies in ms per linking
element (Ø = no linking element; linking [̸], linking [̸Q], linking [)]ذ. The 14
test items with singular modifiers (see discussion) are underlined.
Lemma
aardappel+oogst
advies+bureau
ballon+blazer
bal+pomp
banaan+boom
band+dikte
been+warmer
beschuit+bus
bier+brouwerij
blik+opener
boek+schrijver
boom+planter
brand+blusser
brief+hoofd
bril+koker
brood+bakker
citroen+teelt
dekbed+overtrek
diamant+mijn
dier+proef
dijk+bouwer
drank+voorraad
duin+landschap
fiets+maker
fles+dop
framboos+vla
friet+kraam
frisdrank+producent
garnaal+kroket
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English gloss

Ø

potato harvest
consultancy
balloon inflator
ball pump
banana tree
tire width
leg warmer
rusk tin
brewery
can opener
book writer
tree planter
fire extinguisher
letterhead
spectacle case
a baker of bread
lemon growing
duvet cover
diamond mine
animal experiment
dike builder
drinks supply
landscape of dunes
bicycle repairer
bottle cap
raspberry custard
fish and chips stand
soft drink manufacturer
shrimp croquette

1422
1367
1617
1313
1298
1590
1210
1372
1428
1248
1363
1466
1358
1301
1356
1422
1543
1536
1412
1352
1329
1501
1492
1489
1271
1565
1274
1764
1420

[̸]
1830
1492
1541
1435
1347
1392
1387
1367
1609
1418
1548
1531
1526
1473
1683
1589
1782
1705
1704
1320
1431
1630
1543
1533
1368
1487
1378
1988
1657

[̸Q]
1714
1557
1535
1465
1401
1878
1534
1594
1706
1446
1526
1538
1522
1427
1441
1622
1672
1672
1468
1470
1542
1654
1456
1560
1360
1768
1370
2015
1567

[]ذ
2253
1762
1754
1571
1517
1685
1646
1679
1688
1544
1761
1644
1753
1646
1611
1503
1982
1979
1837
1595
1548
1788
1736
1619
1383
1730
1585
1925
1894
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gas+opslag
geur+spoor
graan+veld
granaat+werper
grond+ruil
haar+knipper
hak+beschermer
handdoek+haak
hond+bezitter
kaas+handelaar
kalkoen+vlees
kameel+drijver
kast+deur
kat+oog
kip+slachter
klas+lokaal
koek+bakkerij
konijn+fokker
kracht+meter
krant+bezorger
kunst+academie
kurk+vloer
lamp+kap
leraar+tekort
les+rooster
licht+bundel
mandarijn+sap
meloen+salade
mens+kracht
mes+slijper
metaal+industrie
muis+vanger
naam+bord
noot+olie
olijf+kweker
pan+deksel

gas storage
scent track
corn field
grenade launcher
land exchange
haircutter
heel tip
towel hook
dog owner
cheese dealer
turkey meat
camel-driver
cabinet door
cat’s eye
chicken slaughterer
classroom
biscuit bakery
rabbit breeder
dynamometer
paper boy
art academy
cork floor
lampshade
teachers shortage
school timetable
light beam
mandarin juice
melon salad
human force
knife-sharpener
metal industry
mouser
nameplate
nut oil
olive farmer
pan lid

1687
1381
1332
1451
1486
1712
1553
1335
1574
1466
1434
1523
1119
1081
1345
1335
1423
1419
1394
1566
1521
1212
1155
1529
1423
1323
1587
1508
1526
1333
1573
1465
1333
1545
1482
1389

1523
1544
1377
1882
1722
1445
1547
1455
1388
1694
1532
1678
1453
1412
1403
1577
1317
1486
1495
1611
1703
1541
1299
1645
1514
1614
1599
1634
1310
1452
1883
1561
1584
1588
1506
1349

1505
1502
1408
1734
1654
1539
1693
1564
1555
1483
1632
1712
1523
1232
1452
1488
1282
1619
1480
1604
1619
1531
1497
1700
1509
1458
1716
1845
1671
1524
1883
1602
1653
1413
1665
1403

1589
1790
1689
1934
1587
1804
1661
1683
1652
1773
1785
1712
1523
1545
1456
1660
1627
1718
1577
1688
1812
1622
1461
2088
1706
1566
1684
1908
1502
1718
1754
1685
1499
1696
1557
1627
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papegaai+kooi
papier+fabriek
pen+houder
peer+taart
perzik+huid
plant+naam
pompoen+soep
project+ontwikkelaar
raam+wasser
sap+centrifuge
schaap+herder
schilderij+lijst
schoen+lepel
sigaar+roker
smaak+test
sport+dag
steen+gooier
stof+winkel
straat+feest
taart+vorm
taal+instituut
tarief+verhoging
tijdschrift+bak
tomaat+saus
tonijn+vangst
touw+ladder
transport+bedrijf
verhaal+verteller
vis+handel
vloer+legger
voet+bad
vraag+steller
vuur+zee
wijn+gebied
zaad+bol
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parrot cage
paper factory
penholder
pear cake
peachy skin
plant name
pumpkin soup
property developer
window cleaner
juicer
sheep herder
picture frame
shoehorn
cigar smoker
taste trial
sports day
stone thrower
fabric shop
street party
cake tin
language school
tariff increase
magazine rack
tomato sauce
tuna catch
rope ladder
transport company
storyteller
fish trade
floor layer
foot-bath
questioner
blaze
wine region
boll

1487
1401
1230
1352
1374
1450
1360
1569
1472
1736
1455
1564
1401
1682
1441
1310
1591
1359
1605
1410
1364
1614
1458
1403
1513
1218
1569
1564
1362
1425
1227
1513
1547
1244
1360

1448
1589
1327
1355
1473
1502
1341
1824
1352
1789
1609
1793
1398
1793
1524
1666
1468
1535
1640
1540
1544
1730
1711
1503
1718
1316
1900
1743
1399
1538
1434
1531
1512
1815
1486

1669
1679
1308
1346
1587
1376
1764
1841
1484
1837
1472
1709
1549
1643
1713
1818
1726
1477
1878
1558
1575
1797
1480
1594
1735
1393
1830
1614
1752
1399
1394
1617
1513
1496
1429

1744
1831
1540
1696
1639
1817
1659
1864
1617
2016
1558
1839
1608
1841
1683
1883
1963
1795
1686
1650
1804
1893
1679
1743
1943
1611
2008
1768
1567
1722
1429
1817
1582
1888
1593

REGIONAL

ORIGIN AFFECTS THE INTERPRETATION OF

LINKING ELEMENTS IN SPOKEN DUTCH COMPOUNDS

Chapter 5
This chapter is a slightly revised version of: Hanssen, E., Banga, A., Schreuder,
R., & Neijt, A. (submitted). Regional origin affects the interpretation of linking
elements in spoken Dutch compounds.

Abstract
In Dutch, the linking element en in compounds is often homophonous with the
regular plural suffix -en. Both are pronounced as [̸], [̸Q] or [ ]ذin different
regions of the Netherlands. As a consequence, Dutch speakers may interpret
linking en as a plural marker. The present study investigates whether the
regional origin of the participants affects their interpretation of regional speech
variants of linking en. In an auditory decision task, speakers from four regions
decided if a compound was singular or plural. While all critical compounds
required the singular response, reaction times were delayed when the
compound contained a linking en. Moreover, regional differences were found in
the response latencies. We conclude that a speaker’s regional origin affects
interpretation.
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5.1

Introduction
Variation in the pronunciation of speech sounds can arise from a speaker’s

regional origin. For instance, the Dutch plural noun noot+en (‘nuts’) can be
pronounced in the different regions of the Netherlands as [QRW̸], [QRW̸Q], or
[QRW]ذ. Not only speech production is affected by one’s regional origin but also
speech perception (e.g., Drager, 2010; Ladefoged & Broadbent, 1957; Willis,
1972). A considerable delay in word processing has been found, for example,
when listeners hear words in an unfamiliar regional accent compared to a
familiar accent (Adank & McQueen, 2007). In this research, we will extend
these results to show that a speaker’s regional origin affects the interpretation
of regional speech variants.
A substantial amount of regional variation can be found in the
pronunciation of the Dutch plural suffix -en (Goeman, 2001; Goossens, 1987;
de Schutter, 2001; de Schutter, van den Berg, Goeman, & de Jong, 2005; van de
Velde & van Hout, 2003; Weijnen, 1966; de Wulf, Goossens, & Taeldeman,
2005; de Wulf & Taeldeman, 2001). A similar pattern of regional pronunciation
variation holds for the Dutch linking element en in compounds, as shown by
Hanssen, Banga, Neijt, and Schreuder (in press). They compared the
pronunciation of the plural suffix -en in phrases (noot+en kraken, ‘to crack nuts’)
with the pronunciation of the linking en in compounds (noot+en+kraker,
‘nutcracker’) for speakers from five different regions of the Netherlands and
discovered a strong correlation. Speakers of Dutch tend to identically
pronounce regular plural nouns in phrases and modifiers with linking en
containing the same noun. Speakers from the Northern and Eastern regions of
the Netherlands most often produced [(̸)Q] for both linking elements and
plural endings while speakers from the Middle and Western regions most often
produced [̸] for both. Hanssen et al. (in press) therefore concluded that Dutch
plural -en and linking en are closely related to each other in speech production.
Dutch linking elements are thus often homophonous to the regular plural
suffix -en as in pairs like boek+en (‘books’) and boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’). As a
consequence, the modifiers in such compounds can sometimes be perceived
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and interpreted as a plural (Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 157-158; Haeseryn,
Romijn, Geerts, de Rooij, & van den Toorn, 1997, p. 685; Hanssen, Banga,
Schreuder, & Neijt, accepted, 2011a; Neijt, Krebbers, & Fikkert, 2002; Neijt,
Schreuder, & Baayen 2004; Schreuder, Neijt, van der Weide, & Baayen, 1998;
van den Toorn, 1982, p. 157). In the present study, we investigate the
interpretation of the linking element en in spoken Dutch nominal compounds
for speakers from different regions of the Netherlands. Although some
linguists (Bauer, 2003, p. 30; Booij, 2007, p. 88) reserve the term “linking
element” exclusively for meaningless elements such as the en in schaap+en+vlees
(meat of one sheep, ‘mutton’), we use the term to refer to any interfix occurring
between the modifier and the head of the compound.
Hanssen et al. (2011a) investigated the interpretation of Dutch linking en in
spoken nominal compounds for speakers of standard Dutch. In an auditory
number decision task, participants heard singular compounds with either no
linking element (schaap+herder, ‘shepherd’) or a linking en (schaap+en+herder,
‘shepherd’) pronounced as [̸], [̸Q], or [ ]ذin accordance with three regional
speech variants, respectively (see Hanssen et al., in press). As filler items, they
heard plural compounds (oor+bellen, ‘earrings’). Participants had to decide if the
word was singular or plural, which was always determined by the right-hand
constituent of the compound. Although the target items all required a singular
response, reaction times slowed when the modifier contained a linking en. All of
the regional speech variants of Dutch linking en were found to cause
interference for speakers of standard Dutch. On the basis of these results,
Hanssen et al. (2011a) concluded that the three regional speech variants of
linking en are interpreted as plural forms by speakers of standard Dutch.
The background of our experimental study is based on the study of
Schreuder et al. (1998) and Hanssen et al. (2011a). We measured participants’
reaction times on singular compound words with and without a linking element
and examined wether interference effects occur when a linking element is
present. Schreuder et al. (1998) show that interference effects in this task
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indicate the activation of plural semantics. This can be understood in terms of a
parallel dual-route model of morphological processing (see Baayen, Dijkstra, &
Schreuder, 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). According to this model, any
activation of the regular plural suffix -en automatically activates its semantic
properties as well. Modifiers in Dutch compounds like boek+en in boek+en+kast
(‘book+en+case’) would therefore automatically activate the regular plural form
of the word (boek+en, ‘books’) and simultaneously activate its meaning.
Thus, our study used semantic interference effects on the basis of
particpants’ reaction times to study plural interpretation. Such interference
effects indicate the operation of (subconscious) automatic processes.20
Closely related to Dutch is Frisian, a language spoken in the northern region
of the Netherlands and mainly in the province of Fryslân (‘Friesland’). Frisian is
spoken alongside Dutch in this region, and most speakers of Frisian are
bilingual. Interestingly, Dutch and Frisian differ with respect to linking
elements and plural endings. As already mentioned, the linking element en is
most often homophonous with the regular plural suffix -en in Dutch (boek+en boek+en+kast, ‘books - bookcase’). In Frisian, however, no homophony exists
between these two categories (boek+en - boek+e+kast). Frisian speakers typically
pronounce plural nouns as [(̸)Q] while linking elements are typically
pronounced as [̸] (Hanssen et al., 2011b; Hoekstra, 1996). In our research, we
will therefore test to see if Dutch linking en causes a plural interpretation for
speakers from Friesland.
In the present study, we thus investigated whether a speaker’s regional
origin affects the interpretation of linking en in spoken Dutch compounds. We

In cognitive psychology, a well-known example of interference effects is the Stroop
effect (Stroop, 1935). The Stroop effect shows that it takes longer to name the color of
a word when the name of a color is printed in a color not designated by the word (e.g.,
the word red printed in blue ink) than when the name of the color matches the ink color
(e.g., the word red printed in red ink). Such interference effects are used in
psycholinguistic studies to establish automatic activation of semantic and/or syntactic
information.

20
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examined whether three regional speech variants of linking en cause a plural
interpretation among speakers from four regions of the Netherlands. Hanssen
et al. (2011a) show that speakers of standard Dutch interpret all speech variants
of linking en as plural forms in auditory word processing. Given that Dutch
speakers from different regions use different variants of linking en in speech
production (Hanssen et al., in press), regional origin can be expected to play a
role in their speech perception. Our research question is thus whether speakers
from different regions indeed perceive the same language input differently and
whether a speaker’s regional origin also affects the interpretation of subtle
speech variants of the Dutch linking en.

5.2

Method

5.2.1 Participants
Participants were 287 high-school students with a mean age of 17 years
(range of 15-21). All were native speakers of Dutch and reported no hearing
impairment. The experiments were conducted at the Radboud University
Nijmegen and the University of Groningen during information days and at a
high school in Friesland (Heerenveen). We used the following criteria to select
students for participation: (a) born and raised in the region of their birth; (b)
lived in the selected region at the time of data collection, and (c) had not spent
more than six months outside the region in question. Four regions were
distinguished for purposes of the present study: the North, Northeast, Middle,
and South. The region North contained the province of Friesland. The other
three regions are described in de Wulf and Taeldeman (2001, p. 23-25). A map
with the selected regions is presented in Figure 1. The characteristics of the
participants are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Characteristics of the Participants from Four Selected Regions (North, Northeast, Middle,
South) and Their Use of a Regional Dialect or the Frisian Language (Region North) as
indicated along a Four-point Scale (1 = Seldom, 2 = Sometimes, 3 = Mostly, or 4 =
Always)
Characteristics

Number of
participants
Age range
(mean age)
Dialect speakers or
speakers of Frisian
(%)
Use of dialect or
Frisian

Region
North

Northeast

Middle

South

94

72

52

69

15-18
(16;6)
62%

15-21
(16;8)
25%

16-19
(16;10)
-*

15-21
(16;10)
44%

2.73

1.71

-*

2.19

Note The asterisk (*) indicates that the value is not relevant because only one
dialect speaker was present in the region.
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Figure 1. Map of the Netherlands with four regions examined in this study.
Dotted areas not included in the study.
Students from the North were asked about their use of the Frisian language
and the participants from the other regions were asked about their use of a
regional dialect via a questionnaire. The number of speakers of the Frisian
language (i.e., region North) was the highest (62%). The number of speakers of
a regional dialect was highest in the South (44%), followed by the Northeast
(25%). Only one dialect speaker was present in region Middle. With an average
response close to “mostly”, the speakers in the North used the Frisian language
the most in daily life (see Table 1); the speakers of a dialect in the Northeast
and South used them only “sometimes” on average.
5.2.2 Stimuli and Design
All stimuli and design were identical to Hanssen et al. (2011a). Described
briefly, 100 singular nominal compounds (schaap+herder, ‘shepherd’) were the
experimental items and 100 plural nominal compounds (oor+bellen, ‘earrings’)
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were the filler items (see Table 1, Chapter 4). All of the singular compounds
were presented with either no linking element whatsoever or one of the three
regional speech variants for the Dutch linking en ([̸], [̸Q], and [)]ذ. This
resulted in four conditions: compounds without a linking element
(schaap+herder), with a linking [̸] (schaap+e+herder), with a linking [̸Q]
(schaap+en+herder), or with a linking [( ]ذschaap+n+herder). The endings of the
modifiers in the plural filler words corresponded to most endings of the
modifiers in the singular target words but without the first part of the plural
modifier actually being plural: 31 modifiers with no ending (oor+bellen,
‘earrings’), 29 modifiers ending in [̸] (reclame+spotjes, ‘commercials’), 19
modifiers ending in [̸Q] (oven+schotels, ‘oven dishes’), and 11 modifiers ending in
[Q] (lantaarn+palen, ‘lampposts’). We also added 10 nouns with an [V] linking
element (slager+s+messen, ‘butcher’s knifes’).
Every participant thus heard 200 items: 100 singular compounds (i.e., 25
with no linking element, 25 with linking [̸], 25 with linking [̸Q], and 25 with
linking [ )]ذand 100 plural compounds (see above). And every participant was
exposed to only one of the conditions for a compound word.
5.2.3 Procedure
The procedure was identical to that used in Hanssen et al. (2011a) with the
exception that we now used the keyboard keys “z” (singular decisions) and “m”
(plural decisions) - which are on the same row of a QWERTY keyboard - as the
response buttons. Participants had to decide whether the word was singular or
plural in an auditory number decision task. This decision was always dictated by
the right-hand constituent of the compound (schaap+herder, ‘shepherd’ or
oor+bellen, ‘earrings’). All of the experimental items required a “singular”
response; all of the filler items required a “plural” response. Reaction time (RT)
was measured from word onset.
In a questionnaire administered after completion of the number decision
task, the participants were asked about their native region and their use of a
Dutch dialect or Frisian. The experiment took about 20 minutes.
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5.3

Results

Only the correct responses to the 100 singular compounds were analyzed. 21
No participants or items had to be excluded as all showed error rates under
20%. The mean percentage of the items answered incorrectly was very low for
all of the conditions and all of the regions (i.e., 1-2% for no linking element, 2%
for linking [̸], 2-3% for [̸Q], and 2-4% for [)]ذ. This shows the task to be very
easy. We manually removed extreme outliers (i.e., RTs below 600 ms and above
4000 ms), which was 0.8% of the data set. Given a skewed response
distribution, we applied a logarithmic transformation to the RTs (using the
natural logarithm). In the statistical analyses, the RTs from the North,
Northeast, and South were compared to those from the Middle (i.e., Region
Middle was used as Intercept) because the speakers from the Middle region of
the Netherlands can be considered as speakers of standard Dutch. In such a
manner, we compared speakers from a region to speakers of standard Dutch.
Figure 2 presents the mean logarithmic RTs for the singular compounds per
linking element.

21

The dataset is available via the first author (ejm.hanssen@gmail.com).
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Figure 2. Mean logarithmic reaction times (+ SE) according to linking element
and region of the Netherlands calculated across correct singular responses.
We analyzed the data altogether in a linear mixed-effects model. In what
follows, we will discuss the different interactions found in the statistical
analyses in separate paragraphs. Given that we measured RTs in milliseconds
from word onset, we also controlled for word length (i.e., the duration of the
whole word in milliseconds) in our analyses. In order to make the singular
decision in response to a nominal compound, one only had to pay attention to
the right-hand part of the compound (schaap+herder, ‘shepherd’). Despite this
fact, reactions to the singular compounds were slowed when the modifier
contained a linking [̸Q] or []ذ. A linear mixed-effects model with participant
and word as crossed random effects (see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008), the
logarithmic RTs as the dependent variable, and the type of linking element and
region as predictor variables, word length as a covariate, and the Middle region
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as an intercept showed significant differences between the RTs for no linking
element and linking [̸Q] or []ذ, but not for linking [̸] ([̸]: β = 0.00, t < 1; [̸Q]:
β = 0.03, t(27622) = 4.72, p < .001; []ذ: β = 0.05, t(27622) = 7.25, p < .001). In
other words, two variants of linking en showed an interference effect for the
speakers from the Middle region of the Netherlands: They were slower to
decide that the target word was singular when the modifier in the compound
contained a linking [̸Q] or []ذ.
A significant interaction between linking element and region North was
found ([̸]: β = 0.02, t(27622) = 2.98, p < .01; [̸Q]: β = 0.02, t(27622) = 1.98, p
< .05; []ذ: β = 0.05, t(27622) = 5.85, p < .001). The speakers from the North
showed thus an interference effect for all of the variants of linking en and they
show larger interference effects for linking [̸Q] and [ ]ذcompared to the
speakers from the Middle. Moreover, the speakers from the North showed the
largest interference effects for linking [ ]ذwhen compared to the speakers from
the other regions (Northeast: β = 0.03, t(27622) = 4.40, p < .001; South: β =
0.03, t(27622) = 3.80, p < .001).
A significant interaction was also found between region Northeast and
linking [̸] (β = 0.02, t(27622) = 2.68, p < .01). This shows an interference
effect of the linking [̸] for speakers from the Northeast. Finally, we found a
significant interaction between region South and linking [( ]ذβ = 0.02, t(27622)
= 2.24, p < .05) and a marginal interaction between region South and linking [̸]
(β = 0.02, t(27622) = 1.83, p = 0.06). Speakers from the South showed larger
interference effects for linking [ ]ذthan speakers from the Middle region of the
Netherlands. They also showed a marginal interference effect for linking [̸].
When dialect speaker or speaker of Frisian, or not (i.e., whether a participant
actually speaks Frisian or a regional dialect, or not) was included as a predictor
in our model, no significant effects were found for it (β = 0.01, t < 1).
In sum, the speakers from the North, Northeast, and South thus showed
interference effects for all of the linking en speech variants: [̸], [̸Q], and []ذ.
They were slower to decide that a compound was singular when the modifier
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contained a linking element. Speakers from the Middle region also showed
interference effects for the variants [̸Q] and []ذ, but not for linking [̸].
Speakers from the North showed larger interference effects for all speech
variants compared to the speakers from the Middle and they show the greatest
interference on linking [ ]ذcompared to the speakers from the three other
regions. Speakers from the South showed larger interference effects for linking
[ ]ذthan speakers from the Middle region of the Netherlands. These results
showed regional differences to exist in the RTs on the singular decisions.

5.4

General Discussion

In this study, we investigated whether a speaker’s regional origin affects the
interpretation of regional speech variants of Dutch linking en. In Dutch
compounds, the linking element en is often homophonous with the regular
plural suffix -en (boek+en - boek+en+kast, ‘books - bookcase’). As a consequence,
speakers of standard Dutch have indeed been found to interpret the linking en
and its spoken Dutch variants as a plural marker (Hanssen et al., 2011a). In the
present study, we tested to see if the same happens for speakers coming from
different regions: Do they also interpret subtle speech variants of linking en as a
plural marker?
While all of the singular compounds with linking elements required a
singular response, the results showed reaction times to be slowed when the
modifier in the compound contained a variant of the linking en. We interpret
this finding as evidence for a plural interpretation of the linking element during
auditory word processing. All of the regional variants of linking en (i.e., [̸], [̸Q],
and [ )]ذproduced such interference for speakers from the North, Northeast,
and South. Moreover, regional differences were found in the response latencies.
First, speakers from the Middle region showed interference effects for the
variants [̸Q] and []ذ, but not for linking [̸]. Second, speakers from the North,
where Frisian is spoken and homophony with the plural suffix does not exist,
showed the greatest interference for all speech variants compared to the
speakers from region Middle. Finally, speakers from the South showed larger
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interference effects for linking [ ]ذthan speakers from the Middle region of the
Netherlands.
The present findings complement those of Hanssen et al. (2011a) who
showed all regional speech variants of the Dutch linking en to be interpreted at
times as a plural marker by speakers of standard Dutch. The present findings
thus extend this finding to include speakers from three regions of the
Netherlands. The speakers from the North show larger interference effects
compared to the speakers from the Middle. In this Northern region, Frisian is
spoken and the linking element [̸] does not show a homophonous association
with the regular plural suffix, which is often pronounced as [(̸)Q] (Hanssen et
al., 2011b; Hoekstra, 1996). The present study shows that speakers from
Friesland nevertheless interpret Dutch modifiers with a linking [̸] as plural
forms.
Interestingly, speakers from the Middle of the Netherlands showed no
interference effects for linking [̸], despite realization of both the plural and the
linking element as [̸] (Hanssen et al., in press). An explanation could be that
the linking [̸] in Dutch compounds may have a purely rhythmic function for
speakers in the Middle of the Netherlands since Dutch linking en can be used
not only to express plurality of the modifier, but also to create an alternation of
stressed and unstressed syllables (Neijt & Schreuder, 2007). Speakers from this
region could therefore only interpret linking elements as plural markers when
they are pronounced as [(̸)Q], not when pronounced as [̸]. Future studies
should investigate this issue further.
Our study shows a speaker’s regional origin to affect the auditory processing
of subtle speech variants in Dutch. These results are in agreement with earlier
studies that report speech perception to be affected by regional origin (e.g.,
Drager, 2010; Ladefoged & Broadbent, 1957; Willis, 1972). The regional
differences found in the present study can stem from two possible causes. First,
modifiers with a linking en may activate a plural interpretation, which is in
keeping with a parallel dual-route model of morphological processing (e.g.,
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Baayen et al., 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). According to this model, any
activation of the regular plural suffix -en automatically activates its semantic
properties as well. Second, a very unfamiliar regional speech variant may delay
word processing. For instance, Adank and McQueen (2007) found considerable
word processing delays when listeners were presented words in an unfamiliar
regional accent compared to a familiar accent. The present study showed that
speakers from the South showed larger interference effects for linking [ ]ذ- a
very unfamiliar speech variant in region South - than speakers from the Middle
region. The larger interference effects found in the present study could thus be
due to delayed word processing in addition to the activation of a plural
interpretation.
To conclude, the present study shows speakers from three regions of the
Netherlands to interpret all regional speech variants of the Dutch linking en as a
plural marker. Moreover, regional differences were found in the interpretation
of the three speech variants of linking en. A speaker’s regional origin thus
affects his or her interpretation of subtle speech variants of Dutch linking
elements. Our study shows that people from different although closely related
linguistic backgrounds arrive at subtly different interpretations in everyday
speech.
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This chapter is an article in press: Hanssen, E., Banga, A., Schreuder, R., &
Neijt, A. Semantic and prosodic effects of Dutch linking elements. Morphology
(special issue).

Abstract
The studies presented here investigate the contribution of linking en and
rhythm to a compound’s conceptual plurality. Participants were asked to
estimate the conceptual plurality of the modifier constituents of Dutch
compounds. In the first study, pseudo-compounds (compounds composed of
pseudo-words, burb+en+tijpis) and novel compounds (novel combinations of
existing nouns, aap+en+leraar, ‘monkey teacher’) with linking en were
investigated. In study two, we examined written existing compounds that occur
with and without en (bloem+bak or bloem+en+bak, ‘flower box’) and present a
stress clash or not at the constituent boundaries. Finally, study three
investigated the same question as study two for spoken existing compounds.
The results reveal that existing compounds written or spoken with linking en are
considered to bear more plural meaning than the ones without linking element.
Furthermore, an effect of rhythm on plurality was observed in pseudocompounds and in spoken existing compounds. When these compounds
contain linking en to prevent a stress clash, they are considered to bear less
plural meaning than those with linking en in a neutral context. These studies
demonstrate that rhythm can affect the interpretation of linking elements. The
fact that we only find a rhythmic effect in pseudo-compounds and spoken
existing compounds but not in written existing compounds is explained in
terms of processing.
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6.1

Introduction

Compounds are very frequent and highly productive in Dutch (Booij, 1992;
Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 150; Neijt, Krebbers, & Fikkert, 2002; Neijt &
Schreuder, 2007) as well as in other languages (Brisard, Laarman, & Nicoladis,
2008; Jackendoff, 2002, p. 250; Lieber, 2005, p. 375). Compounding is an easy
way for speakers to create new words for new concepts. Even very young
children are keen to form new compounds (Clark, Gelman, & Lane, 1985). At
the age of two they start creating words like nose beard to refer to a mustache
(Becker, 1994) or draak+vis (‘dragon-fish’) to refer to a lobster (Elbers & van
Loon-Vervoorn, 2000).
Dutch compounds may contain certain linking elements concatenating their
constituents, most prominently en, the sole subject of this study.22 For example,
the compound banaan+en+schil (‘banana skin’) contains en between the
members banaan (‘banana’) and schil (‘skin’). The present study is concerned
with the plural semantics of such words, rooting in the conceptual plurality of
their modifier.23 The term conceptual plurality refers to the plural meaning of a
word, for instance the left constituent schaap (‘sheep’, sg) in schaap+herder
(‘shepherd’) refers to ‘a group of sheep’. It must be distinguished from, and
need not coincide with formal plurality which concerns the presence or absence
of a plural marker. Thus, although schaap is conceptually plural in schaap+herder,
it is formally singular for lack of a plural marker. Table 1 shows possible
combinations of conceptual plurality of modifiers and the presence or absence
of the linking element en in Dutch compounds.

Some linguists use the term “linking element” exclusively for those elements that in
their view cannot have plural meaning (e.g., schaap+en+vlees, ‘sheep’s mutton’) and
define linking elements as meaningless elements (Bauer, 2003, p. 30; Booij, 2007, p.
316). Here, we use the term linking element for all those interfixes that can occur in
compounds and we do not make a distinction between “meaningful” elements (plural
morphemes) and “meaningless” elements (linking elements). Thus, we define linking
elements on a formal basis regardless of their possible semantics.
23 Conceptual plurality is sometimes referred to as “Numerosity” (Krueger, 1984).
22
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Table 1
Examples of matching (grey background) and mismatching (white background) forms and
meanings of left hand constituents in Dutch compounds (Neijt & Schreuder, 2007, p. 534)
Form of left

Conceptual meaning of left constituent

constituent
Plural

Singular

Plural

Singular

huis+en+rij

man+en+stem

house+EN+row

man+EN+voice

‘row of houses’

‘man’s voice’

schaap+herder

deur+mat

sheep+herdsman

door+mat

‘shepherd’

‘doormat’

In the compound man+en+stem in Table 1, the left hand portion mannen is
homonymous with the formally plural form of man, mannen (‘men’).
Nevertheless, adding the linking element en to the leftmost constituent of the
compound does not correspond to conceptual plurality. Conversely, doing
without the linking en need not correspond to conceptual singularity of the
modifier of the compound. For example, in schaap+herder (‘shepherd’) the first
part is formally singular, but it is conceptually plural, the whole referring to a
herdsman of a group of sheep. Thus, formal plurality is neither a necessary nor a
sufficient condition for conceptual plurality, and vice versa.
One explanation for the morphological variance in compounds and the
loose relation between form and meaning is paradigmatic analogy (Krott,
Baayen, & Schreuder, 2001), a tendency to use the same form of a modifier in
all compounds. For example, the existence of many compounds with boeren
(‘farmers’) as a first constituent in a nominal compound (boer+en+vrouw,
‘farmer’s wife’; boer+en+bruiloft, ‘country wedding’ and boer+en+kiel, ‘peasant
blouse’) causes a strong tendency to use the form boeren in creating new
compounds, irrespective of their meaning. The incidence of linking elements in
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Dutch nominal compounds in the CELEX corpus (Baayen, Piepenbrock, &
Gulikers, 1995) can be predicted with more than 90% accuracy on the base of
paradigmatic analogy (Krott et al., 2001, p. 73).
Analogy is a very important factor in predicting the occurrence of linking en
but not the only one. Historically, in medieval Dutch linking elements were case
endings (Booij, 1996; Haeseryn, Romijn, Geerts, de Rooij, & van den Toorn,
1997). Nowadays they often are homophonous with the regular plural suffix en, as in pairs like boek+en (‘books’) and boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’) or tand+en
(‘tooth’) and tand+en+borstel (‘toothbrush’). As a consequence, language users
might sometimes interpret the first part of a compound as a plural (Booij & van
Santen, 1998), and there is considerable empirical evidence that they actually do
so (Banga, Hanssen, Neijt, & Schreuder, accepted; Neijt, Krebbers, & Fikkert,
2002; Neijt, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2004; Schreuder, Neijt, van der Weide, &
Baayen, 1998). The likelihood of attributing plural meaning is further enhanced
by the fact that the Dutch linking element en only occurs with stems which take
the homophonous suffix -en to form their plural forms too (Booij & van
Santen, 1998, p. 159). Thus, Dutch museum (‘museum’) has both a plural in -s
(museums) and the Latinate plural musea, but no plural in -en. Consequently,
compounds like *museum+en+bouw (‘museum construction’) are impossible.
Empirical support for the claim that linking en can bear plural meaning is
provided by Schreuder, Neijt, van der Weide, and Baayen (1998), who
investigated the function of Dutch linking en in written nominal compounds. In
a number decision task, compounds were shown with either linking e
(slang+e+beet, ‘snake bite’) or linking en (slang+en+beet, ‘snake bite’). The crucial
point is that the left hand part of slang+en+beet is identical to the regular plural
form slangen (‘snakes’), the linking en being homographic with the plural suffix en. The linking e in slang+e+beet on the other hand, is not homographic with any
plural suffix. As in the case of ‘snake bite’, which is only one bite, all
compounds with linking elements in this task required the singular response.
But surprisingly, the results showed that response latencies were slower when en
was present. Schreuder et al. (1998) concluded that the parsing route must
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indeed deliver the plural reading when the linking element is homographic with
the plural suffix -en. This shows that changing the linking e into a linking en
induces the activation of plurality. Furthermore, Schreuder et al. (1998)
investigated the intuitions of participants with respect to plural meaning. Their
results show that compounds with linking en (slang+en+beet) lead to higher
plurality ratings than compounds with linking e (slang+e+beet). Neijt, Schreuder,
and Baayen (2004) confirmed these findings.
Interestingly, using linking en in Dutch compounds can be optional (Neijt &
Schreuder, 2007). For example, koek+bakker (‘pastry-cook’) occurs next to the
conceptually identical koek+en+bakker. Neijt, Krebbers, and Fikkert (2002)
investigated the ramifications of this variability by means of a production task
with Dutch children from 4-7 years old. They observed that when children saw
a picture of a balloon with bananas painted on it, they used the modifier that
was homophonous with the plural of ‘banana’ (bananen) more often, producing
banaan+en+ballon (‘banana balloon’), than when they saw a balloon shaped like a
banana. In the latter case they tended to come up with the singular analogue
banaan+ballon (‘banana balloon’). A plural meaning therefore induces a
preference for the use of linking en by children.
Neijt et al. (2002) also identified yet another factor influencing the choice of
linking elements in the production of Dutch compounds: rhythm.
Compounding in Dutch sometimes yields results that contain a stress clash,
meaning that two stressed syllables from different constituents end up next to
each other, as in the examples in (1) (an underscore “_” marks stress).
(1) (a) Compounds with a clash
konijn+staart

adres+lijst

‘rabbit+tail’

‘address+list’

(b) Compounds with no clash
banaan+ballon

zwaluw+ei

‘banana+balloon’ ‘swallow+egg’
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As Nespor and Vogel (1989, p. 69) reported, for most languages, the overall
rhythmic structure tends to be such that there is an alternating pattern between
strong and weak syllables (cf., Selkirk, 1984, among others). The idea here is
that languages tend to avoid adjacent stressed syllables. Neijt et al. (2002)
observed that in compounds with a possible stress clash (konijn+staart, ‘rabbit
tail’), children more often interposed a linking en, pronounced as [́] or [́Q],
than in compounds without stress clash potential (banaan+ballon, ‘banana
balloon’). The second study by Neijt et al. (2002) provides additional evidence
for an effect of rhythm. Here, the production of pseudo-compounds
(compounds composed of pseudo-words like garm, brosis and verpeut) in adult
speakers of Dutch was investigated. Again participants turned out to use en
more often in a stress clash context (garm+en+brosis) than in clash-free
environments (garm+verpeut). Furthermore, they considered the compounds
with en in a clash context to be of lower plurality than otherwise. To conclude,
both studies show that rhythm affects the choice of a linking element in Dutch
compounds.
The rhythmic function of Dutch linking en continues to be a point of debate
nonetheless. Krott (2001, p. 226) indicates that the stress pattern of the left
constituent does not reliably predict the occurrence of linking en in existing
compounds. Neijt and Schreuder (2007) on the other hand provide further
evidence that the factor rhythm does influence the choice of linking en. Using
almost 30.000 N+N compounds drawn from the CELEX lexical database
(Baayen et al., 1995), Neijt and Schreuder (2007) show that linking en is used
more often when this improves the overall rhythmic pattern of the compound.
Their second study revealed that, under exclusion of the influence of analogy
and plural meaning, speakers of Dutch favor forms with en more strongly when
the linking element improves the rhythmic pattern of the compound.
Additional evidence for the influence of rhythm on linking elements can be
found in German. Some studies (Fuhrhop, 1996; Kürschner, 2003; Wegener,
2003) show that certain German linking elements may be used to eliminate
stress clashes too (see also Nübling & Szczepaniak, 2008).
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In sum, three major factors play a role in the choice of linking en in Dutch
noun-noun compounds (Neijt, 2003, p. 2):
(a) paradigmatic analogy, the tendency to use the same form of the modifier in
all compounds;
(b) plural semantics, the tendency to use en in contexts where a plural meaning
of the modifier is most appropriate;
(c) rhythm, the tendency to create a rhythmic pattern in which stressed syllables
alternate with unstressed syllables.
In the studies reported here, we investigate the relative contribution of
linking en and rhythm on a compound’s conceptual plurality. We first look into
the effect of rhythm on plurality in pseudo-compounds and novel compounds
(study 1). Second, we examine the effect of linking en and rhythm on plurality
for written existing compounds (study 2) and for spoken existing compounds
(study 3). Finally, we will discuss our results in terms of morphological models,
viz the level-ordering hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and the words-and-rules
theory (Pinker, 1999).

6.2

Study 1: The role of rhythm in pseudo-compounds

Neijt et al. (2002) showed that in compounds composed of pseudo-words
rhythm influences the estimation of conceptual plurality of the modifier. For
instance, the pseudo-word garm+en is considered less plural in garm+en+moeling,
where linking en prevents a stress clash, than in garm+en+ontmuip where is does
not. Since they worked with only 12 test items and 28 participants, we
replicated this study with a larger set of pseudo-compounds and with novel
realistic compounds.
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6.2.1 Method
6.2.1.1

Participants

Fifty-five participants, all undergraduate students of the Radboud University
Nijmegen, took part in the experiment. All were native speakers of Dutch.
6.2.1.2

Materials

We used 128 Dutch compounds as experimental items, consisting of 64 novel
compounds of existing words and 64 pseudo-compounds, as shown in Table 2.
The novel compounds consisted of 32 pairs with a shared modifier ending on
linking en, followed by heads with stress patterns that might and might not
cause stress clash. For example, one member of the pair with modifier aap+en
(‘monkey’ + en) had the potentially clashing leraar (‘teacher’) for a head, the
other its stress-neutral synonym docent, yielding aap+en+leraar and aap+en+docent
respectively, both meaning ‘monkey teacher’. The pseudo-compound,
assembled from pseudo-words composed of phonotactically legal syllables, e.g.
burb+en+tijpis, were similarly organized in 32 pairs with heads showing the same
prosodic difference, as in bedrouk+en+vermoel versus bedrouk+en+moeluw.24
Table 2
Overview of the two conditions (an underline “_” marks stress)
Condition
EN prevents Clash
EN Neutral
Pseudo-compounds

burb+en+tijpis
(n = 32)

burb+en+onttijp
(n = 32)

Novel compounds

aap+en+leraar
‘monkey teacher’

aap+en+docent
‘monkey teacher’

(n = 32)

(n = 32)

As Booij (1999) states, Dutch is a language with word stress. There are two general
principles for the distribution of the stress pattern in all Dutch words (Booij 1999, p.
99). First, ‘a syllable headed by a schwa never receives stress’. Second, ‘a prosodic word
has an alternating stress pattern’, that is an alternation of stressed and unstressed
syllables.

24
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Each pseudo-compound consisted of two pseudo-words. These words
consisted of one or two possible Dutch syllables, i.e. combinations of existing
onsets and rhymes. Moel and garmik are examples. The onsets and rhymes of
these pseudo-words occur in existing words like moe (‘tired’), doel (‘target’), gat
(‘hole’), arm (‘arm’) and ik (‘I’). In order to create predictable stress patterns for
the pseudo-compounds, we used the unstressed prefixes and suffixes ont-, be-,
ge- ver-, -ing, -is 25, and the letter combinations -ik and -uw. The latter two occur
as unstressed final syllables in Dutch (Nunn, 1998), cf. zanik (‘bore’), frunnik
(‘fiddle’), zwaluw (‘swallow’) and zenuw (‘nerve’), and may be considered
unproductive Dutch semi-suffixes. Such (semi-) affixes tend to be pronounced
with a reduced vowel and syllables headed by such vowels cannot receive stress
in Dutch (Booij, 1999). The stress pattern of the novel compounds is
predictable since their constituent words are existing nouns.
Like the pseudo-compounds, the novel compounds were concatenations of
two words, this time existing nouns. All compound pairs had semantically
related words as heads, either synonyms (leraar - docent, ‘teacher’), pairs of
hyperonyms and hyponyms (proza - roman, ‘prose - novel’) or co-hyponyms
(aardbei - banaan, ‘strawberry - banana’). In every pair, one head had an iambic
rhythm (docent) and the other was trochaic (leraar). In total, we made four
randomized lists of the test items. All participants saw every compound-pair in
one of the two conditions (EN prevents Clash or EN Neutral).
6.2.1.3

Procedure

The participants received written instructions and some examples that
illustrated possible plurality ratings. The procedure was the same as in Neijt,
Schreuder, and Baayen (2004). Participants were asked to rate their estimation

The suffix -is is a non-Germanic unstressed suffix, derived from Latin. It can be
found in Dutch words like basis (‘basis’), tennis (‘tennis’) or vonnis (‘judgment’) (de Haas
& Trommelen, 1993, p. 224).

25
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of the plurality of the modifier of the compounds on a seven-point scale. An
example from the questionnaire:
(2) Hoe meervoudig is het eerste deel van de samenstelling?
“How plural is the first part of the compound?”
apen in apendocent is...

singular

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

plural

singular

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

plural

‘monkeys in monkey teacher
is...’
ontpaumen in ontpaumenbros is...
‘ontpaumen in ontpaumenbros
is...’

The scale ranged from “certainly singular” (point one) to “certainly plural”
(point seven). The participants were instructed that the more singular they
considered the first part of the compound to be, the farther left they should
tick a point, and conversely. The midpoint indicated that both meanings singular and plural - were equally possible. The participants received explicit
instructions to concentrate purely on the semantics of the modifier and were
warned that they would see nonexistent compounds. The experiment took
approximately 10 minutes.
6.2.2 Results and discussion
Participants’ ratings along the seven-point scale were collected. Mean plurality
ratings were calculated by subjects (F1) and by stimuli (F2). It transpired that the
two types of compounds behaved quite differently. Table 3 and Figure 1 give
information about the descriptive statistics of the mean plurality ratings on
both types.
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Figure 1. Box plots presenting the range of mean plurality ratings given by the
participants on the two types of items (Novel and Pseudo-compounds).
Table 3
Descriptive statistics (representing Mean plurality rating, Standard Deviation, Variance and
Range of the data) per Item type (Novel or Pseudo-compound)
Item
Mean
Standard
Variance Range
type

Deviation

(minimum-maximum)

Novel

4.58

0.69

0.477

2.96 - 6.04

Pseudo

3.98

0.42

0.177

2.92 - 4.89

Figure 1 and Table 3 illustrate that the two groups differ with respect to
mean score, standard deviation, variance and range. Because of the differences
in variance (Levene’s test (F (126) = 15.97; p < .001) we decided to analyze the
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results of both types of compounds separately. We compared the mean
plurality ratings for linking en in a stress clash context (EN prevents Clash) and
in a neutral stress context (EN Neutral) per item type. The mean plurality
ratings by participants per type (Novel or Pseudo-compound) and Context (EN
prevents Clash and EN Neutral) are listed in Table 4.
Table 4
Mean plurality ratings by participants plus standard deviations (SD) for written Pseudo- or
Novel compounds with linking en in a stress clash context (EN prevents Clash) and in a
neutral stress context (EN neutral) along a seven-point-scale (1=‘certainly singular’;
7=‘certainly plural’) 26
Item type
Context

Pseudocompound
Novel
compound

EN prevents
Clash
Example
Plurality
rating (SD)
burb+en+tijpis 3.87 (0.44)

EN Neutral

aap+en+leraar

aap+en+docent

4.57 (0.64)

Example

Plurality
rating (SD)
burb+en+onttijp 4.09 (0.38)
4.58 (0.75)

The results in Table 4 show that en in pseudo-compounds with a stress clash
context (e.g. burbentijpis, 3.87) receives a lower plurality rating than en in a
neutral stress context (4.09). This difference is significant (F1 (1, 54) = 4.22, p <

It might be possible that the intended stress patterns of the pseudo-words were not
clear to the participants. Therefore, we conducted a small study in which we asked 15
native speakers of Dutch to read out loud all pseudo-compounds that were used in
study 1. In 80% of the pseudo-words (n = 51) the intended stress pattern was
pronounced by at least 13 speakers (87%). When leaving out the words with less
agreement (n = 13, 20%) in the statistical analyses, we still found that linking en in
pseudo-compounds with a stress clash context (3.85) receives a significant lower
plurality rating than en in a neutral stress context (4.08) (F1 (1, 54) = 5.34, p < .03; F2 (1,
49) = 4.40, p < .05). Thus, there is still an effect of rhythm when we only take into
account the pseudo-words with a uniform pronunciation of the stress pattern.
26
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.05; F2 (1, 31) = 7.89, p < .01). Among the novel compounds however
(aap+en+leraar or aap+en+docent, ‘monkey teacher’), there is no difference
between the clash condition and the neutral condition (both F’s < 1).27 In sum,
this study shows that pseudo-compounds with linking en with a rhythmic
function (avoiding stress clash) are rated lower in plurality than pseudocompounds spelled with linking en without specific rhythmic function.28 In
similarly constructed compounds based on existing words, however, we find no
such effect.
The results of the pseudo-compounds of our first study support the
hypothesis that the linking en can have a rhythmic function that influences

Furthermore, we compared the mean difference scores (mean score of neutral minus
mean score of clash) per pair between the two compound types (novel and pseudocompounds). For the pseudo-compounds, we only took into account those items with
‘clear’ stress patterns (see footnote 5). A Levene’s test for equality of variances shows
that the variances - based on the difference scores - of both groups are unequal (F =
14.02; p < .001). An independent samples t test (equal variances not assumed) between
novel and pseudo-compounds reveals that the mean difference scores differ marginally
from each other (t (47) = 1.47, p = .075, one-tailed). Because of the unequal variances
between both groups, we also used nonparametric statistics, viz the Sign Test (no
assumption of equality of variances between two groups). We compared the mean
difference scores of both compound types and checked whether each pair behaved in
the expected direction, that is the mean plurality rating of the neutral context is higher
than the one of the clash context. We found that 59% of the novel compound pairs
behave in the expected direction and that 79% of the pseudo-compound pairs behave
in the expected direction. The difference between clash and neutral contexts is
significant for the pseudo-compounds (p = .01) but not for the novel compounds (p =
.30).
28 The constituents of pseudo-compounds varied in terms of their number of syllables.
We have split the data on the number of syllables occurring in the left hand constituent
of the compound to investigate whether this made any difference to our results. The
leftmost constituents consisted of one (e.g., burb) or two syllables (e.g., gewup) followed
by en. When comparing the mean plurality ratings per group, we observed that modifier
length plays a role in pseudo-compounds. A significant difference between clash and
neutral contexts is present in modifiers of two syllables (means: 3.77 (clash) and 4.04
(neutral); t (46) = 2.25, p < .05) but not in monosyllabic modifiers (t < 1). Thus, the
effect of rhythm in pseudo-compounds is carried by the longer modifiers. A possible
explanation could be that shorter modifiers will activate more neighboring existing
words in the mental lexicon than the longer modifiers. This is an issue of further
investigation.
27
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plural meaning.29 The novel compounds do not support this finding. One
explanation might be that compounds based on existing words carry so much
meaning, that this overrules the small contribution of rhythm. To test this, we
investigate the effect of rhythm in existing compounds in our second study. If
meaning is so crucial that it overrules the effect of rhythm, we expect to find no
effect of the latter in existing compounds with or without linking en.

6.3 Study 2: The role of plural semantics and rhythm in written
existing compounds
In existing compounds, the head of the compound co-determines the
conceptual plurality of the modifier. For instance, the set of mieren (‘ants’) in
mier+en+hoop (‘anthill’) is substantially larger than the set of mieren in
mier+en+pootje (‘ant’s leg’). The central issue of this experiment is the function
of linking en in existing compounds. Does this element bear plural meaning?
This most elementary question has never been tested in an experimental study
before. In former studies based on existing compounds, the presence of -n- was
manipulated. Here, we tested the effect of the full linking element en in
compounds that occur with or without a linking en. Additionally, we
investigated again the effect of rhythm. If rhythm plays a similar role in existing
compounds to that in pseudo-compounds, we expect to find the same results:
en should be considered to bear less plural meaning when it has a rhythmic
function.

One possible explanation for these results might be that participants did not consider
the en in pseudo-compounds as linking elements but as part of the stem of the modifier.
However, most Dutch nominal word forms ending in -en are plural forms. To prove
this point, we compared all Dutch nominal word forms with final -en from the CELEX
lexical database (Baayen et al., 1995), resulting in a total of 17105 word forms. Most
words from this set are plural forms (Type frequency: 94%, Token frequency: 83%) and
only a minor part is not a plural form (Type frequency: 6%, Token frequency: 17%).
Thus, Dutch nouns with final -en are only seldom singular.
29
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6.3.1 Method
6.3.1.1

Participants

Forty-five participants, all students of the Radboud University Nijmegen, took
part in the experiment. All were native speakers of Dutch.
6.3.1.2

Stimuli and Design

We used 120 synonymous Dutch nominal compound pairs with a variable
linking element, such as bloem+bak and bloem+en+bak (‘flower box’), culled
from two corpora. We first selected variable modifiers from CELEX (Baayen et
al. 1995), and controlled for the variation on the basis of the number of hits in
Google (each variant had a minimum of 3 hits) and intuitions of eight native
speakers of Dutch. The stimuli were divided into two sets: 60 compounds with
a stress clash (bloem+bak, ‘flower box’) and 60 without a stress clash (zwaluw+ei,
‘swallow egg’). In compounds with a potential stress clash, en is necessary for a
well-formed rhythmic pattern (EN prevents Clash, see Table 5), but not in
compounds without clash (EN Neutral).
Table 5
Overview of the conditions (Ø = no linking element) (underscore “_” marks stress)
Condition
Ø
EN

Context
Clash

Neutral

bloem+bak

zwaluw+ei

‘flower box’

‘swallow egg’

bloem+en+bak

zwaluw+en+ei

‘flower box’

‘swallow egg’

Each compound was presented in one condition to a given participant: with
linking en (zwaluw+en+ei, ‘swallow egg’) or without en (zwaluw+ei, ‘swallow egg’).
Every participant saw 120 items: 60 compounds without linking element in a
clash context (n = 30) or neutral context (n = 30), plus 60 compounds with
linking en in a clash (n = 30) or neutral context (n = 30). All items were
counterbalanced across four randomized lists, two of them showing all items in
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one of the two others in the opposite condition. Each participant saw one
member of every compound pair.
6.3.1.3

Procedure

Participants were asked to rate on a seven-point scale their estimation of the
plurality of the modifiers of the compounds, as exemplified in (3).
(3) Hoe meervoudig is het eerste deel van de samenstelling?
“How plural is the first part of the compound?”
mannenstem

‘man’s voice’

singular

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ plural

kleuterklas

‘kindergarten’

singular

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ plural

The scale ranged from “certainly singular” (point one) to “certainly plural”
(point seven). The participants were instructed to tick the leftmost option when
they considered the modifier as “certainly singular”, and to use the options to
the right (point two to seven) for increasingly more plural judgments.30 They
received explicit instructions to concentrate only on the semantics of the
modifier, not on its form. The experiment took approximately 10 minutes.
6.3.2 Results and discussion
The mean plurality ratings for each Condition and Context are presented in
Table 6. Participants’ ratings along the seven-point scale were collected and
mean plurality ratings were calculated by stimuli (F2). To control for the
variability between the test items, we compared the mean plurality ratings per

We used a slightly different instruction in this study than in the previous one. In
study 1, participants could indicate singular (point one, two or three), uncertain (point
four) or plural (point five, six or seven). This time they could choose between singular
(point one) and plural (point two to seven). We changed the scale because this was
clearer to the participants and made it easier for them to use it. The former instruction
allowed participants to express uncertainty, which makes sense for novel and pseudo
compounds. In the present experiment, subjects saw only existing compounds that
Dutch language users are assumed to be familiar with.

30
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compound pair (Ø versus EN) in an analysis of variance.31 Mean plurality
ratings were analyzed using the variables of Condition (linking en or not) and
Context (a stress clash context versus a neutral context).
Table 6
Mean plurality ratings plus standard deviations (SD) by stimuli per Condition (Ø = no
linking element, EN = linking element en) and Context (clash or neutral) for written
existing compounds
Condition - Context

Plurality rating
Example

Mean

SD

Ø - clash

bloem+bak

3.09

1.12

Ø - neutral

zwaluw+ei

3.09

0.97

EN - clash

bloem+en+bak

4.38

1.10

EN - neutral

zwaluw+en+ei

4.43

1.16

An analysis of variance with Condition as within-item factor and Context as
between-item factor showed that there was a main effect of Condition (F2 (1,
118) = 746.43, p < .001). Compounds spelled with en resulted in higher plurality
ratings (4.41) than those without linking element (3.09). This means that the
linking en activates plural semantics. There was no main effect of Context (F2 <
1), nor did we find an interaction between Context and Condition (F2 < 1).
This means that adding en in compounds with a stress clash context (4.38) does
not lead to lower plurality ratings than adding en to words in a neutral stress

Words differ in their degree of conceptual plurality due to knowledge of the world.
For example, the number of mieren (‘ants’) in a mier+en+hoop (‘anthill’) is much bigger
(the average number of ants per nest is 10000 to 20000) than the number of beschuiten
(‘biscuit risks’) in a beschuitbus (‘rusk tin’) (it contains maximally 13 biscuit rusks).
31
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context (4.43). Thus, there is no evidence for an effect of rhythm in written
existing compounds.32
Might not plural semantics have been evoked artificially by asking the
subjects expressly to judge on plurality?33 In study 1, the possible artificiality of
evoked plural semantics was not a concern, because all items used in the test
contained a linking en. In study 2, we used items with and without a linking en,
so the presence of en might invoke a plural bias. However, we argue against
artificially evoked plural semantics for several reasons. First, the instruction
mentioned very clearly that one could choose between singular and plural and
examples were used with clearly “singular” concepts, like man+en+stem, ‘man’s
voice’. Second, the instruction mentioned that one should take into account
only meaning. Third, participants used the singular ratings (score 1) quite often
in the EN-words, that is words that contain a linking element en (score 1 was
used in 12% of all EN-words). Some examples which were often rated 1 are
zwaluw+en+ei (‘swallow egg’, 48%) and bril+en+koker (‘glasses case’, 46%). If
participants indeed only searched for plural markers in study 2, then we would
not have seen such singular ratings in the EN-compounds. Figure 2 represents
the histograms of the occurrences of all scores along the seven-point scale in
study 2 on Ø-compounds (without a linking element) and EN-compounds
(containing en).

32

We tested the possible influence of individual form preferences of participants on plural
judgments (e.g. the fact that one may prefer to use adres+lijst or adres+en+lijst, ‘list of addresses’).
Sixty-two participants, mostly undergraduates of the Radboud University Nijmegen, took part in
a two-part experiment: a plurality rating task (as in study 2) and a form preference task. In the
latter, participants had to rate their form preference on a seven-point scale, where the form with
Ø (no linking element) was always on the left side, and the form with en always on the right side.
We used a sample of words from study 2 (n = 22, 11 items with Ø or en in a clash context, and 11
in a neutral context). For our analyses, we coded the form preferences into Ø (score 1, 2, 3) and
en (score 5, 6, 7). A linear mixed-effect model showed no effect of form preference on the
plurality ratings (t < 1), nor an interaction between form preference and condition (Ø or en) in
which the participant had seen the word in the plurality rating task (t (1171) = 1.18, p = .24). This
indicates that participants’ form preferences did not influence their semantic ratings.
33 We thank one of the reviewers for raising this point.
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Ø-compounds

EN-compounds

Figure 2. Histograms representing the number of occurrences of the plurality
ratings along the seven-point scale for Ø-compounds (without linking
elements) and EN-compounds (with en) for study 2.
As Figure 2 shows, participants used the whole seven-point scale with both
Ø-compounds and EN-compounds in study 2. On the basis of these findings,
we conclude that the plural semantics is probably not artificially evoked by
asking the subjects to judge on plurality.
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6.4 Study 3: The role of plural semantics and rhythm in spoken
existing compounds
The results of the previous experiment illustrated that the rhythmic context of a
written existing compound – the presence of a potential stress clash or not –
had no effect on the estimated conceptual plurality induced by interposing en.
Thus, there is no evidence for an effect of rhythm in written existing
compounds. The central issue of the following experiment is the function of
linking en in spoken existing compounds, because the use of prosody is more
evident in listening than in reading (Cutler, 1994). We will compare the results
of this study with the results of study 2, in which no effect of rhythm was
observed in written existing compounds.
6.4.1 Method
6.4.1.1

Participants

Forty-five native speakers of Dutch, students at the Radboud University
Nijmegen, participated in the experiment. They reported no hearing problems
and had not participated in the previous study.
6.4.1.2

Stimuli and Design

The stimuli and design were identical to study 2, except for the fact that all
compounds were now orally presented to the participants. The linking en was
always pronounced as schwa ([̸]), because this is the most common standard
Dutch pronunciation.
6.4.1.3

Procedure

Participants were tested individually in a quiet room. All items were recorded in
a soundproof room by a female native speaker of Dutch. The recording was
done with a Sennheiser MKH416-microphone and with a digital AMS-NEVE
1073 DP-D amplifier. Items were digitized at a sampling rate of 44 kHz with
16-bit analog-to-digital conversion. Each trial consisted of a warning tone (1000
Hz) for 1 sec, followed by the auditory stimulus after an interval of 500
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milliseconds. Each new trial was initiated 500 ms after the participant’s
response. Participants saw a seven point scale on the screen when hearing a
new word. The auditory stimuli were presented over headphones at a
comfortable listening level. The experiment took approximately 10 minutes.
6.4.2 Results and discussion
Table 7 shows the mean plurality ratings for each Condition and Context.
Participants’ ratings along the seven-point scale were collected and mean
plurality ratings were calculated by stimuli (F2). To control for the variability
between the test items, we compared the mean plurality ratings per compound
pair (Ø versus EN) in an analysis of variance. Mean plurality ratings were
analyzed using the variables of Condition (no linking element or linking en) and
Context (a stress clash context versus a neutral context).
Table 7
Mean plurality ratings plus standard deviations (SD) by stimuli per Condition (Ø = no
linking element, EN = linking element en) and Context (clash or neutral) for spoken
existing compounds 34
Condition - Context

Plurality rating
Example

Mean

SD

Ø - clash

bloem+bak

3.27

1.17

Ø - neutral

zwaluw+ei

3.07

1.05

EN - clash

bloem+en+bak

4.38

1.32

EN - neutral

zwaluw+en+ei

4.51

0.94

Note. In condition EN linking en was pronounced as schwa ([̸]).

As one may observe, the mean plurality rating for compounds without en in a stress
clash context (Ø - clash) is lower in the visual modality (3.09) than in the auditive
modality (3.27). However, an independent samples t test shows that this difference is
not significant (t < 1).

34
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An analysis of variance over the auditive data with Condition as within-item
factor and Context as between-item factor showed that there was a main effect
of Condition (F2 (1, 118) = 445.26, p < .001). Compounds with a linking
element (bloem+en+bak, ‘flower box’) resulted in higher plurality ratings than
compounds without this element (bloem+bak, ‘flower box’). Furthermore, we
found an interaction between Condition and Context (F2 (1, 118) = 6.77, p <
.05). Compounds with schwa in a clash context (bloem+en+bak, ‘flower box’)
resulted in lower plurality ratings than compounds with schwa in a neutral
stress context (zwaluw+en+ei, ‘swallow egg’). This means that adding a linking en
in compounds with a stress clash context does lead to lower plurality ratings
than adding linking en to words in a neutral stress context.
In sum, when presenting existing compounds in the visual modality (study
2), no effect of rhythm was observed on the plurality ratings of participants.
The two rhythmic contexts, linking en in a neutral or clash context, lead to a
similar increase of mean plurality rating in the EN-condition compared to the
Ø-condition. However, when presenting exactly the same compounds in the
auditive modality (study 3), an effect of rhythm was observed: adding a schwa
in compounds with a stress clash context leads to a lower estimation for
conceptual plurality than adding a schwa in a neutral context.

6.5

General discussion

Dutch compounds may display form variation with respect to the occurrence
of the linking element en (koek+bakker next to koek+en+bakker, ‘pastry-cook’).
The studies presented here investigated the relative contribution of linking en
and rhythm on a compound’s conceptual plurality. In three experiments,
participants were asked to estimate the plurality of the modifier constituents in
pseudo-compounds (compounds composed of pseudo-words, burb+en+tijpis)
or novel compounds (novel combinations of
existing nouns, aap+en+leraar, ‘monkey teacher’) with en (study 1), and for
written and spoken existing compounds that occur with and without en
(bloem+bak or bloem+en+bak, ‘flower box’), and present a stress clash or not at
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the relevant constituent boundary (study 2 and 3). The results reveal that the
estimated conceptual plurality increases when an existing compound contains a
linking en. Modifiers of compounds written or spoken with en (adres+en+lijst,
‘list of addresses’) were considered more plural in meaning than modifiers of
compounds without en (adres+lijst, ‘list of addresses’). Furthermore, an effect of
rhythm on plurality was detected in written pseudo-compounds and in spoken
existing compounds. The estimated conceptual plurality decreases when these
compounds contain a linking en to prevent a stress clash. Pseudo-compounds
and spoken existing compounds that contained a linking en which improves the
rhythmic pattern of the compound (e.g. bloem+en+bak, ‘flower box’) were
considered to bear less plural meaning than compounds with a linking en in a
neutral context (e.g. zwaluw+en+ei, ‘swallow egg’), in which the linking element
fulfills no rhythmic function. No effect for rhythm was detected in written
novel or existing compounds. Since both the assignment of plural meaning and
rhythm are relevant characteristics for many languages, the results of our
studies have implications for issues in general linguistics and psycholinguistics.
We will discuss these two issues here.
6.5.1 Plural semantics
The finding that linking en in Dutch nominal compounds can be interpreted as
a carrier of plurality is in agreement with earlier experimental studies (Banga et
al., accepted; Neijt et al., 2002; Neijt, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2004; Schreuder et
al., 1998), which showed that linking en can represent the plural morpheme for
Dutch. A similar conclusion was reached with respect to Dutch linking -s(Neijt, Baayen, & Schreuder, 2006).
Native speakers of Dutch are not alone in assigning plural meaning to
linking elements. The same phenomenon was found in a study involving
speakers of Afrikaans (Jansen, Schreuder, & Neijt, 2007). In this language,
plural forms end in -e, whereas words ending in en are singular forms. One
might therefore expect that speakers of Afrikaans give higher plurality
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judgments to a modifier followed by a linking e than to a modifier followed by
linking en. And so it turned out.
The fact that regular plural forms can be used as modifiers within a
compound is problematic for some linguistic theories, for example the levelordering hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and the words-and-rules theory (Pinker,
1999). To start with the former, the basic idea of level-ordered morphology as
described by Kiparsky (1982, p. 3) is that derivational and inflectional processes
of a language can be organized in a series of levels. In short, the first level
corresponds to derivation and irregular inflection, the second level is the level
where compounding takes place, and the third level takes care of regular
inflection. The ordering of these levels reflects the ordering of morphological
processes in word formation. This model predicts that irregularly inflected
words, derived at level one, should be available to morphological processes at
level two. Regularly inflected words, on the other hand, which are handled at
level three, should not be available to compounding (Kiparsky 1982, p. 9). This
claim is strengthened by the fact that regular plurals within English nominal
compounds are rare, whereas irregular plurals in nominal compounds occur
more often: mice-infested is good, while *rats-infested sounds bad.
Building upon this theory, Pinker (1999) proposes the words-and-rules
theory. This theory, which has been subject to extensive criticism (Baayen et al.,
2002; Booij, 1993; Haskell et al., 2003; Lardiere, 1995; Nicoladis, 2005;
Seidenberg et al., 2007), assumes that irregular forms are stored as a whole in
the lexicon, whereas regular forms are not stored but created by rules. In his
proposed model for morphology (Pinker, 1999, p. 180), irregular forms are in
the first box, compounding is in the second box, and regular inflection is in the
third box. On the basis of this schema, it is predicted that irregular words like
mice are available as input for compounds (for example mice-infested), whereas
regular forms like rats are not (*rats-infested). Regular forms are formed by
regular inflection rules in the third box, where it cannot feed compounding
anymore. On the basis of these two theories, it is predicted that irregular plurals
can occur as modifiers in compounds, whereas regular plurals cannot. And
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indeed, native speakers of English are unfavorably disposed towards regular
plurals inside compounds (Berent & Pinker, 2007). By contrast, Baayen et al.
(2002) show that Dutch regular inflected words can be stored in the mental
lexicon, which shows that regularity and storage are not incompatible with each
other. On the basis of our findings, we conclude that both the level-ordering
hypothesis and the words-and-rules theory are too restrictive in their categorical
prohibition of regular plurals within compounds. Pertinent evidence has been
amply provided by studies of Dutch and Afrikaans, but also German displays
plural modifiers within compounds (Wegener, 2003, p. 433-434).35
6.5.2 Rhythm and plural semantics
Finally, we discuss the effect of rhythm on plural semantics. Our studies
showed that rhythm influences the interpretation of a linking element
embedded in pseudo-compounds and spoken existing compounds. The
estimated conceptual plurality was lower whenever these compounds contained
a linking en to prevent a stress clash. No effect for rhythm was detected in
written novel and written existing compounds. In the next part, we will provide
an explanation for these results.
One possible explanation for the presence of a rhythmic effect in written
pseudo-compounds but not in written existing compounds could be in terms of
processing. In written forms, the route from form to meaning may lead directly
from orthography to meaning for existing compounds, because their
constituents and combinations thereof are stored in the lexicon. With pseudowords, however, there is no direct route from orthography to meaning. Because
they lack a form-meaning relationship, the phonological circuit cannot be
skipped on the way from orthography to meaning. If this explanation holds,

The possibility to express plurality by using a linking element in for example Dutch
and Afrikaans does not entail that linking elements carry meaning in all languages.
There are also examples in Dutch in which the linking element has no relation with the
plural form, cf. rijst+e+pap (‘rice pudding’) or zin+s+type (‘sentence type’).
35
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our results show that the perception of pseudo-compounds leads to a more
phonologically based representation, while the perception of novel or existing
compounds can be based on an orthographic representation, which is an
hypothesis that can be tested in future studies.
An explanation for the finding that rhythm plays a role in spoken existing
compounds, but not in written existing compounds, can also be found in the
use of phonology. The use of phonology is more evident in speech than in
orthography, because hearers use rhythm in auditory perception but hardly ever
in reading (Cutler, 1994). Thus, the use of phonology is inevitable in speech,
which could explain the presence of a rhythmic effect in spoken, but not in
written existing compounds.
Taken together, the results of the present study strongly suggest that there
are different ways of processing words. With spoken existing words and written
pseudo-words phonology cannot be missed so that rhythm may play a role.
With written existing words, however, phonology is not necessary to grasp the
correct meaning of the word. Therefore rhythm is likely to play no role. To
illustrate the different ways of processing written and spoken words, we present
a simplified model based on the Dual Route Cascaded Model (Coltheart, Rastle,
Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001) and the logogen model of Morton (1961) in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. A simplified model for processing auditory and written words based
on the Dual Route Cascaded model of Coltheart et al. (2001) and the logogen
model of Morton (1961).
Figure 3 shows that there are different routes for processing words
auditorily or visually. To start with the former, auditorily grasping the meaning
of a word involves going from the acoustic analysis to the phonological input
lexicon, eventually to arrive at the semantic system. Importantly, one needs the
phonological input lexicon to grasp the correct meaning of a spoken word.
When reading an existing word, the process runs from the orthographic
analysis to the orthographic input lexicon, and from there to the semantic
system. This time, one does not need phonology. Finally, when reading a
pseudo-word, one starts from the orthographic analysis and proceeds via
grapheme-phoneme conversion towards a phonological representation. Once
more phonology is essential to grasping the correct meaning, for lack of a solid
form-meaning relationship in the lexicon. In sum, this simplified model
illustrates that in processing spoken words and written pseudo-words,
phonology is a necessary step in reaching the semantic system, whereas the use
of phonology is not necessary for processing written existing words.
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Overall, we argue that three factors play a role in the choice of linking en in
Dutch noun-noun compounds (Neijt, 2003, p. 2): analogy, plural semantics and
rhythm. Analogy, the tendency to use the same form of the modifier in all the
compounds it is a member of (Krott et al., 2001), is the strongest predictor.
Plural semantics heightens a preference to use en in contexts where a plural
meaning of the modifier is intended. And finally, rhythm is involved in that en is
used to prevent a stress clash between the constituent parts of a compound. As
the present studies reveal, form variation with respect to linking elements does
occur in Dutch compounds (e.g. bloem+bak and bloem+en+bak for ‘flower box’).
However, Krott (2001, p. 15 and p. 75) reports that this happens only in a
relatively small set of Dutch compounds. Only a quarter of all nouns used as
first constituents allow variation with respect to the linking element (Krott
2001, p. 15). This illustrates that such variation is not the norm in Dutch. The
reason for its existence could be that different factors, cf. analogy, plural
semantics and rhythm, come into play simultaneously, leading to different
forms. Dutch is a special case in this regard because of the accidental fact that
the linking element en is often homographic and homophonic with the regular
plural suffix -en.
In sum, an effect of rhythm on a modifier’s conceptual plurality was
observed for pseudo-compounds and spoken, but not written, existing
compounds. Conceptual plurality is rated lower when these compounds contain
a linking en to prevent stress clash. Presumably, different ways of processing
words, with or without the use of phonology, influence the interpretation of
linking elements in Dutch compounds. Most importantly our results reveal that
conceptual plurality generally increases when a Dutch compound contains a
linking en. This strongly suggests that the linking element en in Dutch
compounds is often interpreted as a regular plural marker by language users.
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6.7

Appendix A

List of the compounds used in Study 1 (underscore “_” marks stress). Novel =
novel compound, Pseu = pseudo-compound.
Type Compound pair in Dutch
EN prevents Clash
EN Neutral
Novel apenleraar
apendocent
begrippengodsdienst
begrippengeloof
berenleerling
berenstudent
besluitenophef
besluitengedoe
bloemenportiek
bloemenvoordeur
bommensekse
citroenenkleding
ganzenjambe
geheimenwinkel
geluidenwreedaard
insectenrechtszaak
kantorenproza
kattenklemtoon
kleurensmeris
knollengeldsom
konijnenschrijver
paardenmoeder
patronenmeester
pennentreurnis
plantenporem
poppenonkruid
rivierentwistpunt
rozenaardbei
sigarentastzin
soldatendichter
terreinencijfer
toeristenwaarde
transportenkamer
vergietenkogel
vruchtenvoorwerp
wolvenstemming
woordenzolder

bommengeslacht
citroenenkledij
ganzentrochee
geheimenbedrijf
geluidenbarbaar
insectenproces
kantorenroman
kattenaccent
kleurenagent
knollenbedrag
konijnenauteur
paardenmevrouw
patronenmeneer
pennenverdriet
plantengezicht
poppengewas
rivierenconflict
rozenbanaan
sigarengevoel
soldatenpoëet
terreinengetal
toeristentarief
transportenvertrek
vergietenraket
vruchtenobject
wolvenhumeur
woordenplafond

Translation in English
monkey teacher
concept religion - concept faith
bear student
decision fuss - decision business
flower front door - flower
doorway
bomb sex
lemon clothing - lemon attire
goose iamb - goose trochee
secrets store - secrets company
sound savage - sound barbarian
insect lawsuit
office prose - office novel
cat stress - cat accent
colour cop - colour policeman
tuber sum (of money)
rabbit author
horse mother - horse madam
pattern lord - pattern gentleman
pen sorrow - pen grief
plant mug - plant face
doll weeds - doll crops
river moot point - river conflict
rose strawberry - rose banana
cigar feeling
soldier poet
ground number
tourist price - tourist rate
transport room
drainer bullet - drainer rocket
fruit object
wolf mood
word attic - word ceiling
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Pseu

166

bedroukenmoeluw
bekeutendrijsis
bekeutendroukik
beknautenmorking
bemeulenpraut
bemurmenzijp
bemurmenzwinkuw
bestumensoutis
bezijpenfoekis
burbentijpis
droukenpuiluw
garmenbrosuw
gebreunenmeuluw
gebreunentanik
geburbenpeut
gedrijzenpeeuw
gemeimenpeutuw
gewuppenpruifis
knautensoutis
moelengarmik
ontbriemenkerting
ontbriemenstuming
ontmorkenkerting
ontpaumenbros
ontpaumendars
pruivenwupping
puilenraumik
tijpenpeeuwing
verdarsenraum
verfoekenwotik
verprautenmeim
vertanenzwinkuw

bedroukenvermoel
bekeutengedrijs
bekeutenbedrouk
beknautenontmork
meuluwenpraut
murmisenzijp
murmissengezwink
stumingenversout
zijpingenfoekis
burbenonttijp
droukenverpuil
garmengebros
gebreunenbemeul
breunissentanik
burbingenpeut
drijsisenpeeuw
meimikkenontpeut
gewuppenontpruif
knautenversout
moelenbegarm
briemuwenkerting
ontbriemenbestum
ontmorkenverkert
paumikenbros
paumikendars
pruivengewup
puilengeraum
tijpenontpeeuw
darsingenraum
verfoekenontwot
prautikenmeim
vertanengezwink
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Appendix B

List of the compounds used in Study 2 and 3 (underscore “_” marks stress).
Context
Stress clash

Compound in Dutch
Without en
adresboek
artiestnaam
banaanboom
beschuitbus
bloembak
boekschrijver
brandblusser
briefpost
brilkoker
broodbakker
citroenteelt
diamantmijn
fietsrek
flesdop
framboosvla
frietkraam
gordijnmarkt
graanveld
grondruil
haarknipper
kameeldrijver
katoog
kipslachter
kleerhanger
klokluider
konijnfokker
krachtmeter
kurkvloer
lampkap
lesrooster
lichtbundel
maanstraal
muisvanger
olijfkweker
paardsprong
pakketdienst
pandeksel
peertaart
planteter
raamwasser
rugwervel
sardienblik

Translation in English
With en
adressenboek
artiestennaam
bananenboom
beschuitenbus
bloemenbak
boekenschrijver
brandenblusser
brievenpost
brillenkoker
brodenbakker
citroenenteelt
diamantenmijn
fietsenrek
flessendop
frambozenvla
frietenkraam
gordijnenmarkt
granenveld
grondenruil
harenknipper
kamelendrijver
kattenoog
kippenslachter
klerenhanger
klokkenluider
konijnenfokker
krachtenmeter
kurkenvloer
lampenkap
lessenrooster
lichtenbundel
manenstraal
muizenvanger
olijvenkweker
paardensprong
pakkettendienst
pannendeksel
perentaart
planteneter
ramenwasser
ruggenwervel
sardienenblik

directory
stage name
banana tree
rusk tin
flower box
book writer
fire extinguisher
letter mail
glasses case
bread baker
lemon culture
diamond mine
bicycle stand
bottle cab
raspberry custard
fish and chips stand
curtain market
grain field
land trade
haircutter
camel-driver
cat’s eye
chicken slaughterman
coat hanger
bell-ringer
rabbit breeder
dynamometer
cork floor
lampshade
schedule
beam of light
moon beam
mouser
olive grower
jump
parcel service
pan lid
pear cake
herbivore
window washer
vertebra
sardine tin
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schaapherder
schilderijlijst
schoenlepel
sigaarroker
smaaktest
sportdag
steengooier
stofwinkel
straatfeest
taartvorm
tomaatsap
tonijnvangst
touwladder
versbundel
vishandel
vloerlegger
vraagsteller
woordkeus
Stress neutral aandeelhouder
aapfamilie
aardbeiveld
adviesbureau
antwoordblad
appartementgebouw
artsdiploma
boergehucht
celtekort
dagbladmarkt
dekbedovertrek
dienstverkeer
diergedrag
doelpuntmakers
druktoetstelefoon
frisdrankindustrie
garnaalkroket
geschenkverpakking
hakbeschermer
handdoekhaak
hondbezitter
kantoorcomplex
klaslokaal
kleurcontrast
krantbezorger
kroegbezoek
kunstbeleid
leerlingaantal
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schapenherder
schilderijenlijst
schoenenlepel
sigarenroker
smakentest
sportendag
stenengooier
stoffenwinkel
stratenfeest
taartenvorm
tomatensap
tonijnenvangst
touwenladder
verzenbundel
vissenhandel
vloerenlegger
vragensteller
woordenkeus
aandelenhouder
apenfamilie
aardbeienveld
adviezenbureau
antwoordenblad
appartementengebouw
artsendiploma
boerengehucht
cellentekort
dagbladenmarkt
dekbeddenovertrek
dienstenverkeer
dierengedrag
doelpuntenmakers
druktoetsentelefoon
frisdrankenindustrie
garnalenkroket
geschenkenverpakking
hakkenbeschermer
handdoekenhaak
hondenbezitter
kantorencomplex
klassenlokaal
kleurencontrast
krantenbezorger
kroegenbezoek
kunstenbeleid
leerlingenaantal

shepherd
picture frame
shoehorn
cigar smoker
flavour test
sports day
rock thrower
fabric store
street party
cake mould
tomato juice
tuna catch
rope ladder
book of poetry
fish trade
floor layer
questioner
choice of words
shareholder
ape family
strawberry field
consultancy
response form
apartment building
certificate in medicine
country hamlet
cell shortage
daily newspaper market
eiderdown cover
service traffic
animal behavior
goal-scorers
push button telephone
industry of soft drinks
prawn croquette
gift-wrapping
heel tip
towel hook
dog owner
business complex
classroom
color contrast
newspaper boy
bar visit
policy on art
number of students

SEMANTIC AND PROSODIC EFFECTS
leraarkamer
meloensalade
metaalbedrijf
nootmuskaat
papierfabriek
perzikpit
prijsniveau
projectontwikkelaar
rampscenario
rolpatroon
schildpadsoep
schoolgemeenschap
slangbezweerder
spookverhaal
sprinkhaanplaag
stamconflict
steenkoolmijn
stiergevecht
tandgeknars
tariefverhoging
tijdschriftbak
transportbedrijf
vakpakket

lerarenkamer
meloenensalade
metalenbedrijf
notenmuskaat
papierenfabriek
perzikenpit
prijzenniveau
projectenontwikkelaar
rampenscenario
rollenpatroon
schildpaddensoep
scholengemeenschap
slangenbezweerder
spokenverhaal
sprinkhanenplaag
stammenconflict
steenkolenmijn
stierengevecht
tandengeknars
tarievenverhoging
tijdschriftenbak
transportenbedrijf
vakkenpakket

verhaalverteller
walnootolie
walrussnor
walvisjacht
werktuigberging
wijngebied
zeehondjager
zenuwoorlog
zwaluwei

verhalenverteller
walnotenolie
walrussensnor
walvissenjacht
werktuigenberging
wijnengebied
zeehondenjager
zenuwenoorlog
zwaluwenei

teachers’ room
melon salad
metalworks
nutmeg
paper factory
peach seed
price level
real estate developer
disaster scenario
role pattern
turtle soup
school community
snake charmer
ghost story
plague of locusts
intertribal conflict
pit coal mine
bullfight
gnashing of teeth
increase in the rate
magazine rack
transport company
subjects chosen for
graduation
storyteller
walnut oil
walrus mustache
whaling
tool-shed
wine area
seal hunter
war of nerves
swallow egg
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Chapter 7
7.1

Summary of results

This dissertation investigated the role of the linking element en in spoken Dutch
nominal compounds. Its main topic is whether the linking en and the plural
suffix -en are similar, as earlier studies showed for written words (e.g., Neijt et
al., 2004; Schreuder et al., 1998). First, the pronunciations of the linking en and
the plural suffix -en were compared for Dutch speakers from five different
regions of the Netherlands, and for Frisian-Dutch bilinguals from two regions
of Friesland. In Dutch, the linking en is often homophonous with the plural
suffix -en (boek+en - boek+en+kast, ‘books - bookcase’), but in Frisian, this
homophony does generally not exist (boek+en - boek+e+kast). Second, this
dissertation investigated whether speakers of standard Dutch and speakers
from different regions of the Netherlands interpret subtle speech variants of
linking en as a plural marker. Finally, the present thesis compared the
interpretation of written and spoken Dutch compounds with linking en and
examined the influence of rhythm on interpretation.

7.2

Speech production

Chapter 2 compared the pronunciation of the plural suffix -en in phrases
(noot+en kraken, ‘to crack nuts’) with the linking en in compounds
(noot+en+kraker, ‘nutcracker’) in a picture naming task. The pronunciations of
Dutch speakers from five regions of the Netherlands (i.e., North, East, Middle,
South and West) were compared. The results showed a strong correlation
between the pronunciations of the plural -en and the linking en. All of the
speakers tend to identically pronounce regular plural nouns in phrases and
modifiers with linking en containing the same noun. Moreover, regional
pronunciation variation manifested itself: Speakers from the Northern and
Eastern regions of the Netherlands most often produced [(̸)Q] for both linking
elements and plural endings while speakers from the Middle and Western
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regions most often produced [̸] for both. Speakers from region South showed
no preference to pronounce either [̸] or [̸Q] in compounds or phrases.
Interestingly, there is variance in pronunciation between participants in each
region that concerns linking elements and plural endings alike (see Chapter 2,
Appendix C). The results of Chapter 2 show that Dutch plural -en and linking en
are closely related to each other in speech production.
The study in Chapter 3 extended the previous results to Frisian and
compared the pronunciation of the plural suffix -en in phrases (nut+en kreakje,
‘to crack nuts’) with the linking element in compounds (nut+e+kreaker,
‘nutcracker’). Frisian-Dutch bilinguals coming from two different regions of
Friesland (i.e., North and South) were studied in the same picture naming task
as in Chapter 2. The results showed a systematic distinction between plural
endings and linking elements in Frisian speech production: Plural endings are
often pronounced as [(̸)Q], while linking elements are often pronounced as [̸].
Moreover, a speaker’s native language was found to affect one’s speech
production. Most speakers with L1-Dutch tend to pronounce plural endings
and linking elements identically when speaking Frisian, while most speakers
with L1-Frisian tend to pronounce both categories distinctively when speaking
Frisian. The findings from Chapters 2 and 3 reveal that most Frisian-Dutch
bilinguals distinguish linking elements from plural endings in Frisian speech
production, but not in Dutch speech production.

7.3

Speech perception

Chapter 4 and 5 investigated whether the three regional speech variants of
Dutch linking en ([̸], [̸Q] and []ذ, see Chapter 2) cause a plural interpretation
for speakers of Dutch. Two groups of speakers were studied: speakers of
standard Dutch (Chapter 4) and speakers from four regions of the Netherlands
(Chapter 5). In an auditory number decision task, participants decided if a
compound was singular or plural. While all compounds with linking en required
the singular response, the results from Chapter 4 showed that reaction times
were delayed when the compound contained a linking en. All of the regional
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speech variants of Dutch linking en - [̸], [̸Q] and [ ]ذ- were found to cause
interference for speakers of standard Dutch. I interpret this finding as evidence
for a plural interpretation of the linking element in auditory word processing.
These results show that speakers of standard Dutch interpret linking elements
in spoken Dutch compounds as plural markers.
Chapter 5 goes a step further to test the hypothesis that the regional origin
of the speakers themselves may also affect their interpretation of linking en. It
examined whether the three regional speech variants of linking en cause a plural
interpretation for speakers from four regions of the Netherlands (i.e., North,
Northeast, Middle and South). Speakers from region Middle (i.e., North and
South Holland, Utrecht, and the southern part of Gelderland) were considered
as speakers of standard Dutch in this study. Again, participants decided if a
compound was singular or plural in an auditory decision task. While all
compounds with linking en required the singular response, reaction times were
delayed when the compound contained a linking en. All of the linking en speech
variants - [̸], [̸Q] and [ ]ذ- produced interference for speakers from the North,
Northeast, and South. Moreover, regional differences were found in the
response latencies. First, speakers from the Middle region showed interference
effects for the variants [̸Q] and []ذ, but not for linking [̸]. Second, speakers
from the North, where Frisian is spoken and homophony with the plural suffix
does not exist, showed a larger interference effect for all speech variants
compared to the speakers from region Middle. Finally, speakers from the South
showed larger interference effects for linking [ ]ذthan speakers from the Middle
region of the Netherlands. These results show that a speaker’s regional origin
affects his or her interpretation of subtle speech variants of Dutch linking en.

7.4

Semantics and Prosody

Finally, Chapter 6 compared the interpretation of written and spoken Dutch
compounds with linking en and investigated the influence of rhythm on
interpretation. Participants were asked to estimate the conceptual plurality of
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the first constituent of the compound on a seven-point scale. Three studies
were conducted: (1) written pseudo-compounds (moel+en+garmik) and written
novel compounds (aap+en+leraar, ‘monkey teacher’) with a linking en; (2)
written existing compounds with a variable linking en (bloem+(en)+bak, ‘flower
box’) and a stress clash or not at the constituent boundaries (bloem+bak or
zwaluw+ei, ‘swallow egg’); and (3) spoken existing compounds (identical to
study two). The results showed that the addition of linking en in written or
spoken existing compounds induce higher plurality ratings. Furthermore, an
effect of rhythm on plurality was observed in written pseudo-compounds and
spoken existing compounds: modifiers with a linking en to prevent a stress clash
induce lower plurality ratings than modifiers with linking en in a neutral context.
No such effect for rhythm was detected in written novel or written existing
compounds. Possibly, different ways of processing words, with or without the
use of phonology, explain these results. Chapter 6 shows that rhythm can affect
the interpretation of linking elements in Dutch compounds.

7.5

Word formation and regular inflection

The research described in this thesis provides evidence that Dutch linking en is
interpreted as a plural marker by speakers of Dutch. This observation is
problematic for the level-ordering hypothesis (Kiparsky, 1982) and the wordsand-rules theory (Berent & Pinker, 2007, 2008; Pinker, 1991, 1999; Pinker &
Ullman, 2002). Regarding compound formation, both theories predict that
irregular plurals can occur as modifiers in compounds (mice eater), while regular
plurals (*rats eater) cannot. In this thesis, I provide evidence on the basis of
speech production, speech perception and numerosity judgments that Dutch
compounds contain regular plural nouns as modifier. My conclusion is based
on four observations. First, Dutch plural formation of nouns is regular (Baayen
et al., 2002; Keuleers et al., 2007). Second, due to homography between the
regular plural suffix -en and Dutch linking en, a plural interpretation of written
linking elements in compounds is observed (Chapter 6 and Schreuder et al.,
1998). Third, speakers of Dutch pronounce regular plural nouns in phrases and
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modifiers with linking en containing the same noun identically (Chapter 2).
Finally, linking elements in spoken compounds cause a plural interpretation
(Chapters 4, 5 and 6).
The results from Frisian speech production (Chapter 3) provide further
counterevidence for Kiparsky’s and Pinker’s claims. This study revealed that
Frisian-Dutch bilinguals may use two distinctive systems: A Frisian grammar in
which regular plural nouns do often not occur as modifiers in compounds, and
a Dutch grammar in which regular plural nouns can occur as modifiers in
compounds. My results show that most Frisian-Dutch bilinguals with L1Frisian seem to follow the words-and-rules paradigm when speaking Frisian but
not when speaking Dutch.
Also Booij (2002) provides counterevidence for the claim that regular
inflection cannot be used in further word formation (e.g., Berent & Pinker,
2007, 2008; Kiparsky, 1982; Pinker, 1999). He reports that ‘certain kinds of
inherent inflection may feed word formation’ (p. 84). For instance, regular
plural nouns can be used in derivations as illustrated in the examples of (1).36
(1)

Regular plural noun

Derivation

boek+en

(‘books’)

boeken+achtig

(‘bookish’)

held+en

(‘heroes’)

helden+dom

(‘heroism’)

vorst+en

(‘princes’)

vorsten+dom

(‘princedom’)

student+en

(‘students’)

studenten+achtig

(‘studentlike’)

deskundige+n

(‘experts’)

deskundigen+schap

(‘being an expert’)

The examples in (1) illustrate that regular plural nouns may feed word
formation in Dutch. For instance, the plural noun held+en (‘heroes’) can easily
be used to create a derivation like helden+dom (‘heroism’). Taken my results, the

36 The first and second example (boeken+achtig and helden+dom) are extracted from Booij
(2002, p. 84).
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examples in (1) and the aforementioned earlier findings together, I conclude
that regular plural nouns occur as modifiers in Dutch compounds and are
interpreted as such by Dutch speakers. Pace Kiparsky’s and Pinker’s theories, I
falsify the hypothesis that word formation is constrained by regular inflection.

7.6

Linking elements

On the basis of the research described in this thesis, I argue that Dutch linking
en is often identical to the plural suffix -en in its form as well as in its meaning.
This hypothesis is supported by previous research (e.g., Neijt et al.., 2004;
Schreuder et al., 1998) and the results of the present thesis and can be
understood in terms of a parallel dual-route model (Baayen, Dijkstra, &
Schreuder, 1997; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995). According to this model, any
activation of the regular plural suffix -en automatically activates its semantic
properties as well. Modifiers in Dutch compounds like boek+en in boek+en+kast
(‘book+en+case’) would therefore automatically activate the regular plural form
of the word (boek+en, ‘books’) and simultaneously activate its meaning
(boek+plural).
The findings of the present thesis have important implications for current
linguistic theories. First, my results display clear regional pronunciation
variation of the linking en in Dutch compounds, which is in contrast to the
general assumption that this element is most often pronounced as [̷] in
standard Dutch (Booij, 2002, p. 179; Booij & van Santen, 1998, p. 156; de Haas
& Trommelen, 1993, p. 402; Haeseryn et al., 1997, p. 683). The present study
thus contributes to our knowledge of regional pronunciation variation in
standard Dutch.
Second, the observation that Dutch speakers often interpret the Dutch
linking en as a plural marker in both written and spoken compounds is in
contrast with the opinion of some linguists. For instance, Verkuyl (2007, p.
457-458) refutes the idea that boek+verkoper (‘bookseller’) denotes one boek
(‘book’) and boek+en+plank (‘bookshelf’) denotes a shelf for several boeken
(‘books’). In his view, plural and singular are characteristics that belong to
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phrases and not to single nouns. De Haas and Trommelen (1993, p. 361) report
that in compounds like boek+en+kast (‘bookcase’) it is not possible to decide
that the en of boek+en (book+en) is a plural suffix or a linking element.
Finally, some linguists make a distinction between plural morphemes and
linking elements (Bauer, 2003; Booij, 2007). In their view, the linking en is
sometimes considered a plural morpheme (sted+en+raad, ‘cities’ council’), and
sometimes a meaningless linking element (schaap+en+vlees, ‘sheep’s meat’). I
argue, however, that a plural interpretation of the modifier is possible in such
compounds. For instance, Dutch speakers may interpret kers+en+pit as ‘a pit as
one finds in cherry’s’, hond+en+hok as ‘a kennel that houses dogs’, and
schaap+en+vlees as ‘meat of sheep’. Empirical evidence is given by the present
thesis since it shows that the linking en in modifiers which are typically
“singular” (bril+en+koker, ‘glasses case’, a case for one pair of glasses) also cause
a plural interpretation. I argue that Dutch linking en in spoken compounds
triggers a plural interpretation that speakers of Dutch cannot suppress.
In two perception studies presented here (Chapter 4 and 5), I treated the
singular-plural distinction as a dichotomy since one of the aims of this
dissertation was to investigate whether subtle speech variants of Dutch linking
en actually cause a plural interpretation. Previous studies, however, show that
the interpretation of singular and plural meaning runs on a gradual scale (e.g.,
Neijt et al., 2004; Jansen et al., 2007). In existing compounds, the head of the
compound co-determines the conceptual plurality of the modifier. For instance,
the number of mieren (‘ants’) in a mier+en+hoop (‘anthill’) is substantially larger
than the number of konijnen (‘rabbits’) in a konijn+en+hok (‘rabbit hutch’). A
similar kind of effect is shown by Hörmann (1983), who studied how many
objects are referred to by German indefinite quantifiers, like ein paar (‘a few’).
He presented subjects with sentences like ein paar ‘X’, for instance ein paar
Menschen (‘a few people’). Subjects had to estimate the number of ‘X’ that the
expression referred to. The meaning of ein paar was found to be determined by
the spatial situation. For instance, the number of people was estimated lower in
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a sentence like vor der Hütte stehen ein paar Leute (‘a few people before a hut’) than
in a sentence like vor dem Gebäude stehen ein paar Leute (‘a few people before a
building’; Hörmann, 1983, p. 230).

7.7

Topics for further research

The results obtained in the speech production studies could be extended to
corpora of spontaneous speech (e.g., Corpus of Spoken Dutch) to explore if
the same pattern of regional pronunciation variation in linking elements occurs.
Also, it would be worthwhile to study dialectical variation in the pronunciation
of linking elements in more detail. As the results of my study show, there is an
interesting variability present in the pronunciation of linking elements and
plural endings in Limburg. Two factors, the variety occurring in plural endings
in the Limburg dialects and a slower speech rate, may have caused these results
and are worth to investigate. Furthermore, it would be interesting to study the
pronunciation of linking elements in other Dutch dialects since hardly anything
is known about this topic.
Future studies could investigate differences in numerosity judgments of
subtle speech variants of Dutch linking en. On the basis of the results in
Chapters 4 and 5, I expect linking [̸Q] to cause higher numerosity judgments
than linking [̸], and linking [ ]ذto cause higher numerosity judgments than [̸Q].
Finally, regional differences were found in the interpretation of Dutch linking
en in spoken compounds. Speakers from the Middle of the Netherlands (i.e.,
North and South Holland, Utrecht, and the southern part of Gelderland)
showed no interference effects for linking [̸], despite realization of both the
plural and the linking element as [̸] (see Chapters 2 and 3). An explanation
could be that the linking [̸] in Dutch compounds may have a purely rhythmic
function for speakers in the Middle of the Netherlands since Dutch linking en
can be used not only to express plurality of the modifier, but also to create an
alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables (Neijt & Schreuder, 2007).
Speakers from this region could therefore interpret linking elements as plural
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markers only when they are pronounced as [(̸)Q], not when pronounced as [̸].
Future studies should investigate this issue further.

7.8

Concluding remarks

The primary aim of the research described in this thesis was to investigate
whether language users pronounce and interpret Dutch linking en in spoken
compounds as a plural form. Due to the changed spelling rules through the
years, a plural interpretation of linking en in written compounds (e.g., Neijt et
al., 2004; Schreuder et al., 1998) can be caused by their spelling. This
dissertation reveals that even speech variants of Dutch linking en are interpreted
as plural forms. Moreover, it demonstrates that regular plural nouns occur as
modifiers in Dutch compounds and are interpreted as such by Dutch speakers.
This fact falsifies Kiparsky’s and Pinker’s claim that compound formation is
constrained by regular inflection.
The present thesis took a step towards consolidating linguistics,
psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics. It shows the diversity of language:
Regional variation exists in the pronunciation and interpretation of linking
elements in Dutch compounds. This implicates that people from different,
although closely related linguistic backgrounds arrive at subtly different
interpretations in everyday speech.
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SAMENVATTING IN HET NEDERLANDS
Het doel van dit proefschrift was om meer inzicht te krijgen in de functie van
de

tussenklank

en

(vb.

noot+en+kraker)

in

gesproken

Nederlandse

samenstellingen. De centrale onderzoeksvraag luidde: in hoeverre zijn de
tussenklank en (noot+en+kraker) en de meervoudsuitgang -en (noot+en) identiek
in gesproken Nederlands? Eerdere studies hebben al laten zien dat de
tussenklank en gelijk is aan de meervoudsuitgang in geschreven woorden (o.a.
Neijt et al., 2004; Schreuder et al., 1998). In dit proefschrift is allereerst de
uitspraak onderzocht van tussenklanken en meervoudsuitgangen voor
Nederlandse sprekers uit vijf regio’s in Nederland, en voor Friese sprekers (ook
wel ‘Fries-Nederlands tweetaligen’ genoemd) uit twee regio’s in Friesland. In
het Nederlands klinken de tussenklank en en de meervoudsuitgang -en namelijk
vaak hetzelfde (ze zijn ‘homofoon’, bijv. boeken - boekenkast), terwijl dit in het
Fries vaak niet het geval is (boeken - boekekast). Ten tweede is in dit proefschrift
onderzocht hoe Nederlandse moedertaalsprekers tussenklanken in gesproken
samenstellingen interpreteren. Interpreteren standaardtaalsprekers verschillende
uitspraakvarianten van en als een meervoudsuitgang? En hoe is dit voor
sprekers uit verschillende regio’s van Nederland, die meer of minder gewend
zijn aan een bepaalde uitspraakvariant? Ten slotte wordt in het laatste
hoofdstuk een vergelijking gemaakt tussen de interpretatie van de tussenklank
en in geschreven en gesproken samenstellingen en wordt de rol van ritme
onderzocht.
Spraakproductie
Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een plaatjesbenoemexperiment waarbij de uitspraak
van de tussenklank en in een samenstelling (noot+en+kraker) werd vergeleken
met de uitspraak van de meervoudsuitgang -en in een zin (noot+en kraken). De
uitspraak van Nederlandse moedertaalsprekers uit vijf verschillende regio’s in
Nederland (noord: Heerenveen; oost: Doetinchem; midden: Barneveld; zuid:
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Roermond; en west: Rijnsburg) werd onderzocht. Deze studie liet zien dat er
een zeer sterke correlatie is tussen de uitspraak van tussenklanken en
meervoudsuitgangen. Alle proefpersonen spraken beide categorieën op
dezelfde manier uit, waarbij regionale variatie zich duidelijk manifesteerde:
sprekers uit de noordelijke en oostelijke regio’s realiseerden tussenklanken en
meervoudsuitgangen beide met een [Q], terwijl sprekers uit het midden en
westen beide categorieën vaak realiseerden zonder [Q]. Sprekers uit het zuiden
lieten geen uitspraakvoorkeur zien. Bovendien werd er nogal wat variatie
gevonden in de uitspraak van tussenklanken en meervoudsuitgangen tussen
proefpersonen in iedere regio (zie Hoofdstuk 2, Appendix C). De resultaten
van Hoofdstuk 2 laten zien dat de tussenklank en en de meervoudsuitgang -en in
het Nederlands zeer sterk aan elkaar gerelateerd zijn in spraakproductie.
Hoofdstuk 3 gebruikt hetzelfde experiment als in het vorige hoofdstuk en
vergeleek de uitspraak van tussenklanken en meervoudsuitgangen in het Fries
(nut+e+kreaker ‘notenkraker’, vs. nut+en kreakje ‘noten kraken’). Aan deze studie
namen Fries-Nederlands tweetaligen deel uit twee regio’s in Friesland (Noord:
Buitenpost; Zuid: Heerenveen). De resultaten van deze studie lieten een
systematisch onderscheid zien in de Friese uitspraak van tussenklanken en
meervoudsuitgangen: meervoudsuitgangen worden dikwijls gerealiseerd met [Q],
terwijl tussenklanken vaak gerealiseerd worden zonder [Q]. Bovendien bleek
iemands moedertaal een rol te spelen in de uitspraak: de meeste Friezen met
Nederlands als moedertaal realiseerden tussenklanken en meervoudsuitgangen
identiek in de Friese uitspraak (d.w.z. ze vertoonden hetzelfde patroon als in de
Nederlandse uitspraak, zie Hoofdstuk 2), terwijl de meeste Friezen met Fries als
moedertaal beide categorieën verschillend realiseerden in de Friese uitspraak.
De resultaten uit Hoofdstuk 2 en 3 tezamen laten zien dat de meeste Friezen
tussenklanken en meervoudsuitgangen verschillend realiseren wanneer zij Fries
spreken, maar niet wanneer zij Nederlands spreken.
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Spraakperceptie
In Hoofdstuk 4 en 5 werd onderzocht of taalgebruikers de verschillende
uitspraakvarianten van de tussenklank en ([̸], [̸Q], of []ذ, zie Hoofdstuk 2)
interpreteren als meervoudsuitgangen. Er waren twee groepen proefpersonen:
standaardtaalsprekers van het Nederlands (Hoofdstuk 4) en sprekers afkomstig
uit vier regio’s in Nederland (midden, noord, noordoost en zuid; Hoofdstuk 5).
In een auditieve beslissingstaak beslisten proefpersonen of een samenstelling
enkelvoud of meervoud was en werden hun reactietijden gemeten. Alle
samenstellingen

met

een

tussenklank

en

waren

enkelvoudig

(vb.

schaap+en+herder) terwijl de filler-items meervoudig waren (vb. oor+bellen). De
resultaten van Hoofdstuk 4 lieten zien dat de reactietijden op de
enkelvoudsbeslissingen vertraagd werden wanneer de samenstelling een
tussenklank en bevatte. Alle uitspraakvarianten van de tussenklank en zorgden
voor een interferentie-effect bij standaardtaalsprekers. Deze resultaten tonen
aan dat standaardtaalsprekers van het Nederlands tussenklanken als
meervoudsuitgangen interpreteren in auditieve verwerking.
Hoofdstuk 5 gaat een stap verder en test de hypothese of de regionale
herkomst van sprekers zelf invloed heeft op de interpretatie van de tussenklank
en. In deze studie werd gebruik gemaakt van hetzelfde experiment als in
Hoofdstuk 4 en hierin namen proefpersonen deel uit vier regio’s in Nederland
(midden, noord, noordoost en zuid), waarbij de sprekers uit het midden van het
land (d.w.z. Noord- en Zuid-Holland, Utrecht, en het zuidelijke deel van
Gelderland) beschouwd werden als ‘standaardtaalsprekers’. De reactietijden op
de enkelvoudsbeslissingen werden vertraagd wanneer de samenstelling een
tussenklank en bevatte. Alle uitspraakvarianten van de tussenklank en zorgden
voor een interferentie-effect bij sprekers uit het noorden, noordoosten en
zuiden van Nederland. Echter, regionale verschillen werden gevonden in de
reactietijden. Ten eerste lieten sprekers uit het midden van Nederland alleen een
interferentie-effect zien voor de uitspraakvarianten [̸Q] en []ذ, en niet voor [̸].
Ten tweede lieten sprekers uit het noorden (Friesland) een groter interferentie185
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effect zien voor alle uitspraakvarianten vergeleken met de sprekers uit het
midden van het land. Ten slotte lieten sprekers uit regio zuid een groter
interferentie-effect zien voor de uitspraakvariant [ ]ذdan sprekers uit regio
midden. Deze resultaten laten zien dat de regionale herkomst van een spreker
invloed heeft op iemands interpretatie van subtiele uitspraakvarianten van de
tussenklank en in het Nederlands.
Semantiek en Prosodie
Ten slotte werd in Hoofdstuk 6 een vergelijking gemaakt tussen de
interpretatie van de tussenklank en in geschreven en gesproken samenstellingen
en werd de rol van ritme onderzocht. Proefpersonen werden in deze studie
gevraagd om de meervoudigheid van het eerste deel van een samenstelling te
beoordelen op een zevenpuntsschaal, bijvoorbeeld hoe meervoudig is bloemen in
bloem+en+bak? Er werden drie studies uitgevoerd. De eerste studie bevatte
geschreven pseudosamenstellingen (vb. moel+en+garmik), d.w.z. samenstellingen
bestaande uit twee pseudowoorden. Pseudowoorden zijn woorden die niet in
het Nederlands voorkomen, maar waarvan de klankcombinaties wel mogelijk
zijn, zoals moel en garmik. De pseudosamenstellingen werden vergeleken met
geschreven nieuwe samenstellingen. Deze samenstellingen waren opgebouwd
uit twee bestaande zelfstandige naamwoorden (vb. aap en leraar) die samen geen
bestaand woord in het Nederlands vormen, zoals aap+en+leraar. De
pseudosamenstellingen en nieuwe samenstellingen bevatten steeds een
tussenklank en. De tweede studie bevatte geschreven bestaande samenstellingen
die voorkomen met én zonder tussenklank en (vb. bloem+(en)+bak). Bovendien
bevatten deze woorden wel of niet een klemtoonbotsing op de grens van de
afzonderlijke delen. Een klemtoonbotsing (d.w.z. een opeenvolging van twee
beklemtoonde lettergrepen) komt bijvoorbeeld voor in de samenstelling
bloem+bak, maar niet in de samenstelling zwaluw+ei. De derde studie was geheel
identiek aan studie 2, maar alle woorden werden nu auditief aangeboden. De
resultaten lieten zien dat de toevoeging van en in een samenstelling leidt tot
hogere
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samenstellingen. Bovendien werd er een effect van ritme gevonden op de
meervoudsoordelen in geschreven pseudosamenstellingen en gesproken
bestaande samenstellingen: samenstellingen met een tussenklank en die een
klemtoonbotsing

voorkomt

(vb.

bloem+en+bak)

leidden

tot

lagere

meervoudsoordelen dan samenstellingen met een tussenklank en in een neutrale
ritmische context. Dit ritmische effect werd niet gevonden in geschreven
nieuwe of geschreven bestaande samenstellingen. Een verklaring hiervoor kan
zijn dat de verwerking van geschreven en gesproken samenstellingen verschilt
in het al dan niet gebruiken van fonologie. Hoofdstuk 6 laat zien dat ritme
invloed kan hebben op de interpretatie van Nederlandse samenstellingen met
een tussenklank en.
Woordvorming en regelmatige inflectie
Het onderzoek dat is beschreven in deze dissertatie biedt empirische evidentie
voor de hypothese dat de tussenklank en in het Nederlands geïnterpreteerd
wordt als een meervoudsuitgang door taalgebruikers. Deze observatie is
problematisch voor de level-ordering hypothese (Kiparsky, 1982) en de wordsand-rules theorie (Berent & Pinker, 2007, 2008; Pinker, 1991, 1999; Pinker &
Ullman, 2002). Over de vorming van samenstellingen voorspellen beide
theorieën namelijk dat onregelmatige meervouden kunnen voorkomen als
eerste deel van een samenstelling (vb. mice eater), terwijl regelmatige meervouden
niet kunnen voorkomen als eerste deel van een samenstelling (vb. rats eater). In
deze dissertatie toon ik op basis van spraakproductie, spraakperceptie en
meervoudsoordelen aan dat in het Nederlands wel degelijk samenstellingen
voorkomen

waarvan

het

eerste

deel

bestaat

uit

een

regelmatige

meervoudsvorm. Deze conclusie is gebaseerd op vier bevindingen. Ten eerste,
de Nederlandse meervoudsvorming van nomina met -en is regelmatig (Baayen
et al., 2002; Keuleers et al., 2007). Ten tweede, er is aangetoond dat de
tussenklank en, die in de geschreven vorm overeenkomt met de regelmatige
meervoudsuitgang -en, geïnterpreteerd wordt als meervoud (Hoofdstuk 6 en
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Schreuder et al., 1998). Ten derde, Nederlanders spreken regelmatige
meervouden en eerste delen van samenstellingen met een tussenklank en
identiek

uit

(Hoofdstuk

tussenklanken

in

2).

gesproken

Ten

slotte,

taalgebruikers

samenstellingen

als

interpreteren

meervoudsuitgangen

(Hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6).
De resultaten van de Friese uitspraak (Hoofdstuk 3) geven meer tegenbewijs
voor de opvattingen van Kiparsky en Pinker. Deze studie toont aan dat Friezen
twee gescheiden systemen kunnen gebruiken: een Friese grammatica waarin
regelmatige meervouden van nomina zelden voorkomen als eerste deel van een
samenstelling, en een Nederlandse grammatica waarin regelmatige meervouden
als eerste deel van een samenstelling heel gebruikelijk zijn. Mijn resultaten laten
zien dat de meeste Friezen het words-and-rules paradigma lijken op te volgen
wanneer zij Fries spreken, maar niet wanneer zij Nederlands spreken.
Ook Booij (2002) geeft argumenten tegen het standpunt dat regelmatige
inflectie niet gebruikt kan worden in verdere woordvormingsprocessen. Hij
noemt vormen van inflectie die woordvorming kunnen ‘voeden’ (p. 84).
Regelmatige meervouden van nomina kunnen bijvoorbeeld gebruikt worden in
afleidingen, zoals geïllustreerd in de voorbeelden van (1).37
(1)

Regelmatige meervoudsvorm

Afleiding

boek+en

boeken+achtig

held+en

helden+dom

vorst+en

vorsten+dom

student+en

studenten+achtig

deskundige+n

deskundigen+schap

De voorbeelden in (1) illustreren dat regelmatige meervouden van nomina
gebruikt kunnen worden om nieuwe woorden te vormen in het Nederlands.

De eerste twee voorbeelden (boeken+achtig en helden+dom) zijn ontleend aan Booij
(2002, p. 84).
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Bijvoorbeeld, de meervoudsvorm held+en kan eenvoudig worden gebruikt om
een nieuwe afleiding te vormen zoals helden+dom. Op basis van de resultaten uit
mijn dissertatie, de voorbeelden uit (1) en de bevindingen uit eerdere studies
concludeer ik dat regelmatige meervouden van nomina voorkomen als eerste
deel van Nederlandse samenstellingen en dat dergelijke samenstellingen ook op
deze manier geïnterpreteerd worden door taalgebruikers. Met respect voor de
theorieën van Kiparsky en Pinker falsifieer ik de hypothese dat woordvorming
wordt beperkt door regelmatige inflectie.
Tussenklanken
Op basis van het onderzoek dat beschreven is in deze dissertatie beargumenteer
ik dat de tussenklank en in het Nederlands vaak identiek is aan de
meervoudsuitgang -en, zowel in vorm als in betekenis. Deze hypothese wordt
ondersteund door eerder onderzoek van Schreuder et al. (1998) en Neijt et al.
(2004). De resultaten van dit proefschrift kunnen verklaard worden met het
parallel dual-route model (Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997; Schreuder &
Baayen, 1995). Volgens dit model leidt alle activatie van de regelmatige
meervoudsuitgang -en tot automatische activatie van de betekenis. Het eerste
deel van een samenstelling zoals boek+en in boek+en+kast zou in dit model
leiden tot automatische activatie van de meervoudsvorm boek+en, en zijn
betekenis (boek+meervoud).
De bevindingen uit deze dissertatie hebben belangrijke consequenties voor
taalkundige theorieën. Ten eerste tonen mijn resultaten duidelijk aan dat er
regionale variatie voorkomt in de uitspraak van de tussenklank en in
Nederlandse samenstellingen. Dit is in contrast met de visie van sommige
taalkundigen, die ervan uitgaan dat dit element vrijwel altijd wordt uitgesproken
als [̸] in het Standaard Nederlands (Booij, 2002, p. 179; Booij & van Santen,
1998, p. 156; de Haas & Trommelen, 1993, p. 402; Haeseryn et al., 1997, p.
683). De huidige studie draagt dus bij aan onze kennis van regionale
uitspraakvariatie in het Standaard Nederlands.
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Ten tweede, de bevinding dat taalgebruikers de tussenklank en in het
Nederlands vaak interpreteren als meervoudsuitgang in zowel geschreven als
gesproken samenstellingen is in conflict met de opinie van sommige
taalkundigen. Verkuyl (2007, p. 457-458) wijst bijvoorbeeld het idee af dat
boek+verkoper zou verwijzen naar één boek en boek+en+plank zou verwijzen naar
meerdere boeken. Volgens hem zijn enkelvoud en meervoud eigenschappen
van zinnen en niet van afzonderlijke nomina. De Haas en Trommelen (1993, p.
361) rapporteren dat in samenstellingen zoals boek+en+kast het niet mogelijk is
om te bepalen of de en van boek+en een meervoudsuitgang of een tussenklank
is.38
Ten slotte, sommige taalkundigen maken een onderscheid tussen
meervoudsuitgangen en tussenklanken (Bauer, 2003; Booij, 2007). Zij
beschouwen de tussenklank en soms als een meervoudsuitgang (vb.
sted+en+raad) en soms als een betekenisloze tussenklank (vb. schaap+en+vlees). Ik
beargumenteer echter dat er wel degelijk een meervoudsinterpretatie mogelijk is
in de laatstgenoemde categorie samenstellingen. Bijvoorbeeld, taalgebruikers
kunnen kers+en+pit interpreteren als ‘een pit zoals kersen die hebben’,
hond+en+hok als ‘een hok zoals honden die hebben’, en schaap+en+vlees als ‘vlees
van schapen’. In dit proefschrift is empirische evidentie gegeven voor dit
standpunt: eerste leden van samenstellingen met een typische ‘enkelvoudige’
betekenis (vb. bril+en+koker, een koker voor één bril) veroorzaken een
meervoudsinterpretatie. Mijn experimenten wijzen uit dat de tussenklank en in
Nederlandse gesproken samenstellingen een meervoudsinterpretatie ontlokt die
taalgebruikers niet kunnen onderdrukken.
In twee perceptiestudies die in dit proefschrift zijn beschreven
(Hoofdstukken 4 en 5) heb ik het onderscheid tussen enkelvoud en meervoud
behandeld als een tweedeling. Een van de doelen van dit proefschrift was

De Haas en Trommelen (1993, p. 361): “In substantieven als boekenkast is het
namelijk niet uit te maken of de -en [̸] van boeken een meervoudssuffix of een
tussenklank (bindfoneem) is.”
38
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namelijk om te onderzoeken in hoeverre subtiele uitspraakvarianten van de
tussenklank en in het Nederlands een meervoudsinterpretatie veroorzaken.
Voorgaande studies hebben echter laten zien dat het betekenisonderscheid
tussen enkelvoud en meervoud op een glijdende schaal loopt (o.a. Neijt et al.,
2004; Jansen et al., 2007). Het eerste deel van een samenstelling beïnvloedt
namelijk de ‘conceptuele’ meervoudigheid van het woord. Het aantal mieren in
een mier+en+hoop is bijvoorbeeld veel groter dan het aantal konijnen in een
konijn+en+hok. Een vergelijkbaar effect is aangetoond door Hörmann (1983),
die onderzoek deed naar onbepaalde hoeveelheidsaanduiders in het Duits, zoals
ein paar (‘een paar’). In zijn studie liet hij proefpersonen zinnen zien zoals ein
paar ‘X’, bijvoorbeeld ein paar Menschen (‘een paar mensen’). Proefpersonen
moesten inschatten naar hoeveel objecten werd verwezen met ‘X’. De betekenis
van ein paar bleek mede bepaald te worden door de ruimtelijke situatie: het
aantal personen in vor der Hütte stehen ein paar Leute (‘voor de hut staan een paar
mensen’) werd lager ingeschat dan in een zin als vor dem Gebäude stehen ein paar
Leute (‘voor het gebouw staan een paar mensen’; Hörmann, 1983, p. 230).
Thema’s voor verder onderzoek
De resultaten die verkregen zijn uit de uitspraakstudies in dit proefschrift
kunnen uitgebreid worden naar corpora van spontane spraak (bijv. Corpus
Gesproken Nederlands) om te onderzoeken of dezelfde patronen van regionale
uitspraakvariatie voorkomen in tussenklanken. Ook zou het waardevol zijn om
dialectologische uitspraakvariatie in tussenklanken te bestuderen. Zoals de
resultaten van mijn studie laten zien, is er een interessante variabiliteit aanwezig
in de uitspraak van tussenklanken en meervoudsuitgangen in Limburg. Twee
factoren, de variatie die voorkomt in meervoudsuitgangen in de Limburgse
dialecten en een trager spreektempo, zouden deze resultaten kunnen verklaren
en zijn verder onderzoek waard. Bovendien zou het interessant zijn om de
uitspraak van tussenklanken in andere Nederlandse dialecten te onderzoeken
omdat hier nog weinig onderzoek naar is gedaan.
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Vervolgonderzoek

zou

verschillen

in

meervoudsoordelen

kunnen

inventariseren bij subtiele uitspraakvarianten van de tussenklank en in het
Nederlands. Op basis van de resultaten in de Hoofdstukken 4 en 5, verwacht ik
dat [̸Q] hogere meervoudsoordelen zal ontlokken dan [̸], en de tussenklank []ذ
weer hogere meervoudsoordelen zal ontlokken dan [̸Q]. Ten slotte werden er
regionale verschillen gevonden in de interpretatie van de tussenklank en in
gesproken samenstellingen. Nederlandse sprekers uit het midden van het land
(d.w.z. Noord- en Zuid-Holland, Utrecht, en het zuidelijke deel van
Gelderland) lieten geen interferentie-effect zien voor de uitspraakvariant [̸],
ondanks realisatie van zowel de meervoudsuitgang en als de tussenklank en als
[̸] (zie Hoofdstuk 2). Een mogelijke verklaring zou kunnen zijn dat de
tussenklank [̸] voor deze sprekers alleen een ritmische functie heeft. Naast het
uitdrukken van een meervoud, kan de tussenklank en namelijk ook worden
gebruikt om een afwisseling van beklemtoonde en onbeklemtoonde
lettergrepen te creëren, zoals in bloem+en+bak (Neijt & Schreuder, 2007).
Sprekers van regio midden interpreteren tussenklanken wellicht alleen als
meervoudsuitgangen wanneer zij uitgesproken worden met een [Q].
Slotopmerkingen
Het hoofddoel van het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift was om te
onderzoeken in hoeverre taalgebruikers de tussenklank en in Nederlandse
samenstellingen uitspreken en interpreteren als een meervoudsvorm. Vanwege
de veranderde spellingregels de laatste decennia zou een meervoudsinterpretatie
van de tussenklank en in geschreven samenstellingen veroorzaakt kunnen zijn
door hun spelling. Dit proefschrift toont aan dat zelfs uitspraakvarianten van de
tussenklank en geïnterpreteerd worden als meervoudsvormen in het
Nederlands. Bovendien laat dit proefschrift zien dat regelmatige meervouden
van nomina voorkomen als eerste deel van Nederlandse samenstellingen en dat
dergelijke samenstellingen ook op deze manier geïnterpreteerd worden door
taalgebruikers. Deze bevinding falsifieert de theorieën van Kiparsky en Pinker
dat woordvorming wordt beperkt door regelmatige inflectie.
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Dit proefschrift heeft een stap gezet om verschillende vakgebieden met
elkaar te verenigen, namelijk de taalkunde, de psycholinguïstiek en de
sociolinguïstiek. Het laat de diversiteit van taal zien: er bestaat regionale variatie
in de uitspraak en interpretatie van tussenklanken in Nederlandse
samenstellingen. Dit betekent dat mensen van verschillende, sterk verwante
talige achtergronden subtiele verschillen vertonen in hun interpretatie van
alledaagse spraak.
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